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FLORIDA STATE ARCHIVES
DEPARTMENT OF STATE
R. A. GRAY BUILDING
Tallahassee, Florida 32'o01

Second Regular Session
of the
Sixth Legislature
under the Constitution as Revised in 1968

and of the
82nd Regular Session
since Statehood in 1845

APRIL 8 through JUNE 7, 1980
lincluding a record of transmittal of Acts subsequent to sine die adjournment]

JOURNAL OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

32'0

Mr. Kutun moved the adoption of the amendment; which
was adopted by two-thirds vote.
The question recurred on the passage of HB 1573. The vote
was:
Yeas-98
The Chair
Allen
Bankhead
Barrett
Batchelor
Boles
Brantley
Burnsed
Burrall
Bush
Campbell
Carlton
Carpenter
Conway
Cox
Crady
Crotty
Danson
Davis
Deratany
Dyer
Easley
Eckhart
Ewing
Flynn

Fontana
Fox
Gallagher
Gardner
Girardeau
Gordon
Grant
Gustafson
Hagler
Hall
Hattaway
Hawkins, L.R.
Hazouri
Healey·
Hector
Hieber
Hodges
Jennings
Johnson, A. E.
Johnson, B. L.
Johnson, R. C.
Jones, D. L.
Kershaw
Kirkwood
Kutun

Lehman
Lewis, J. W.
Liberti
Lippman
Lockward
Malloy
Mann
Margolis
Martin
Martinez
McPherson
Meek
Melby
Mica
Mills
Mitchell
Moffitt
Morgan
Myers
Nergard
Nuckolls
Ogden
O'Malley
Pajcic
Patchett

Patterson
Plummer
Price
Ready
Reynolds
Robinson
Rosen
Ryals
Sadowski
Sample
Shackelford
Silver
Smith, C.R.
Smith, L. J.
Spaet
Thomas
Thompson
Tygart
Upchurch
Warner
Watt
Williams
Young

Nays-None
Votes after roll call:
Yeas-Evans, M. E. Hawkins, Bell, Foster, Ward, Weinstock
So the bill passed, as further amended, and was certified to
the Senate after engrossment.
HB 1565-A bill to be entitled An act relating to the Florida
Insurance Exchange; amending s. 629.401, Florida Statutes,
relating to time periods regarding transmitting the proposed
constitution and bylaws of the exchange to the Insurance
Commissioner and Treasurer and to the Legislature; providing
for conditional repeal; providing an effective date.
-was read the third time by title.
Representative Sadowski offered the following amendment:

May 6, 1980

Yeas-101
The Chair
Allen
Bankhead
Barrett
Batchelor
Bell
Boles
Brantley
Burrall
Bush
Campbell
Carlton
Carpenter
Conway
Cox
Crady
Crotty
Danson
Davis
Deratany
Dyer
Easley
Eckhart
Ewing
Flinn
Flynn

Fontana
Foster
Fox
Gallagher
Gardner
Girardeau
Gordon
Grant
Gustafson
Hagler
Hall
Hattaway
Hawkins, L.R.
Hazouri
Hector
Hieber
Hodes
Hodges
Hollingsworth
Jennings
Johnson, A. E.
Johnson, B. L.
Johnson,R. C.
Jones, C. F.
Kelly
Kershaw

Kirkwood
Kutun
Lehman
Lewis, J. W.
Liberti
Lippman
Lockward
Malloy
Mann
Margolis
Martin
Martinez
McPherson
Meek
Melby
Mica
Mills
Mitchell
Moffitt
Myers
Nergard
Nuckolls
Ogden
Patchett
Patterson
Plummer

Price
Ready
Reynolds
Richmond
Robinson
Rosen
Sadowski
Sample
Shackelford
Sheldon
Silver
Smith, C.R.
Smith, L. J.
·spaet
Thomas
Thompson
Upchurch
Ward
Warner
Watt
Weinstock
Williams
Young

Nays-I
O'Malley
Votes after roll call:
Yeas-Burnsed, Evans, Morgan, M. E. Hawkins, Woodruff,
Healey, Burnsed
So the bill passed, as amended. On motion by Mr. Sadowski,
the rules were waived and the bill was immediately certified to
the Senate after engrossment.

Motions Relating to Committee References
On motion by Ms. Evans, without objection, HB's 1255 and
1257 were withdrawn from further consideration of the House.
On motion by Mr. Upchurch, without objection, HB 1281
was withdrawn from further consideration of the House.
On motion by Mr. Hieber, without objection, HB 1034 was
withdrawn from further consideration of the House.

Amendment 1-On page 1, lines 23-25, strike "3. Risks
which shall be certified according to s. 626.920(1)(b) as being
eligible for export according to s. 626.916(1)(a)." and insert:

On motion by Mr. Batchelor, without objection, HB 1309
was withdrawn from further consideration of the House.

� � wlHeft fHHttt ae eePtified aeeePdh,g te &: sg&,-9;l.Gf»
fa+ as beHig eHgH3le MF� aeeoPding te &: 626.Bl6(1) (a).

On point of order by Mr. Morgan, Chairman, that HB 1073
bas substantial fiscal impact, the bill was also referred to
the Committee on Appropriations and remains referred to the
Committee on Agriculture & General Legislation. On further
point of order by Mr. Morgan that HB's .726 and 479 do not
affect appropriations, the bills were withdrawn from the Com
mittee on Appropriations and placed on the Calendar.

S. Surplus lines insurance eligible for export under s. 626.916
or s. 626.917 and placed throi,gh a licensed Florida surplus
lines agent.

Mr. Sadowski moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted by two-thirds vote.
Representative Sadowski offered the following title amend
ment:

On motion by Mr. Hazouri, without objection, HB 736 was
withdrawn from furlher consideration of the House.

Amendment 2-On page 1, lines 4-8, strike "relating to time
periods regarding transmitting the proposed constitution and
bylaws of the exchange to the Insurance Commissioner and
Treasurer and to the Legislature;" and insert: changing time
periods regarding transmitting the proposed constitution and
bylaws of the exchange to the Insurance Commissioner and
Treasurer and to the Legislature and clarifying which risks
may be underwritten by the exchange; deleting language;

On motion by Mr. Gardner, without objection, HB 1070 was
withdrawn from further consideration of the House.

Mr. Sadowski moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.

Consideration of the Special and Continuing Order

The question recurred on the passage of HB 1565. The vote
was:

On motion by Mr. Young, agreed to by two-thirds votj/,
SB 173 was withdrawn from the Committee on Education,
K-12, and remains referred to the Committee on Appropriations.

On motion by Mr. Haben, agreed to by two-thirds vote, HB's
38, 412, 755, 150, 785, and 781 were removed from the Special
Order Calendar.

BILL ANAIYSIS
HOUSE COMMITTEE ON INSURANCE
PCB #28 (Second Draft) Other Committees of Reference:

Bill No.
Sponsor

Insurance Committee
laieox/Sirn Bills

Subject

Florida Insurance Exchanges

Date

5/15/80

HB 1565

Revised

SUMMARY

I

Provides that the committee appointed to write a
constitution and bylaws for the insurance exchange shall
submit the same to the Insurance Commissioner and
Treasurer and the Legislature no later than 5 days prior
to the adjournment of the regular session of the
Legislature or no later than 5 days prior to the
commencement oi any special or organizational legislative
session.
Provides for the esta�lishment of one or more i�surance
exchanges to be located in this state for the purpose of
providing f acilities for the underwriting of reinsurance
of all kinds of insurance, direct insurance of all kinds
on risks located entirely outside the United States, and
surplus lines insurance eligible for export under certain
provisions of the insurance code when placed through a
licensed Florida surplus lines agent.
Provides for regulation of the exchange by the Department
of Insurance and specif ies duties and obligations of
members.
Provides for examinations and investigations.
Imposes various requirements with respect to the
transaction of business by the exchange.
Provides
penalities.
See bill for details.

Present situation
Section 629.401, Florida Statutes, authorizes the establishment
of a Plorida Insurance Exchange for the above stated purpose.
It has been suggested that the current law may violate A III,
S 11, paragraph (a) (12) of the state constitution having to do
with a grant of privilege to a private corporation. Amending
the law to authorize the establishment of one or more exchanges
resolves this issue. The regulation provided for under sub
section (6) of the bill is intended to correct a possible con
stitutional deficiency in the current law involving the Delega
tion Do.ctrine.
III

FISCAL IMPACT
The law states that the authorization to establish an exchange
becomes operative only after a determination by the Insurance
Commissioner and Treasurer that the proposed exchange may operate
in an economic and beneficial manner. Private sector impact
on the initial exchange established will undoubtedly be one of
the subjects of such a determination with respect to the establish
ment of more than one exchange.

IV

COMMENTS
None.

Prepared by
Staff Director
JH:mc

Jack Herzog
Jack Herzog

May 13, l�o0 (Final)
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BILL tfo, AND SPONSOR:

HB 1565 by House
Insurance Committee

SUMMARY:
A.

Present Situation:
Chapter 79-394, which authorized the organization of
the Florida Insurance Exchange law, requires that the
constitution and by-laws of the Florida Insurance
Exchange be presented to the Insurance Commissioner at
least 30 days prior to a regular session and that the
constitution and by-laws be presented with recommendations
by the Insurance Commissioner at the start of such session.

B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
This bill amends section 629.401, Florida Statutes, to
require the presentation of the constitution and by-laws
at least 5 days prior to adjournment of a regular session
or at least 5 days prior to commencement of a special or
organizational session. It also requires that any
business written on a direct basis in the state be subject
to the eligibility requirements of the Surplus Lines Law
and placed through a licensed surplus lines agent.

II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
The Exchange is expected to make a substantial contribution
to the state's economy. This bill is needed in order
for the Exchange to become operable in 1980. The New
York and Illinois Exchanges are already operating and
by having this bill, the Florida Exchange can avoid a
delay of one year in getting the Exchange started and
thus compete favorably with the other exchanges.

B.
III.

Government:

COMMENTS:

None

Technical Errors - None noted.

T9prndll1:ed by

FLORIDA STATE ARCHIVES

DEPARTMENT OF STATE
R. A. GRAY BUILDING
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0250
Series ___ Carton _

SUM.MARY OF HB 1745 AS PASSED BY BOTH HOUSES

11/s1·1
p( I? :r: If

Provides that the committee appointed to write a constitution
and bylaws for the insurance exchange shall submit the same
to the Insurance Commissioner and Treasurer and the Legislature
no later than 5 days prior to the adjournment of the regular
session of the Legislature or no later than 5 days prior to the
commencement of_ �nx._ �pec_�_al or organizational le�i�_ l_::tive session.
The �uendment increases the size and composition of the initial
board of governors of any exchange from seven to fourteen members
with the President of the Senate and the Speaker of the House
each receiving one additional appointment, the Governor receiving
thre� appointments, and the House and Senate minority leaders one
appointment each.
Provides for the establishment of one or more insurance
exc�anges to be located in this state for t�e purpose of providing
facilities for the underwriting of reinsurance of all kinds of
insurance, direct insurance of all kinds on risks located entirely
outside the United States, and surplus lines insurance eligible
for export under certain provisions of the insurance code when
placed through a licensed Florida surplus lines agent.
Cur=ent law 8rovides for the establishment of a Florida insurance
exchange £or- the above stated purpose. It has been suggested
that the cur::-ent law may violate A III, S 11, 'paragraph (a) (12)
of the state constitution having to do with a g�ant of privilege
to a ?rivate cor�oration. Amending the law to authori2e the
establishment of one or more exchanses resolves this issue.
Cur::-ent l.:!.W gives th-2 Ir..surance Cc,n...---:1is sioner the ?Cv. er "-::o e limi:::a t':!
secticns of the insurance code frcm applicability to the exciange.
It has also been sugsested t�at this may be ari uncoLstituti�nal
c:el2qation of l::gislative power. 'i'te arc'tend..-nent S?eci::ies .
which secticns 0£ the code are to apply_to the exchanse and gives
-:::>.e ::i::.:csurance Cc;:nmissioner ::-egulatory _authority _over the exc:-iange,
thus solvi�g ttis pcssi�le ccnstitutional.def�ct�TJnc.er the 2..,_c1encr,ent the reg1:1latory_authority granted to the
:nsurance Cc�missioner specifies duties and oblig�tions of:
,.:e.r,-:_bers of tr..e exchange.
It ;,rovides - for ex3..!.:1inations and_
inv'=stigaticns and imposes various reauir�rnents with resoect
to tr..e transaction of tusi�ess �y the exchange and ?rcvijes 2enalties.
Ihe law states that the aut�orizati�n.to establish an excjange
:iecc:::-.es cper:1 ti •;e only _ af-ter a dei.:el.�ina ticn �y tr:e · Ic1sur2.nce .
Cc;::-nissioner. aT1d ?::-22.sw.rer tr:at the pro po s2d ,�xc:-12.nge s2.y o�Jera te
in an economic and.beneficial manner;· Private sector iraGact on
t::e initial exc:12.nge established ..will-_ undoubtedly_ :Ce o;:e - of the:-;
subjects of such a determi�ation -,.,i th respect to the est2.blisr-:..ilient --
of more t�an one exchange.
?lease refer to the attached surrillarv of subsection (6) =or details
of the r2gulatory· aut:10rity gra,-ited .-to· the_ I;1surance Corrunissione:c _
•. ,
unc.er the 2-J."Tlen.G..!"Tlent �: _.-

HB 1745
The amendment effectuates the followins:
1.

P.

4,

1.

4:

The initial board of seven members is increased to twelve
members. Of the five additional members, three are appointed
by the Governor and one each by the President and Speaker.
This is a substantive change.
2.

P. 6, 11. 9-11:
Language relating to the attorney-in-fact is deleted as not
being material to the insurance exchange. This language was
It would apply to a reciprocal
copied from statute in error.
type insurance company. This is a tech0_c::_�l chan�e.

3•

p. 6

I

1. 14:

The word "prospective" has been added to clarify the sentence.
This is a'technical change.
4.

P.

16, 1. 30; p. 17, 1.

l:

This sentence is moved to p. 18 after 1. 3. This is a
technical change. The sentence has to do with the violation
of the constitution and bylaws and should be listed under
"prohibited conduct" rather than under the list of grounds
for liquidation.
5.

P. 20, 1. 18.
The word "an" is deleted and the following is substituted:
"a broker member who is a surplus lines". •�•his is a technical change
to clarify that which was intended anyway--which is that
direct Florida business is placed through the surplus lines
agents.

6.

P. 23, 1. 19.
This sentence is added:
"Any direct business as defined in ss. 626.916 or 626.917
placed on the exchange must also meet the requirements of
ss. 626.920, 626.922 and 626.923." Since Dr. Lilly
indicated these would apply anyway, this is a technical change.
The paragraph heading was also changed (see p. 23, 1. 6).
This is technical.
Under these sections policy binders,
cover notes, certificates, policies, etc., are filed with
the department by the surplus lines agent. George Love
indicated the department is willjng to live with this;
Doug Mang is adumant that the surplus lines agents desire
1· Ji 1 s.
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200-107A-5-0
l:btc

A bill to be entitled
2

An act relating to the Florida Insurance

1.5

Exchange; amending s. 629.401, Florida
Statutes, authorizing the creat}.on of one or

1.5/1

1.5/3

8

constitution and bylaws of �e· exchange to the
_ _
Insurance Commissioner an,f)..._�easurer and to the

9

Legislature; providing .�/application of

1.5/4

4
5
6

--;I -.
� if c,;?l

µJ �����;1
Cl!

3

&'

0

�����

•�':::::!

12

providing for exa�tions and investigations;

13

providing duties and obligations of

14

underwriting members; providing for hearings;

15

providing for admissibility of examination

16

reports as evidence; providing for

17

confidentiality; providing for reimbursement of

18

expenses to department; providing powers of

19

examiners; providing for contempt and perjury

20

penalties; providing certain immunity;

21

requiring certain paid-in capital and surplus;

22

providing requirements with regard to risk

23

limitation, premium and loss reserves, profit

24

distribution, dividends and borrowing;

25

providing department powers to restrict or

26

suspend certain member's or associate brokers'

·- ./

{,�

1.5/2

1.5/5

1.5/6
1.5/7

right to transact business; specifyirg
,·'

1.5/8
1.5/9
1.5/10

1.5/11
1.5/12

prohibited conduct; providing for iri�oluntary
withdrawal, suspension, reprimand, censure, and

1.5/13

fines; providing applicability of fees and

::0

<
ITI Cl

�/

exchange by the Depc(�ent of Insurance;

>

�

�-:c,
periods regarding transmitti�che proposed

11

o,-i�
o

"r
C)

.

certain laws; providinQ�or regulation of the

;!2-<z>
..,

d.J,':--r
,
more insurance excnanges;
mo i�pg time

10

?-�oa
r

.

31

c:::3

fines of other jurisdictions; providing
1
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1.5/14

200-107A-5-0
requirements for eligibility for export;
providing for noncomplying policies; providing
time limitations for judgements or decrees;

1. 5/ 15

4

providing conditions for certain tender offers,

5

exchange offers, and purchases; providing

1.5/16

6

penalties; providing for conditional repeal;

1.5/17

providing an effective date.
8

9

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

l:enc

10
11
12

Section 1.

Section 629.401, Florida Statutes, is

1.9

amended to read:

13

629.401

14

( 1)

F±ertea Insurance exchange.--

There may sRa±± be created one or more insurance

15

2.0/1
l:lus
2.0/4

16

as may be promulgated by the commissioner.

17

of this section, the term "exchange" shall apply to any such

18

insurance exchange proposed or created under this section.

2.0/6

19

The purposes of the exchange are:

2.0/7

For the purposes

l:lus

20

(a)

21

1.

Reinsurance of all kinds of insurance.

2.4

22

2.

Direct insurance of all kinds on risks located

2.4

23
24

To provide a facility for the underwriting of:

2.0/7

entirely outside the United States.

3.

Surplus lines insurance eligible for export under

2.4/1

25

s. 626.916 or s. 626.917 and placed through a licensed Florida

2.4/2

26

surplus lines agent.

2.4/4

27

�e-s�-6�6�9�8f1rfer-aS-Se¼R�-e±¼�¼S±e-fer-�*�0r�-aeeer6±R�-�e

28
29
30
31

Rtsks-wRteA-SAa±±-ee-eer�tftee-aeeeretR�

.,-"·

{b)

To manage the facility authorized by this section,

in accordance with rules promulgated by the commissioner.
2
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200-107A-5-0
( 2)

The operation of this subsection shall become

2.6/1

2

effective with respect to any exchange only after a

2.6/2

3

determination by the Insurance Commissioner and Treasurer that

2.6/4

4

the exchange ereatee-ey-tAts-seetteA may operate in an
economic and beneficial manner.

6

A committee shall be

2.6/6

appointed to write the constitution and bylaws of the proposed

l:lus

Flertea-iRSeraAee exchange, to make such other recommendations

2.6/9

8

as may be necessary to assure maximum coordination of the

9

operations of the exchange with existing insurance industry

10

operations, and to assure maximum economic benefits to the

11

state from the operations of the exchange.

12

shall consist of 13 members, 6 to be appointed by the

13

Insurance Commissioner and Treasurer, 2 each to be appointed

14

by the Speaker of the House of Representatives and the

15

President of the Senate, 1 each to be appointed by the

16

minority leader of the House of Representatives and the

17

minority leader of the Senate, and 1 to be the Insurance

2.6/18

18

Commissioner and Treasurer or his designated representative.

2.6/19

19

The chairman shall be elected by a majority of the committee.

2.6/20

20

The committee shall transmit such proposed constitution and

2.6/21

21

bylaws and such other recommendations to the Insurance

2.6/22'

22

Commissioner and Treasurer and to the Legislature no later

2.6/23

23

than

2.6/25

24

regular annual legislative session or no later than 5 days

25

prior to the commencement of any special or organizational

2

The committee

39 days prior to the adjournment eemmeAeemeAt of a

2.6/11
2.6/13
2.6/15
2.6/17

2.6/26
2.6/29

26
27

�FeasereF-sAall-seemtt-Ats-reeemmeAeatteAsfte-tAe-be�ts±ateFe

28

Ae-lateF-tAaA-tAe-ftFSt-aay-ef-tAe-re�ela/�aAAeal-le�tslatt�e

2.6/30

29

sess-i-eA.

3.0/2

30

bylaws by either house of the Legislature by resolution before

3.0/3

31

the end of such tAe-re�elaF-aAAeal legislative session, the

3.0/4

,·

Subject to the disapproval of the constitution and

3
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exchange shall have full authority to function pursuant to its

3.0/6

2

constitution and bylaws 60 days after the end of the session.

3.0/7

3

The initial board of governors of the exchange shall consist

3.0/8

4

of seven members, three appointed by the Insurance

3.0/9

5

Commissioner and Treasurer, two by the Speaker of the House of

3.0/10

6

Representatives and two by the President of the Senate, to

3.0/11

serve until the first election pursuant to the constitution or

3.0/12

bylaws.
9
10
11

( 3)

The constitution and bylaws of the exchange shall

3.13

provide for, but not be limited to:
(a)

The election of no less than 6 nor more than 13

12

governors, at least one-third of whom shall not be members of

13

the exchange and who shall be public representatives.

14

(b)

3.0/13

The location of the principal offices of the

3.13
3.16
3.17

15

exchange and the principal offices of its members to be within

16

this state for the purpose of the transaction of the type of

3.18

17

business described in subsection (1).

3.19

18

shall be one where officers and qualified personnel who are

19

engaged in the administration, underwriting, claims,

20

policyholders' service, marketing, accounting, recordkeeping,

21

and all supportive services shall be located.

22

(c)

A principal office

The submission by members and all applicants for

23

membership on the exchange of such financial information as

24

may be required by the commissioner.

25

26
27
28
29

(d)

3.23

The establishment by the exchange of a security
3.25

The voting power of members whi are underwriting

3.2 5

The voting power and other rights granted under

3.27

.,J·,

syndicates.
( f)

3.22

3.24

fund in such form and amount as approved by the commissioner.
(e)

3.21

30

the provisions of the not-for-profit corporation law, chapter

31

Gl7, to participate in the conduct and mcinil9ement of the
4
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2

affairs of the exchange, by brokers, agents, and

3.29

intermediaries transacting business on the exchange, each of

4. l

whom shall be considered "members" only under the provisions
4

of such law.
(g )

6

The rights and duties of exchange members, which

4.3

may include, but shall not be limited to, the manner and form
of conducting business, financial stability, dues, membership

4.5

8

fees, mandatory arbitration, and all other matters necessary

9

or appropriate to conduct any business permitted herein.

4.7

11

Any amendments to the constitution and bylaws shall be subject

4.7

12

to the approval of the commissioner.

10

13

( 4)

Any �Re-F±eFiea insurance exchange formed under

4.7/2

14

the provisions of this section shall not be subject to any

4.7/3

15

state or local taxes or fees measured by income, premiums, or

4.7/5

16

gross receipts, except that for purposes of taxation under s.

4.7/6

17

624.509 direct premiums written, procured, or received by a

4.7/7

18

member or members through the exchange on risks located in

19

Florida shall be construed to be written, procured, or

20

received by the exchange, and the premium tax due on said

21

premium shall be reported and paid by the exchange.

22
23

(5 )

The exchange shall reimburse the commissioner for

any expenses incurred by him relating to the regulation of the

4.7/9
4.7/11'
4.7/11
4.17

exchange and its members.
25

( 6) (a) 1.

The provisions of ss. 625.012 and 625.031

26

shall be applicable to the underwriting members of an exchange

27

in the same manner as said sections apply

28

authorized to do business in this state.

29
30

2.

to

,·

.l'

4.17/1
4.17/2

domestic insurers

The provisions of ss. 625.302-625.339 shall be

applicable to the underwriting members of an exchange in the

31
5
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same manner as said sections apply to domestic insurers

4.17/5

authorized to transact business in this state.

4.17/6

(b)

In addition to the insurance laws specified in

1: 1 us

4

paragraph (a), the department shall regulate the exchange

4.17/7

5

pursuant to the following powers, rights, and duties:

4.17/8

6

l.

The department shall examine the affairs,

transactions, accounts, records, and assets of any security

1: 1us
4.17/9

8

fund, exchange, members, and associate brokers as often as it

9

deems advisable, and of any attorney in fact, as to its

4.17/10

10

transactions affecting the security fund, exchange, members,

4.17/11

11

and associate brokers.

12

the accredited examiners of the department at the offices of

13

the entity or person being examined.

14

examine in like manner each member or associate broker

15

applying for membership in an exchange.

16

2.

The examination may be conducted by
The department shall

4.17/12
4.17/14
4.17/15

No underwriting member shall commence operation

17

without the approval of the department.

18

operation, an underwriting member shall provide a written

19

application containing:

Before commencing

1: 1us
4.17/17
4.17/18

20

a.

Name, type, and purpose of the underwriting member.

4.17/19

21

b.

Name, residence address, business background, and

1: 1us

22

qualifications of each person associated or to be associated

23

in the formation or financing of the underwriting member.

24

C .

Full disclosure of the terms of all understandings

4.17/20
1: 1us

25

and agreements existing or proposed among persons so

26

associated relative to the underwriting member, or the

27

formation or financing thereof, accompanie� by a copy of each

4.17/23

28

such agreement or understanding.

4.17/24

29

d.

./'

Full disclosure of the terms of all understandings

30

and agreements existing or proposed for management or

31

exclusive agency contracts.
6
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3.

Tn connection with any proposal to establish an

4. 17/?.fi

underwriting member, the department shall make an
investigation of:
4

a.

4.17/27

The character, reputation, financial standing and

1: 1 us

5

motives of the organizers, incorporators and/or subscribers

4.17/28

6

organizing the proposed underwriting member.

4.17/29

b.

The character, financial responsibility, insurance

8

experience, and business qualifications of its proposed

9

officers.

10

C .

The character, the financial responsibility,

11

business experience and standing of the proposed stockholders

12

and directors, or owners.

13

4.

An underwriting member shall promptly give the

14

department written notice of any change among the directors or

15

principal officers.

16
17
18

5.

4.17/30
4.17/31
4.17/32
4.17/33

4.17/34

In lieu of any financial examination, the

department may accept an audited financial statement.
6.

1: 1us

If the department finds any accounts or records to

1: 1 us
4.17/35
4.17/36

19

be inadequate, or inadequately kept or posted, it may employ

20

experts to reconstruct, rewrite, post or balance them at the

21

expense of the entity or person being examined if such person

22

or entity has failed to maintain, complete or correct such

4.17/38

23

records or accounting after the department has given him or it

4.17/39

24

notice and a reasonable opportunity to do so.

4.17/4 0

25

7.

Any person or entity who or which willfully

26

obstructs the department or its examiner in an examination

27

shall be. guilty of a misdemeanor of the second degree,

28

punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s. 7,t/5.083, or s.

29

775.084.

30
31

'

I

8.

Each underwriting mem�er shall annually on or

before March 1, or within such extension of time therefor as

7
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the department, for good cause, may have granted, file with
2

the department a full and true statement of its financial

3

condition, transactions, and affairs as of the December 31

4

preceding.

5
6

9.

Each underwriting member shall have and maintain

4.17/45
4.17/46
4.17/47

its principal place of business in this state, and shall keep
therein complete records of its assets, transactions, and

4.17/48

8

affairs in accordance with such methods and systems as are

4.17/49

9

customary or suitable as to the kind or kinds of insurance

10
ll

transacted.
10.

4.17/50
If the department has reason to believe that any

4.17/51

12

agent, as defined in s. 626.041, s. 626.051, s. 626.062, or s.

13

626.914, has violated or is violating any provision of the

14

insurance law, or upon written complaint signed by any

15

interested person indicating that any such violation may

16

exist, the department shall conduct such examination as it

4.17/54

17

deems necessary of the accounts, records, documents and

4.17/55

18

transactions pertaining to or affecting the insurance affairs

19

of such agent.

20

11.

4.17/52
4.17/53

4.17/5G

The department or its examiner shall make a full

4.17/57

21

and true written report of any examination.

22

contain only information obtained from examination of the

23

records, accounts, files, and documents of or relative to the

4.17/59

24

person or entity examined or from testimony of individuals

4.17/60

25

under oath, together with relevant conclusions and

26

recommendations of the examiner based thereon.

27

shall furnish a copy of the report to the gerson or entity

4.17/63

28

examined not less than 30 days prior to fi ling the report in

4.17/64

29

its office.

If such person or entity so requests in writing

4.17/65

30

within such 30-day period, the department shall grant a

31

hearing with respect to the report, and shall not so file the

The report shall

The department

''
l

8
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2

report until after the hearing and after such modifications

1.17/Pc,7

have been made therein as the department deems proper.

4.17/68

12.

The report of an examination when filed shall be

4

admissible in evidence in any action or proceeding brought by

5

the department a9ainst the person or entity examined, or

6

against his or its officers, employees, or agents.

The

4.17/69
4.17/70
4.17/72

department or its examiners may at any time testify and offer
a

other proper evidence as to information secured or matters

9

discovered during the course of an examination, whether or not

4.17/73

10

a written report of the examination has been either made,

4.17/74

11

furnished, or filed in the department.

4.17/75

12

13.

The department may withhold from public inspection

13

any examination or investigation report for so long as it

14

deems reasonably necessary to protect the person or entity

15

examined from unwarranted injury or to protect the public

16

interest.

17

14.

After an examination report has been filed, as

18

hereinabove provided, the department may publish the results

19

of any such examination in one or more newspapers published in

20

this state whenever it deems it to be in the public interest.

21

4.17/77
4.17/78
4.17/79
4.17/80
4.17/81

After the examination report of an underwriting

4.17/82-

22

member has been filed as hereinabove provided, an affidavit

4.l7/83

23

shall be filed with the department, not more than 30 days

24

after the report has been filed, on a form furnished by the

4.17/84

25

department and signed by the person or a representative of any

4.17/85

26

entity examined, stating that the report has been read and

4.17/86

27

that the recommendations made in the repor� will be considered

28

within a reasonable time.

29

15.

4.17/76

16.

4.17/87

Each person or entity examined by the department

30

shall pay to the department the expenses incurred in such

31

examination.
9
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17.

An exchange shall reimburse the department for any

2

expenses incurred by it relating to the regulation of the

3

exchange and its members, except as specified in subparagraph

4

16.

4.17/91
4.17/92

18.
6

4.17/90

As to the subject to any examination,

investigation, or hearing being conducted by him, any examiner

4.17/91
4.17/94

appointed by the department may administer oaths, examine and
4.17/95

8

cross-examine witnesses, receive oral and documentary

9

evidence, and shall have the power to subpoena witnesses,

10

compel their attendance and testimony, and require by subpoena

11

the production of books, papers, records, files,

12

correspondence, documents or other evidence which he deems

13

relevant to the inquiry.

14

any such subpoena or to testify as to any matter concerning

15

which he may be lawfully interrogated, the Circuit Court of

4.17/99

16

Leon County or of the county wherein such examination,

4.17/100

17

investigation, or hearing is being conducted, or of the county

18

wherein such person resides, on the department's application

4.17/101

19

may issue an order requiring such person to comply with the

4.17/102

20

�bpo��-� ilnd to testify; ilnd nny failure to obey such an order

21

of the court may be punished by the court as a contempt

4.17/10'3

22

thereof.

4.17/104

23

made, in the same manner as if issued by a circuit court.

4.17/105

24

Witness fees and mileage, if claimed, shall be allowed the

4.17/107

25

same as for testimony in a circuit court.

Subpoenas shall be served, and proof of such service

4.17/97
4.17/98

Any person willfully testifying falsely under oath

4.17/108

27

as to any matter material to any examinatiQ�, investigation or

4.17/109

28

hearing, shall upon conviction thereof be!�uilty of perjury

29

and shall be punished accordingly.

26

30
31

19.

If any person refuses to comply with

4.17/96

r.

20. a.

If any person asks to be excused from attending

or testifying or from producing any books, papers, records,
10
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contracts, documents, or other evidence in connection with any

4.17/113

examination, hearing, or investigation being conducted by the
3

department or its examiner, on the ground that the testimony

4

or evidence required of him may tend to incriminate him or

5

subject him to a penalty or forfeiture, and shall

4.17/115

6

notwithstanding be directed to give such testimony or produce

4.17/116

4.17/11'1

such evidence, he must, if so directed by the department and
the Department of Legal Affairs, nonetheless comply with such
9

4.17/117

direction, but he shall not thereafter be prosecuted or
subjected to any penalty or forfeiture for or on account of

4.17/118

11

any transaction, matter or thing concerning which he may have

4.17/119

12

so testified or produced evidence, and no testimony so given

13

or evidence produced shall be received against him upon any

4.17/120

14

criminal action, investigation or proceeding; except that no

4.17/121

15

such person so testifying shall be exempt from prosecution or

16

punishment for any perjury committed by him in such testimony,

4.17/122

17

and the testimony or evidence so given or produced shall be

4.17/123

18

admissible against him upon any criminal action,

19

investigation, or proceeding concerning such perjury; nor

20

shall he be exempt from the refusal, suspension, or revocation

21

of any license, permission, or authority conferred, or to be

4.17/12'5

22

conferred, pursuant to the insurance law.

4.17/126

23

b.

Any such individual may execute, acknowledge and

4.17/124

4.17/127

24

file in the office of the department a statement expressly

25

waiving such immunity or privilege in respect to any

26

transaction, matter or thing specified in such statement, and

27

thereupon the testimony of such individual ior such evidence in

4.17/129

28

relation to such transaction, matter, or thing may be received

4.17/130

29

or produced before any judge or justice, court, tribunal,

30

grand jury or otherwise, and if so received or produced such

31

individual shall not be entitled to any immunity or privileges
11
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on account of any testimony he may so give or evidence so
2

4.17/132

produced.
21.

Any person who refuses or fails, without lawful

4

cause, to testify relative to the affairs of any member,

5

associate broker or other person when subpoenaed and requested

6

by the department to so testify as provided in subparagraph

4.17/133
4.17/134
4.17/135

18. shall, in addition to the penalty provided in subparagraph
8

18., be guilty of a misdemeanor of the second degree,

4.17/136

9

punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or s.

4.17/137

10
11

775.084.
22.

No underwriting member shall be formed or

4.17/138

12

authorized to transact insurance in this state under a name

13

which is the same as that of any authorized insurer or is so

14

nearly similar thereto as to cause or tend to cause confusion,

15

or which would tend to mislead as to the type of organization

16

of the insurer.

Before incorporating under or using any name

4.17/142

17

the underwriting syndicate or proposed underwriting syndicate

4.17/143

18

shall submit its name or proposed name to the department for

19

its approval.

20

23.

4.17/139
4.17/140

4.17/144

An underwriting member shall provide an initial

4.17/145

21

paid-in capital and surplus of $1,500,000 and thereafter

22

maintain a minimum policyholder surplus of $1,000,000 in order

23

to be permitted to write all kinds of insurance other than

4.17/147

24

life insurance and annuities or alternatively life insurance,

4.17/148

annuities and accident and health insurance.

4.17/150

25

An underwriting

4.17/141,

26

member shall provide an initial paid-in capital and surplus of

27

$3,000,000 and thereafter maintain a minim�1 policyholder

4.17/151

28

surplus of $2,000,000 in order to be permi�ted to write all

4.17/152

29

kinds of insurance.

4.17/153

30

capital and surplus which shall be maintained in a security

31

fund of an exchange, the paid-in capital and surplus shall be

r.

Except for that portion of. the paid-in

12
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invested bv an underwriting member, in a manner consistent

4.17/155

2

with ss. 625.301-625.340.

4.17/156

3

and surplus in any security fund of an exchange shall be

4

invested in a manner limited to investments for life insurance

4.17/157

companies un�er the Florida insurance laws.

4.17/158

6

24.

The portion of the paid-in capital

No underwriting member shall expose itself to any

l: l us

loss on any one risk in an amount exceeding 10 percent of its

4.17/159

8

surplus to policyholders.___ __An underwriting member shall not

4.17/160

9

write additional risks if either its ratio of net premiums

10

written to surplus as to policyholders exceeds 8.5 to l or the

4.17/161

ll

writing of such risks would produce a ratio of net premiums

4.17/162

12

written to surplus as to policyholders of more than 8.5 to 1.

13

Any risk or portion of any risk which shall have been

4.17/163

14

reinsured in an assuming reinsurer authorized to do such

4.17/164

15

business in this state shall be deducted in determining the

16

limitation of risk prescribed in this section.

17

subparagraph 24. shall not apply to the insurance of marine

18

risks, or marine protection and indemnity risks, or workers'

19

compensation or employer's liability risks, or to certificates

20

of tit 1 c o r 'J tJa ra nt ies o f t it_le or po1 ic i es of tit 1 e

4.17/168

21

insurance.

4.17/169

22

risk, "surplus as to policyholders" shall be deemed to include

4.17/170

23

any voluntary reserves, or any part thereof, which are not

4.17/171

24

required by or pursuant to law, and shall be determined from

4.17/172

25

the last sworn statement of such underwriting member on file

26

with the department pursuant to law, or by the last _!'."3._port or

4.17/173

27

examination filed by the department, whic ,.ever is more recent
:
at the time of assumption of such risk. /'

4.17/174

28
29

25.

This

For the purpose of determining the limitation of

All unearned premium reserves for business written

30

on the exchange shall be calculated on a monthly or more

31

frequent basis or such other basis as determined by the
CODING: Words in
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department; except that all premiums on any marine or
2

transportation insurance trip risk shall be deemed unenrned

4.17/177

3

until the trip is terminated.

4.17/178

26.

All underwriting members of an exchange shall

5

maintain loss reserves.

6

review by the department, and if loss experience shows that an

The reserves shall be subject to

1: 1 us
4.17/180

underwriting member's loss reserves are inadequate, the

4.17/181

8

department shall require the underwriting member to maintain

4.17/182

9

loss reserves in such additional amount as is needed to make

10
11

4.17/183

them adeguate.
27.

An underwriting member shall not distribute any

12

profits in the form of cash to owners except out of that part

13

of its available and accumulated surplus funds which are

14

derived from realized net operating profits on its business

15

and realized capital gains.

16

exceed 30 percent of such surplus in any 1 year unless

17

otherwise approved by the department.

18

any way limit, or be applicable to, payments out of an

19

underwriting member's net operating profits and renlized

20

cnpitnl gnins derived during the immerlintely preceding

21

calendar year.

22

28.

Such payments to owners shall not
Nothing herein shall in

A stock dividend may be paid by an underwriting

member out of any available surplus funds in excess of the

24

�ggregate amount of surplus advanced to the underwriting

25

member under subparagraph 30.
29.

4.17/184

4.17/185
4.17/186
4.17/188
'1.17/189

4.17/19.0

23

26

l: 1 us

l:lus
4.17/192
4.17/193

A dividend otherwise lawful may be payable out of

l:lus

27

an underwriting member's earned suplus everi though its total

4.17/194

28

surplus is then less than the aggregate o.f its past

4.17/195

29

contributed surplus resulting from issuonce of its capital

30

stock at a price in excess of the par value thereof.

..

31
14
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30. a.

An underwriting member may borrow money to

1: 1 us

2

defray the expenses of its organization, provide it with

4.17/197

3

surplus funds, or for any purpose of its business, upon a

4.17/198

written agreement that such money is required to be repaid
only out of the underwriting member's surplus in excess of
6

that stipulated in such agreement.

The agreement may provide

4.17/199
4.17/200

for interest not exceeding 20 percent simple interest per
annum.

The interest shall or shall not constitute a liability

4.17/201

9

of the underwriting member as to its funds other than such

4.17/202

10

excess of surplus, as stipulated in the agreement.

4.17/203

11

commission or promotion expense shall be paid in connection

12

with any such loan.

13

b.

No

4.17/20/4

Money so borrowed, together with the interest

1:1 us

14

thereon if so stipulated in the agreement, shall not form a

15

part of the underwriting member's legal liabilities except as

16

to its surplus in excess of the amount thereof stipulated in

4.17/20fi

1/

the agreement, or be the basis of any set-off; but until

4.17/207

18

repaid, financial statements filed or published by an

19

underwriting member shall show as a footnote thereto the

20

amount thereof then unpaid together with any interest thereon

21

accrued but unpaid.

22
23

31.

4.17/205

4.17/208

4.17/209

The department, upon a showing that a member or

associate broker of an exchange:

l:lus
4.17/211

24

a.

Is impaired or insolvent;

1: 1 us

25

b.

Has, by contract of reinsurance or otherwise,

4.17/212

26

transferred substantially its entire property or business, or

27
28

entered into any transaction the effect of/which is to merge
,·
substantially its entire property into th� property or

79

business of any other individual, firm, corporation or entity,

30

without having first obtained the written approval of the

31

commissioner; provided that a member may merge or consolidate
15
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2

its operation with another operation if it meets any

4.17/216

applicable requirements of the Florida law governing mergers

4.17/217

and if such action is approved by the commissioner;
C .

rs found, after an examination, to be in such

5

condition that its further transaction of business will be

6

haz�rdous to its policyholders, or to its creditors, or to the

4.17/218
4.17/2.L9

public;
d.

8

Has become the subject of any procedure for

4.17/220

liquidation, or bankruptcy; or

9

e .

Has failed to qualify or maintain its qualification

4.17/221

11

as a member of an exchange;

13

may restrict sales by type of risk, policy or contract limits,

4.17/222

premium levels, policy or contract provisions; increase

4.17/223

12
14

15

surplus or capital requirements of underwriting members; issue

16

cease and desist orders; suspend or restrict a member's or

17

associate broker's right to transact business; place an

18

underwriting member under conservatorship or rehabilitation;

19

20

21
22

23

4.17/2?.4
4.17/225

or seek an order of liquidation.
I

32.

The following acts by a member, associate broker

or affiliated person shall constitute prohibited conduct:

1: 1 us
4.17/227

a.

rraud.

1: 1 us

b.

rraudulent or dishonest acts committed by a member

4.17/228

or associate broker prior to admission to an exchange, if the
25
26
27

28
29

30

31

facts and circumstances were not disclosed to the department

4.17/229

upon application to become a member or associate broker.

4.17/230

C .

Conduct detrimental to the welfare of an exchange.

4.17/231

d.

Unethical or improper practicesior conduct,

l:lus

.

,.

inconsistent with just and equitable priniiples of trade as

4.17/232

set forth in but not limited to ss. 626.951-626.9641, and ss.

4.17/233

626.973 and 626.988.
16
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e.

Failure to use due diligence to ascertain the

insurance needs of a client or a principal.
[.

Missti:itements mc1cle unclcr oc1th or upon an

application for membership on an exchange.
g.

Failure to testify or produce documents when

1: 1 us
4.17/234
1: lus
4.17/?.35
'1.17/216

requested by the department.
h.

Willful violation of any law of the State of

4.17/237

Failure of an officer or principal to testify under

1: l us

florida.
9

i.

10

o.::ith concerning

11

affairs as they relate to the operation of an exchange.

12

3 3. a.

cl

member, associate broker, or other person's

Any member or associate broker found to have

/1.17/7.38
4.17/239
l:lus

13

cngc1gecl in prohibited conduct shall be subiect to involuntary

'1.17/240

14

withdrawal or in addition thereto may be subject to

'1.17/2'11

15

suspension, reprimand, censure and/or a fine not exceeding

16

$25,000.

17

b.

Any member which has an affiliated person who is

18

found to have engaged in prohibited conduct shall be subject

19

to involuntary withdrawal or in addition thereto may be

20

subject to suspension, reprimi111cl, cc11,:11r,, c1ncl/or a fine not
exceeding $25,000.

Any suspension or fine shall be reduced or

22

offset to the extent that the exchange has imposed a

23

suspension or fine for the same prohibited conduct.
31\.

Any suspension, reprimand, censure or fine may be

1: 1 us
4.17/243
II. l 7/7.tl �
4.17/245

4.17/24G
4.17/247

remitted or reduced on such terms and conditions as shall be
26

deemed fair and equitable.
35.

'1.17/248

l\ny 111e111ber or associate brokeri'l:11,1L is c.;u:.,pc:11dccl

1: lu,.;

shall be deprived, during the period of s�spension, of all

'1.17/2119

rights ancl privileges of membership

4.17/7.',0

01·

of iln .1ssoci.:ite broker

30

but mc1y be proceeded against by the clcpc1rtment Enr Any offense

J1

committed either before or after the date oE suspension.
17
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JG.

l\ny member or associate broker llwt is suspended

1: l us

2

may be reinstated at any time on such terms and conditions as

'1.17/252

3

the department may specify.

4.17/253

4

37.

Fines imposed under this section shall be remitted

5

to the department and shall be applied to the general expenses

6

of the department.
38.

When a member or associate broker has failed to

1: 1 us
4.17/254
4.17/255

8

pay a fine for 15 days after it becomes payable, such member

9

or associate broker shall be suspended, unless the department

4.17/25Fi

shall have granted an extension of time to pay such fine.

4.17/257

10
11

39.

In the event of a major change in the ownership or

1: 1 us

12

a major change in the assets of an underwriting member such

4.17/259

13

underwriting membeo shall report such change in writing to the

4.17/260

1-1

department within 30 days of the effective date thereof.

The

4.17/261

15

report shall set forth the details of the change.

Any change

4.17/262

16

in ownership or assets of more than 5 percent shall be

17

considered a major change.

18

40. a.

4.17/2(,3

When by or pursuant to the laws of any other

19

state or foreign country any taxes, licenses or other fees, in

20

the aggregate, and any fines, penalties, deposit requirements

22

l:lus
4.17/265

or other muterial obligiltions, prohibitions or restrictions

4.17/2GG

are or would be imposed upon an exchange or upon the agent��

4.l7/?.Ji7

representatives of such exchange which are in excess of such
2�
'25

taxes, licenses and other fees, in the aggregate, or which are

'1.17/268

in excess of the fines, penalties, deposit requirements or

4.17/2fi9

76

other obligations, prohibitions, or restrictions directly

21

imposed upon similar exc hanges or upon the! agents or

28

represt�ntatives of such exchange, of such' other stute or

30
31

4.17/270

_c::�_11r1t:i-y unclor th,, st,,t·11t<'s of thir; ____ st:;1\·P,_c.o_lonri as such lnws

t1. 17/77 l

or such other state or country continue in force or are so

tl.17/272

applied, the same taxes, licenses and other fees, in the
18
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aggregate, or fines, penalties, deposit requirements or other
2
4

4.17/273

material obligations, prohibitions, or restrictions of
whatever kind shall be imposed by the department upon the

4.17/274

exchanges, or upon the agents or representatives of such

4.17/275

exchanges, of such other state or country doing business or
4.17/276

seeking to do business in Florida.
b.
8

Any tax, license or other obligation imposed by any

city, county, or other political subdivision or agency of a

l:lus
4.17/278

state, jurisdiction or foreign country on the exchange or the
10

agents or representatives shall be deemed to be imposed by

4.17/279

11

such state, jurisdiction or foreign country within the meaning

4.17/280

12

of subparagraph a.

I3

41.

Agents as defined in ss. 626.041, G?.6.051,

4.17/281

14

626.062, and 626.914 who are broker members or associate

15

broker members of an exchange shall be allowed only to place

4.17/282

16

on an exchange the same kind or kinds of business thnt the

4.17/?.fll

17

agent is licensed to place pursuant to Florida law.

18

Florida business as defined in s. 626.916 or s. 626.917 must

19

be written through an agent as defined in s. 626.914.

20

activity of each broker member or associate broker with regard

21

to an exchange shall be subject to �11 applicable provisions

22

of the insurance laws of this state, and all such activities

23

shall constitute transactions under his license as an

4.17/288

7-1

insurance agent for purposes of the Florida insurance law.

4.17/289

25
76
'! I

42.

Direct

The

No insurance coverage shall be eligible for export

unless it meets all of the following conditions:
a .

The f11ll amount of insurance re�uired must not be

�

procurable, after a diligent effort has b�en made to do so,

29

from among the insurers authorized to transact and actually

30

writing that kind and class of insurance in this state, and

31

19
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the amount of insurance exported shall be only the excess over

b.

The premium rate at which the coverage is exported

4.17/29
l: l us

shall not be lower than that rate applicable, if any, in
actunl and current use by a majority of the authorizied
4.17/7.9<'i

insurers for the same coverage on a similar risk.
C .

8

The policy or contract from under which the

4.17/297

insurance is exported shall not be more favorable to the
4.17/7.98

insured as to the coverage or rate than under similar
10

contracts on file and in actual current use in this state by

II

the majority of authorized insurers actuc1lly 1,riting similar

4.17/7.99

17

coverages on similar risks; except that a coverage may be

1.17/300

13

exoorted under a unique form of policy designed for use with

4.17/301

14

respect to a particular subject of insurance if a copy of such

4.17/302

15

form is filed with the department by the surplus lines agent

16

desiring to use the same and is subject to the department's

17

disapproval within 10 days of filing such form exclusive of

18

Saturdays, Sundays, and legal holidays if it finds that use of

19

such special form i.:; nol: rea:,,inubly nc�cy:;:;.iry Cor the

20

princi.pnl purposes of the coverage or that its use would be

21

contrary to the purposes of this law with respect to the

4.17/30(1

22

reasonable protection of authorized insurers from unwarranted

1.17/307

4.17/3 03

4.17/30'1

cornp0ti.tion by unauthorized insu�£.S·
d.
2.1 1

Except as to extended coverage in connection with

4. 17/308

fire insurance policies and except as t_o 1,indstorrn insurance,
thr• policy or conLracl under 1,hi.c\1 t\1<: i11:;1_11,111,;,, i:-; r�xported
shall not provide for deductible amounts, in determining the

28

'1.17/310

existence or extent of the insurer's li��flity, other than
t:hosr, avi.lilahlc und,�r similar policic;; or co111:ract:::; i.n ;-1ctual

30

and current use by one or more authorized insurers.

JI

subpari.lgraph d. shall not apply with respect to workers'

This

20
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tl.17/311
4.17/JP

7.OO-l.O7l\-5-O
compensation self-insurance qualified as such under chapter

4.17/311

4 !JO.

41.
4

The department may by rule declare eligible for

J.:lus

export generally, and notwithstanding the provisions of

4. 17 /11-1

subparagraph 42. any class or classes oE insurance coverage or

,].17/315

r i : : I·: r,, r w Ii i , : Ii i t ( i n <l : ; ,

;i

i: t c r ,1 It" :1 r i I HJ , w ll i c h .i t · : ; h ii l l ho I , 1

ann11i11ly or more often, of which noti.ce thereof was given to

4.17/3Hi

each insurer authorized to transact such class or classes in

4 .17/317

this state, that there is no reasonable or adequate market

4.17/318

10

among authorized insurers.

4.17/319

11

effec t during the existence of the conditions upon which

17

predicated, but subject to earlier termination by the

13

department.

8

Any such rule shall continue in

subparagraph 42. does not apply to wet marine and
15

transportation or aviation risks which arc subject to s.

16

fi7.6. 91 7.
45.

Insurance coverage of wet marine and

transportation or aviation risks as defined in s.

4.17/320
4.17/321
4.17FP.?.
1: l us
4.17/37.3

fi7.t1.6O7(l)(a)l. may be exported under the following
conrli.ti.on:-;:
a.

4 .17/37.!\
The insurance must be placed only_12_y or through a

licensed Florida surplus lines agent;
b.
75

The underwriting member must be one mode eligible

l: l us
4.17/32''>
l:lus

by the department specifically for such coverages, based upon

4.17/32(-,

infor111,1tion f11rni:,hcd hy the 1incl0r,11ri r.i.n,-i rnc,rnber ,1nd

4.17/17.7

indicating that the underwriting member is well able to meet
it::; [in,1nci,1l obligotions; ancl
C .

The surplus lines agent shall, -'within fiO days after

pro c u r <cm en t o f the pol icy or con t r ,'1 c t , f i le with th c

'1.17/3211
1: 1 us
4.17/320

dcp,:ntmcnt a copy of t:he policy, cover note, or contract.
This subpara0raph 45. shall not apply as to pleasure boats,
7.1
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tJ.17/]31

nor �s to private aircraft ownerl by private owners for
2

business ;:ind r,leasure purposes only (excl.urling co1omercial),
-'1. l.7/B?

exclusive of check flight or ferry flight coverage only.
If an underwriting member has assumed the risk as

4.17/323

to a surplus lines coverage placed under subparagraphs 42.,
6

8

43., or rJS., and if the premium therefor hos been received by

4.17/:UtJ

the s11rplus lines ogent who placec1 such insurance, then in ol l

4.17/331,

questions thereafter arising under the coverage as between the

4.17/3Jfi

underwriting member and the insured, the underwriting member

10

shall be deemed to have received the premium due to it for

4.17/:,37

11

such coverage; and the underwriting 111ember shall be Ji.able to

IJ

the insured as to losses covered by such insurance, and for

4.17/338

I3

uneorned premiums which may become payable to the insured upon

4.17/339

cancellation of such insurance, whether or not in fact the
15

surplus lines agent is indebted to the underwriting member

4.17/340

16

with respect to such insurance or for any other cause.

4.17/341

17

'17.

a.

Any insurance policy, rider, or endorsement

13.

issued by an underwriting member and otherwise valid which

19

contains ony condition or provision not in compliance with the

1

I
·;u I
.'1

1

1: l us
4.17/342

r<:quirc111,,n1:,; of this sc,ction :;hilll nut b,: tl1l?rr.iby r1.:11der1.:cl

!\.17/J 1IJ

i.nv,71.id, r.xr:cpt ,is provitlr?<i in __ �- G/1./\_l'i,_ hut: shall be

!\.l.7/341:

27i

constr11r.d uncl applied in accordance wi.1:h such conditions an<l

:'.>;

?.i
j

provisions as woulc1 have applied l1c1c1 such policy, rider, or

4.17/:HS

enclorsement been in full comp liance with this section.

4.17/347

25;

event an unrlerwriting member issues or delivers any policy for

76'

an amount 1•1hich e:�ce0c1s ciny limitations oth•.�rwise provided in

n,

In the

this sr,cti.011 said underwritinq member :_;\1,Ill be liable: t:o tile

4.17/3'18
'1.17/340

79'
30

I

]1 I

tJ.17/.-Vin

b.

l: l u:;

delivery in this state covcrninq a subject or subjects of
?.?.
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insurance resident, located or to be performed in this state

4.17/35?.

und which, pursuant to the r,rovisio_r::_:!___of. this section, t.hP.

2

underwriting member may not lc:iwfully insure under such a

4.17/351)

contract, shnll be cancellable at any l:ime by the underwriting

6

member, any provision of the contract to the contrary

4.17/155

notwithstanding, and the underwriting member shall promptly

l).17/35n

cancel the contract in accordance with the department's
request therefor.
9

No such illegality or cancellation shc:111 be

deemed to relieve the underwriting syndicate of any liability

10

incurred by it under the contract while in force, or to

11

prohibit the underwriting syndicate from retaining the pro

12.

r.:ita earned premium thereon.

13

the underwriting syndicote from any penalty otherwise incurred

1,1

by the underwriting syndicate.

1S

'18. a.

16

This provision does not relieve

'1.17/3'.)7
4.17/358
l].17/359
'1.17/3fi0
4.17/3Gl

Every judsment or decree for the recovery of

1: 1 us

money, heretofore or hereafter entered in any of the courts of

4.17/36�

this state against any un�erwriting mcmbcr shall be fully

4.17/Jr,J

s a t i s f i e d 1-1 i th i n GO days from an cJ a f t e r the e 11 t r y the re o E , o r
l'li

in the case of: an appeal from such judc;ment o, decree then

,u'

1-1i.Ll1i11 fiO cL.Jy'.; trom ,111cl ;,l.t�,r L11c, ;-,J.Lir:111.inc,s oi

71

the uf)\Jt.?llate court.

I

b.

22

73

1

2,1!
I

'1.17/36/J

L11,, :;-111w L>y

If the jud�ment or decree is not s.:itisfied as

1: 1 us

r,�quire!d under subp.:iragn:iph o . , and proor: of such failure to

/J. l 7 / 3r=;r;

s,,tisfy is m<1cle by filin') with the dcp,1rtment a certified

4.17/3(;7

trnnscript of the docket of the judgment or decree to gether
with '" certificate by the clerk of the court 1,•hcrein the

4.17/1(,fl

77

ju<l<Jm(int
or rlP.cr�e remains uns,1tis(i.ecl, in-' wh?lC:_ or in part,

4.17/3(.,CJ

J:1

after the time afores:1id, the dcpr1rtm,�11t: ·shcill

forthwith

prohibit the underwritin<J member (ror.1 transc1c:�in') business.

4.17/3)0

The department sh,111 not permit �;uch ttnclerwri_!.:_j.nCJ !ll(·!111ber to

/J.17/3)?

write c1ny new business until the ·judgment or decree is wholly
7.3
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p,,id ,rnd s,,tis'.'i.,�,l anc1__ uroo_f __ t·.hcreof fi Le:cl with the department

!J.17/37.

under the offi,:i.::il certificate of the clerk of the court

-_ ___________

no
1-1herein the jud<Jment 1-1as recovered, shO',;i
..
....... that the same is

4.17/n,;

satisfied of record, and until

/J.17/37�

the exp:'nses _and fees incurred

in the case are also paid by the underwriting syndicate.

/J.17/37(;

excilanq," offer for 10 percent or more of the outst:anding_

4.17/377

/,

votinc;_securities of_an underwriting member or _purchase l_Q
4.17/3'1E

9

11

_ h_ the clopartment and sent to
unJoss s,1ch person has filed__Y'...i�

!J. 17/37'l

such underwriting member a statement ,;etting forth:

4.17/380

a.

I?
l3

The identity of, and background information on,

each person bv whom, or on whose behalf the acquisition is to

1: 1 us
4.17/381

be made, and if the acquisition is to be made by or on behalf
15

of a corporation, association, or trust, the identity of and

II,

1Jac�.qruu11cl ill[ur111aL.ion 011 ':;_ac�Uireclo_t, of:[i,:cr, tru:;tcc, or

17

other natural person performing duties similar to those of

13

director, officer, or trustee for the corooration,

19

associ.::ition, or trust.

4.17/382

20

b.

The source and amount oE the funds or other

l:lus

22

C .

l\ny plans or _propo_sal.s 1-1hi.ch ;,11ch person may have

4.17/387

to liquidc:te such tne1:1ber, 1�0 sell its u:..;:;cts or to 1,10rqc or
4.17/388

con:;olidatc it.
25

d.

The percentage' of ow11<'rsllip ,;hich such person

1: 1 us
/J. 17 /lil'l

?7

the' c.::ise may be.
C .

29

/J.17/390

undcrst;indings 1-1itl1 any party 1-1i.t:h r<'sp::-ct to any securities
o[

3I

InJ:ormal:ion a::; to ,Jny conl:1.c1ct:_ii, arranqc1nr.cnt:;, or

:;11ch member or conl:rollinc1 compc1ny,

i11cludi11CJ, but not

limiled to,_._i_n_zormation rc,latinq to thf' t:ran�;J:er of 9ny
7.,1

4.17/39)

200-1071\-5-0
scc11riti._es
_ , opr.i.011 ,Jrr.:inq0mcnt::::;,_�t"_or calls, or the qivinq
or withholding of proxies, nam�_1;_g ____1:_b_e p_a__ �_ty with whom s�ich_

4 .1 ·; / 3 �) 3

contract, arrangement::;, or 1:nd0.rstandings have been entered
·1.17/39,j

into .:ind giving the details thereof.
The i11formation as lo the bac!(<Jround anc! identity

50.
(,

of each person__cJ_t:_out 1,hom information is required to be

4 • l/ /JlJ ';
4.17/396

furnished pursuant to subparagraph 49.a. shall include, but
8
9
10
11

4.17/397

not be limited to:
Such person's occupations, positions of employment,

a.

4.17/3')')

and offices held during the past 10 ye.:irs.
b.

The principal business and address of any business,

17

corporation, or other organization in which each such office

13

was helcl, or in which such occupation or position of

1-1

�mployment was carried on.

15

4.17/398

4.17/400
4.17/401

4.17/402

Whether such person was, at any time during such

4.17/r'.!03

16

.J0-yr,,1r [JL:riod, C()nvicted of any criin,' other Lhun a traf:fic

4. 17 /4 CJ'.,

17

violation.

C •

d.

\tlhether such per_��r::.. has been, during such 10-year

19

period, the subjr�ct of any proC_'.:.C::_dinq f<H thr! revocation of

20

any license .:ind, if so, the nature of such proceeding and the

t'I

cl i:i[l<J:; LL i,,n tl1erc:ot.

:>2
23

e.

4 . .17/400
4. 1 7 /t) \)7

/j. 11/IJ()c;

\�hcther, rl11rin<] such 10_-::-year period, such person

ha::; been tlie subject of any procecding___ un_der the Federal

l: l us
4.17/409

i.lankruptcy Act or 1,hether, durinrJ su•;h 10-year pcr�od, any
25

corporat_ion, partnership, firm, trust, or a:,sociation in which

4.17/'110

26

such µer,;on 1-1as .:i director, officer, -�rust:ec, p,irtner, or

4.17/tJl l

77

other oft:icial hcJS bc0n -�•ib·jc:ct t:o any suc,h proceeding, either

I
29
I

�urine; thr, t:irnc in 1-1hi.ch ,.;uc_h p"r:.,011__ y,1s

/a

dire,:tor, o[[icc,r,

tri1:.,l0.c, p;irtner, or otlv,1- 01(i,:i,1l, nr_,-1ithin .l_3_�nths
thereafter.

2S
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L.

has been enjoined, either te�_e'2_r_arily or permanently_�__l::__y_�

court ol. competent jurisdiction [roll\ vioL,ti11<J any l:cJ<Jcrol or
state l;:i•.·1 rcqu}_a_tinq the busine!,S of in:;ur,ince, securitiec;_ or
banking, or from carrying out any particular pra_ctice or
prc1cti.ce!, in tiw co11rsc _o_f_thc �u:;_Lne�;_'=?.L insurance,
securities, or banking, together 1vith de�_aLJ.s __ �.f any such

8
9

51.

All underwriting members shall be members of the

52.

Whenever thCC; term "under1vriting member" is used in

this subsection it shall be construed to mciln "underwriting

13

syndicate."

15
16

4. J7/t1E
4.17/1\17
4.17/412
4.17/410

12

1.1

IJ..U/!Jl'...,

event.

10
11

4. 17 /41,)

__a_c�ion, requirement, or constraint imposed by
_5_3_.__A_n_y
the department shall __reduce or offset similar actions,
'l'fte--·i·nc;u r-enee

17

l: l us
4.17/420
4.17/421
4.17/!J22
1: J.os
4.17/'12G

18
19
tJ • l7/-1 2 ,.
21

n
n

,;0 l'f e11 ey--of--J:-i-ee 11eed--i-11 ::i t-J !'.'e1ce ,-r�e-s t·Je 11 ·- e :��m j'lt-·i-(1 ,1-eh n rt-he v e

4. l 7 /'1 J(J
'1.17/431

7,1

/J.17//J.37
at,['l·l:-i ea t-i.-o fl-0 f-t-h e--i-n gt! re 11 e e--la 1-1-::i ha J- }-,�· tth-i-6 'i.-t:--t-he-v-ie 6±-t·i-ty,

4.17/433
4. 17/'1311

26
71 i

n

,:::�-�,!,a M•J ,,_ !:i e i::-·o u1c--i:- n -::le bsee-t: ·i-o n--H:-}- ·a--'Fh e-�l:'01:1111 ·.ic3s i·o net--rne y

4.17//J.37
'1. I I /'1 J,.

3I
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The investment in any member by brokers, agents,

5. 1

and intermediaries transacting business on the exchange, and

S. 2

the investment in any such broker, agent, or intermediary by

5. l

54.

any member, directly or indirectly, all as defined by rule,
shall in each case be limited in the aggregate to less than 20

5.5

percent, or such lesser amount as determined by the

6

commissioner, of the total investment in such member, broker,

5.7

agent, or intermediary, as the case may be.
9

( 7)

The performance of the contractual obligations of

5.7/2

the exchange or its members entered into pursuant to
II

subsection (1) shall not be covered by any of the Florida

12

state security or guaranty funds.

13

Section 2.

5.7/3

If chapter 629, Florida Statutes, is

5.7/4

].\

repealed in accordance with the intent expressed in the

5.7/5

15

Regulatory Reform Act of 1976, as amended by chapter 77-457,

16

Laws of Florida, or as subsequently amended, it is the intent

5.7/6

of the Legislature that this act shall also be repe.:iled on the

5.7/7

11

1

lo;
!

sc1me date as is therein provided.

70

1 i.1 w.

Section 3.

I'll

This act shall take ,,f(ect upon becoming

.:i

2l

22

2?
.,0'
s

:

31 I

n
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9
10
11
I?
1:;
1-l
15

*****************************************

l: hb,:;
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l : hh:c

Provides thc1t the committee appointed to write a
constitution and bylaw� for the insurance exchange shall
submit the same to the Insurance Commissioner and
Treasurer and the Legislature no later than 5 days prior
to the adjournment of the regular session of the
Le<JisL1ture or no L1ter th,1n 5 days prior to the
commencement of any special or organizational legislative
session.

'i.7/10
'i.7/11

Provides for the establishment of one or more insurance
exchanges to be located in this state for the purpose of
providing facilities for the underwriting of reinsurance
of all kinds of insurance, direct insurance of <111 kinds
on risks located entirely outside the United States, and
surplus lines insurance eligible for export under certain
provisions of the insurance code when placed through a
licensed Florida surplus lines agent.

5.7/lfi
'.:i.7/17

Provides for regulation of the exchange by the Department
of Insurance and specifies duties and obligations of
m ,--, 111 b" r s .
Prov ides f o r ex c1 min a tions <1 n ct i. nvrest iq ations .
Jmpo:;cs various requiremenl::; with rc:..;pc:ct to t:1<:,
transaction of business by the exchang0.
Provides
pcnalities.
See bill for details.

5.7/22
5.7/7.3
'i.7/7'1
'j. '/ /2'i
5.7/2fi
5. 7/27

16

17

I
lo i

1 9'
I

I
20 I

22

::
28
79
1Q I

" i

31 !
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A bill to be entitled

I:
2

An act relating to l:he F'l,) r.- i.<1r1 Insurance

3

Exchange; amenclin9 s. 629.401, Florida

4

Statutes, authorizing the creation of one or

1. 5/1

5

more insurance exchanges; modifying time

1.5/2

6

periods regarding transmitting the proposed

I

constitution and bylaws of the exchange to the

8

Insurance Commissioner and Treasurer and to the

9

Legislature; providing for application of

1.5/5

13

exchange by the Departmei;i--t'\� Insurance;
\ ',J
providing for exami <):��ns and investigations;
�
providing duties i��ligations of

14

underwriting me:J\q,els; providing for hearings;

1.5/6

15

providing ��missibil i ty of examination
,, .

,.., "::•.:,.�i.

'\
"

reports a�;vidence; providing for

expenses to department; providing powers of

19

examiners; providing for contempt and perjury

20

penalties; providing certain immunity;

21

requiring certain paid-in capital and surplus;

22

21

providing requirements with regar d to risk

����� �

providing department powers to restrict or

_,,

""-

�

I

�I.I.I

0

l!3

2: � � 0
:X:1--�

uJ I- ID
C\!c(O::::>M

����
0:: ,6

lii �
t.
<
c.,j
�fo
- b:
<<

�

©

'\

18

�\

�

,,-,\,:,

confidentiality; providing for reimbursement of

Y\

0

ID

1.5/7

1.5/8
1.5/9

1.5/10

limitation, premium and loss reserves, profit

2
C:

distribution, dividends and borrowing;

21

8

1. 5/11

suspend certain member's or associate brokers'

2

"'

g�ci� �
...,
..I Cl

1.5/4

11

17

_

1. 5/3

certain laws; providing for ct'eg'blation of the

16

\

1.5

10

12

fV')

1: b tc

Cl)

I- en
29

right to transact business; specify�ng
,·.
prohibited conduct; providing for A�voluntary

1.5/12

withdrawal, suspension, repriman d, censure, and

1. 5/13

30

f ines; providing applicability of fees and

31

fines of other j11risdicti.ons; providing
1
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requirements for eligibility for ex�ort;
providing for noncomplyin,3 µolici,�s; proviJing
time limitations for judgements or decrees;

l.5/15

providing conditions for certain tender offers,
6

exchange offers, and purchases; providing

1. 5/ 16

penalties; providing for conditional repeal;

1. 5/17

providing an effective date.
8
9

Be It En acted by the Legislature of the St ate of Florida:

1: enc

10
11
12

Secti on 1.

Section 629.401, florid a St atutes, is

1.9

amended to read:

13

629.401

14

(1)

F±eriea Insurance exchange.--

There may sAa±± be created one or more insurance

2.0/1
1: 1 us

15

exchanges a-F±eriea-iAS�raAee-E�eAaAge, subject to such rules

2.0/4

16

as may be promulgated by the commissi oner.

l: 1 us

17

of this section, the term "exchang�_"_ shall apply to any such

18

insurance exchan9e proposed or created under_this_section.

2.0/6

19

'l'he purposes of the exchange are:

2.0/7

For the pu1:_po���

20

(a)

21

1.

Reinsurance of all kinds of insurance.

2.4

22

2.

Direct insurance of all kinds on risks located

2.4

23
24

To provide a facility for the underwriting of:

2.0/7

entirely outside the United St ates.
3.

Surplus lines insurance_eligible for export under

2.4/1

25

s. 626.916 or s. 626.917 and p_laced throLJg_r:__�_l_icensed Florid a I 2.4/2

26

surplus lines agent.

27

�B-5T-6�6T928fltfbt-as-be¼ny-eli�ible-fbr�e�pbr�-aeeorcliAg-�o
i
sT-6�6T916flttatT
/'

28
29
30

(b)

Risks-wAiBA-shall-�e-eeF�ified-aeeerdiA�I 2.4/4

To manage the facility authorized by this section,

in accordance with rules promulgated by the commissioner.

31
2
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�I

(2)

Tile operation 01 this subsection silc1ll beco1ne

2.6/1

effective with respect to any exchanqe only after a

2.6/2

determination by the Insurance Commissioner and Treasurer that

2.6/4

the exchange eFeaeed-�y-eh�s-����ion may operate in an
economic and beneficial manner.

A committee shall be

2.6/6

appointed to write the constitution and bylaws of the proposed

1: 1 us

�1a5ida-fRSWFaRee exchange, to make such other recommendations

2.6/9

3

as may be necessary to assure maximum coordination of the

9

operations of the exchange with existing insurance industry

2. 6/11

10

operations, and to assure maximum economic benefits to the

11

state from the operations of the exchange.

12

shall consist of 13 members, 6 to be appointed by the

13

Insurance Commissioner and Treasurer, 2 each to be appointed

14

by the Speaker of the House of Representatives and the

15

President of the Senate, 1 each to be appointed by the

16

minority leader of the Ho use of Representatives and the

17

minority leader of the Senate, and 1 to be the Insurance

2.6/18

18

Commissionei and Treasurer or his designated representative.

2.6/19

19

The chairman shall be elected by a majority of the committee.

2.6/20

The committee shall transmit such proposed constitution and

2.6/21

21

bylaws and such ol:her recommendations to the Insurance

2.6/22

22

Commissioner and Treasurer and to the L,�<J_ i.sli .1l:11r,� no later

?. • 6/2 3

23

than

2.6/25

2,1

regular annual legislative session or no later than 5 i�

25

prioi· to the com��ncemenl: of any special or organizationa�

26

legislative session 7 -aAe-�Ae-±RSWFaAee-GernmissieAeF-aAe

21

�FeaswFe�-sha}}-swbrnie-his-FeeemrneR�Re±eHs,tc-the-be�is}aew�e

28

R0-lateF-thaR-the-fiEs�-cla1-ef-�he-�egu}afaRReal-le�is}ative

2.6/30

29

;:;ass-ieR.

3.0/2

30

bylaws by either house of the Legislature by resolution before! 3.0/3

31

l:he end of such the-fe�wla�-aAAeal legislative session, the

' 20

2

The committee

�G days prior to the adjournment eeffimeReemeRe of a

Subject to the disapproval of the constitution and

3
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exchange shall have full authority to function pursuant to its I 3.0/G
constitution and bylaws 60 days after the end of the session.

3.0/7

The initial board of governors of the exchange shall consist

3.0/8

of seven members, three appointed by .the Insurance

3.0/9

Commissioner and Treasurer, two by the Speaker of the House ofl 3.0/10
Representatives and two by the President of the Senate, to

3.0/11

serve until the first el0ction pursuant to the constitution orl 3.0/12
3
9
10
11

bylaws.
(3 )

The constitution and bylaws of the exchange shall

3.13

provide for, but not be limited to:
(a)

The election of no less than 6 nor more than 13

12

governors, at least one-third of whom shall not be members of

13

the exchange and who shall be public representatives.

14

(b)

3.0/13

The location of the principal offices of the

3. 13
3.16

3 .17

15

exchange and the principal offices of its members to be within

16

lhis state for the purpose of the transaction of the type of

3.18

17

business described in subsection (1).

3. 19

18

shall be one where officers and qualified personnel who are

19

engaged in the administration, underwriting, claims,

20

policyholders' service, marketing, accounting, recordkeeping,

21

and all supportive services shall be located.

22

( c)

A principal office

The submission by members and all applicants for

23

meinbersliip on the exchange of such financial information as

2,1

may be required by the commissioner.

25
26
27
23
29

( c] )

The establishment by the exchange of a security
The voting power of members whp ,ire underwriting

syndicates .
( f)

3.2 2
3. 23
I 3.24

fund in such form and amount as approved by the commissioner.
(e)

3.21

3. 24
3.25
3. 25

_/'
The voting power and other rights granted under

30

the provisions of the not-for-profit corporation law, chapter

31

617, to participate in the conduct und monagcmcnl: of l:he
4
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affairs of the exchange, by brokers, agents, and
intermedi�ries transacting business on the exchange, eacl1 of

4. 1

whom shall be considered "members" only under the provisions
of such law.
5
0

,I
,I

9

(g)

The rights and duties of exchange members, which

4. 3

111.:iy inclucJe, but shall nut be liinilccJ to, the manner and form
of conducting business, financial stability, dues, membership

4.5

fees, mandatory arbitration, and all other matters necessary
or appropriate to conduct any business permitted herein.

4.7

10
11

Any amendments to the constitution and bylaws shall be subject! 4.7

12

to the approval of the commissioner.

13

( 4)

Any 'fl'le-Flef':i-ea insurance exchange formed under

4.7/2

14

the provisions of this section shall not be subject to any

4.7/3

15

state or local taxes or fees measured by income, premiums, or

4.7/5

16

gross receipts, except that for purposes of taxation under s.

4.7/6

17

624.509 direct premiums written, procured, or received by a

4.7/7

18

member or members through the exchange on risks located in

19

Florida shall be construed to be written, procured, or

20

received by the exchange, and the premium tax due on said

21

premium shall be report0d and p aid by the 0xcha11ge.

22

(5)

The exchange shall reimburse the department

I 4.7/9
4.7/11_
4.7/11

23

eemm:i-ss±eAef' for any expenses incurred by it l -i-i-m relating to

4.7/13

2.1

the reg ulu tion of the exchange and its members.

4.7/14

25

(6) (a) l.

The p����sions of ss. 625.012 and 625.031

4.7/15

26

shall be applicable to the underw_riting_members of an ":_�c:_12_angel 4.7/16

27

in the iame manner as said sections apply to domestic insurers

23

authorized to do business in thi.s state ../·

29
30

2.

4.7/17

The provisions of ss. 625.302-625.339 shall be

applicable to the underwriting members of an exchange in the

31
5
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same manner as said sections apply to domestic insurers

4.7/19

authorized to transact business in this state.

4.7/20

(b)

6

In addition to the insurance laws specified in

1: l_us

paragrc1ph (a), the de_eartment shall regulate the excha_n_ge

4.7/21

pursuant to the fo�lowing powers, rishts, and �LI_t_����

4.7/22

1.

General exa��::i_a_tion powers.--The d_e_[lartment shall

examine the affairs, transactions, accounts, records, and

1: + us
4.7/24

asset:_�!_-�n_
_ y_:.s_�C:_LI_rity fund, exchange, �1er:ibers, a�?�a_s_sociate
9

brokers as often as it deems advisable, and of any attor_n�z in I 4.7/25

10

fact, as to its transactions affectin.9___��� security fund,

11

exchange, members, and associate brokers.

12

be conducted by the accredited examiners of the department at

13

the offices of the entity or person being examined.

14

department shall examine in like manner each member or

15

associate broker applying for_membership in an exchange.

16

2.

The examination mayl 4.7/27
The

Departmental approval and a12.l?}_ications of

4.7/29

4.7/30
l: l us

17

underwriting members.--No_unj�r,✓ ritin_g_ me:mber shall commence

4.7/31

18

operation wlthout the approva} of the department.

4.7/33

19

commencing_ operation,_ an_underwriti.ng _me:mber shr.111. provide a

' 20

Before

written application containing:

I 4.7/34

21

a.

Name, typ� _,_ an_d_[)ur_pose of the unclcr1-1riting membcr:_I 4.7/35

12

i.J.

Nu111e, re:..;i<Je11ce __ ,:.icJ_dr_e_:;_:.;_,_ l_ �LI_:o i 11es:.; 1.J,.1,;k,J ruu,1(1, c11Hl

23

qualifications of each per,:;_o_n__a_s_s_<:_ciated or to be assocL,ted

24

in the formation or financing of the underwritin_g_ member.

25

C.

Full disclosure of the �����-o�_a_�� understandings

1: 1 us
4.7/3G
l: l us

26

and agreements existing or proposed among p ersons so

27

associated relative to the underwriting member, or the

28

formation or financing thereof, accompani,e-d_by_a_copy of each

4.7/39

29

such agreement or under:_�t_anding.

4.7/40

30
31
6
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d.

Full disclosure of the terms of all understandings

and agreements e:{isting or proposed _for _management or.

1: 1us
4.7_/41

exclusive a�n_C)' contracts.
,\

3.

Investigat��n of underwriting member

4.7/42

applications.--In connection with __any_proposal to establish anl 4.7/43
6

9
10
11

underwriting member, the derartment shall muke .:in
investi�ation of:

4.7/4 4

a.

1: 1 us

The character, reputation, financial standing and

motives of the organizers, incorporat���-cl_�d/or subscribers

4.7/4 5

organizing the eroposed under:_w�iting member.

4.7/46

b.

The character, financial responsibility, insurance

12

experience, and business qualifications of its proposed

13

officers.

14

C •

The character, the financial responsibility,

15

business experience and standing of the proposed stockholders

16

and directors, or owners.

17

4.

Notice of manag�m_ent _chci_n_g_es._--:_A_n underwriting

1: 1us
4.7/47
4.7/48
4.7/49
4.7/50

18

member shall promptly give the department written notice of

4.7/51

19

any change among __t_h_�_directors ��principal officers.

4.7/52

20

5.

Alternate financial statement.--In lieu of anx

21

financial examination, the department may accept an audited

22

financial statement.

23

6.

Correction and reconstruction of recorrJs. --I( the

1: 1 us
4.7/5 4_
4.7/55

24

department finds any accounts or records to be inadequate, or

25

inad8quately kept or postec:l_,___J_t::_ _i_rwy employ experts to

26

reconstruct, rewrite, p_ost or balance them at the expense of

4.7/57

27

the entity or person being examined iE sucp person_or__e_ntity

4.7/58

28

has failed ��maintain, complete or correlt such i::.<:.':..�r:_9_�---�

29

accounting after the departme_n_t:__fi_a_s __ g_i_v_e_r:!_ him or it notice and I 4. 7/59

30

a reasonable_�ppor_t1111i_tJ1_ to do so.

Jl

7
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7.

3

•I
6

9

10

11
12

Obst rue tion of examinati_Cl_n_s_. --An_')'_p_Ec_r son_ o_r en_t:ity

who or which willfullt_<:!.ostructs the department or its

examiner in an examination shall be �uilty of a misdemeanor of

the secon<:l.__c!_�gree, punishable as provided ins. 775.��� !.. _s.

1

775.083, or s. 775.084.
8.

4.7/Gl

4.7/63
4.7/64

4. 7/6 5

Filing of annual staternenl.--Each under_1v_riting_

4. 7/6 6

member shall annually or; or___
b_e�,i__r:_e_fvl_a_r_c_ti_ _l_,_ -�r within such

extension of time therefor as the department, for g_ood cause,

may have granted, file with the department a full and true

4.7/6 7

4.7/68

statement of its financi.:il condit��ri_1__tr.:insaction!:i, and
affairs as of the December 31 pre_ced_ing_.
9.

l:lus

Record maintenance.--Each underwriting member shall I 4.7/70

l3

have and maintain its prin�ieal 2lace of business in this

15

transactions, and affairs in accordance with such methods and

4. 7/7 2

17

of insurance transacted.

4.7/7 3

19

reason to believe that any aqcnt, as dcfirH-)d_in __s._626.0/Jl, s.

4.7/74

14

16
18

systems as are customary or suita ble as to the kind or kinds
10.

Examination of agents.--If the depar�ment has

20

626.051, s. 626.0152, or s. 626.914, has violated or is

22

complaint si9ned by c1ny in_t_e_r_':.�t_e_d_ person indicating _ t_b__at_any

24

examination as it deems necessary of the accounts, records,

21
23
25
?6

27

28

1: 1 us

4.7 /7 5

violating any provision of the insurance law, or upon written

4.7/76_

such violation may exi�t,_ ___t:_l1_E=__c:l_Ec_Partment shall conduct such

4.7/77

docu�ents ar::_�_1=._rar::_sactions perti'lining to ��_af�cting the

4.7/7 8
4.7/79

insur.:ince affairs of such_�12!...:
11.

Written reports of department.r-The department or

4. 7/80
4.7/81

its examiner �12.i:l_l_l__make a full ancl true ljit'i_!,�'.:,I::_ __ree_ort of any

29

examinc1tio11.

3I

documents of or relative to the per_s_o_n__or entit_z examined or

30

4.7/71

state, and shall keep t!1_e_r_e_in comp_lete records of its assets,

The report shall conl:ain only inf
_ o_rmation

obtained from examination of_the __records, accounts, files, and

8
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trom testimony o_f_ individuals under o.JU1_, __together with

4.7/8 11

relevant conclusions and cr�commendi:ltions of the r:xaminer based I 4. 7/85
thereon.

The department shall furni_sh a_ _c::_oe_1"__of the report_!_;_'.?_[ 4.7/87

the person or entitt ex�mined not less than 30 j�1s prior to
5

fi 1 i n,J th c report in its office.

6

requests in writing within such 30-day period, the deI?_c:r:_1:_ment

9
10
11

If such rie_r_;c;_,)n _o_r__entity so

4. 7/8 9

shall grant a hearing with respect_��-���_report, and shall

4.7/90

not so file the report until after the hearin9 and after such

4.7/91

modifications have been made therein as the department deems
proE_er.

4.7/92
12.

Ad missibility of reports.--The report ��_an

4.7/93

12

examination when filed shall be admissible in evidence in any

4. 7/9 4

13

action or proceeding brought_by the _department against the

4.7/95

14

person or entity examined, or against his or its officers,

15

employees, or agents.

16

any time testify and offer other proper_��idence as to

17

information secured or matters discovered durin9 the course of[ 4.7/98

18

an examination, whether or not a written report of the

19

examination has been either made, furnished, or filed in the

20

department.

21

13.

The department or its examiners may at

4.7/97

I 4.7/99
4.7/100

Withholcl ing reports.--The_department_ may withholcl

4.7/101

22

from public inspection_c:t:_Y examination or investiga:�i.e:�r:_epor1=_[ 4.7/102

23

for so long as it deems reasonc1bly neces,,;;1ry_ty__protect the

4.7/103

24

person or entity examined from unwarranted inj_LJ_ry or to

4.7/104

25

protect the public interest:

26
27
28

14.

Publication of reports.--After an examination

4.7/105

report has been filed, as hereinabove provjded, the department I 4.7/106
''
may publish the results of any such exami.k'lti��-in __one or more[ 4.7/107

29

newspapers published in this state whenever it deems it to be

JO

in the public inl:erest.

31

9
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15.
2

Consideration of examination reports by e12_1J:._�.z

4.7/109

examined.--After the examination report of ":.12. underwriting

4.7/110

member has been filed as hereinabove erovided, an affidavit

4.7/111

shal l be filed with the department, not more than 30_��i�
after the repo�_t_ has been filed, on a form fur n_is
_ _h�d by the

4.7/112

department crnd signed_bj the per·son or a_representative of any! 4.7/113
71
I
Hi

that tl1,,) re,:ommencations made in the ::-2port will be considered

9

within a reasonable time.

10

entity examined, statir_:g__that the report has been read and

16.

4.7/llt,
4.7/115

Examination costs.--Each_J2_erson or entity examined I 4.7/116

11

by the department shall eay_ t_o_the__department the expenses

4.7/117

12

incur red in such examination.

4.7/118

13

17.

Exchange costs.--An exchange __�l1_all reimbur se the

4.7/119

14

department for any expenses incurred by it relating to the

4.7/120

15

regulation of the exchang_e_and _its_members, except as

4.7/121

16

specified in su�12...a_�9.raph 16.

4.7/122

17

18.

Power s of examiners.--As to the subject to any

4.7/123

18

examination, investigation, or hearing _b_e_ing conducted by him,

19

any examiner appointed b'l___!_ri_e_ d_e_12_":.rtment may ad minister oa�_l:_:3_,_ I 4.7/125

20

examine and cross-examine witnesses, receive oral and

21

documentary _evidence, and shall have the power to sub poena

22

witnesses, compel their attendance and testimony, and_£equire

23

by subpoena the production of books, P":_1:?_ers _,_ _r:_ecords, files,

24

correspondence, documents or other evidence which he deems

25

relevant to the inquiry_.

26

any such sub poena or to testify as to any matter concer nin�

27

_
interrogated, the:·Circuit Court of
which he may __be __lawfully

4.7/130

23

Leon County or of the county_ wherein_ suc!V'ex_<:1_�ination,

4. 7/131

29

investig_a_�_�_on, or hearing is being conducted, or o�--�l1_e_ __county

30
31

4.7/124

4.7/126
4.7/127
4.7/128

If any person refuses to comply with I 4.7/129

wherein such p_erson resides, Ol:!__!:_1:_":___departmen_t_'_ _�p_lication

4.7/132

may issue an order requiring such eerson to comply with the

4.7/133

10
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subpoena and to_ _t:_E=_s_t_i_f_y_;__and any failure to obey such an order

4.7/133

of the court may be punished by the court as a contempt

4.7/13tl

t.hereot.
J

Subpoenas shall be served, and proof of such service I 4. 7/135

mc!de, in the same manner as if issued b)" a circuit court.

4.7/136

Witness fP.es and mileaqe, if cL:iimecl, ,.;hall be c1llowed the

4.7/138

same .1" f o r tcs t i. mon y i n a c i r c u i t col!._:c..!_:_:_
19.

False testimony.--Any person willfully testifyin_g_

4.7/139

8

falsely under oath as to any matter material to any

4.7/140

9

examination, investig_a_t:i_<2_n or hearing, shall upon conviction

4.7/142

10

thereof be guilty of perjury and shall be punished

11

accordingly.

4.7/143

12

20. Self-incrimination.--

l: 1 us

13

a.

4.7/144

If any person asks to be excused from attending or

14

testifyi n9 _o_r __f__ rom _pro_duci_ng any books, papers, records,

15

contracts, documents, or other evidence in connection with anyl 4.7/147

16

examination, hearing, or investigation being conducted _by the

17

department or its examiner, on the g_round that the testimony

18

or evidence required of him may tend to incriminate him or

19

subject him to a penalty or forfeiture, and shall

4.7/149

notwithstand ing_l)_e_ _ di rected_ to
_
give such testimony or produce

4.7/150

' 20

4.7/146

4.7/148

21

such evidence, he must, if so directed by the department and

22

the Department of Legal Af fairs, nonetheless comply with such

23

direction, but he shall not thereafter be prosecuted or

24

subjected to any pe_nalty or forfeiture for or on account of

4.7/152

25

any transaction, matter or thing concernin_9__v_il1__i_ch he _m_a_t have

4.7/153

26

so testified or produced evidence, and _I1_0 _te_stimony so g_iven

27

or evid�nce produced shall be received aga�nst him upon any

4.7/154

28

criminal action, investigation_ or proceed_.{ri_g_; except that no

4.7/155

29

such person so testifying_ shall be_ exempt fr9in_ erosecution or

30

punisl1ment for any_ perjury committed by__ _l,_im i.n such testimony,

4.7/lSG

31

and the testimon� or evidence so 9iven or produced shall be

4.7/157

11
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admissible a.9.ainst h_im _upon any criminal action,
11
2,

4.7/158

invest i,J atio�-�� _E:r_o_C:_eed i ng co nee r n ins :-c; uc_l� __ e_��_jlJ
_ _r}'.'.
_ ;__no£
shall he be exempt from the refusal, suspension, or revocation

4

of ,.ny license, permission, or _author_ity conferred, or to be

4.7/159

conferred, pursuant to the insurance liJW.

4.7/l6G

b.

Any su�� individui:ll may execute, acknowledge and

tl.7/161

file in the office of the d_e_p�r:_1:_ment a statement expressly
B

waivin<J such immunity or privilese in respect to any

9

transaction, matter or thinq�pecified in such statement, and

4.7/162

10

thereupon the testimony_of such individual or such ev_i_dE:_
_ �<:_e in I 4.7/163

11

relation to such transaction, matter, or thin.9_ may be received I 4.7/164

12

or produced before any judg� or i��1:_l':_E:_, court, tribunal,

13

grand jury or otherwise, and if so received or Eroduced such

14

individual shall not�� entitled to any immunity or privileges

15

on account of any testimony he may so 9-ive or evidence so

16

produced.

17

21.

4.7/165
4.7/166

Penalty for failure to testify.--Any person who

4.7/167

18

refuses or fails, without lawful cause, to testify relative to! 4.7/168

19

the affairs of ,"'lny member, -���ociate broker or ol:_�-�-�--p_e_r_s_o_n_

20

when subpoenaed and requested by the department to so testify

21

as provided in ���paragraph 18. shall, in addition to the

22

penalty provided in subparagraph 13.,_be guilty of a

23

misdemeanor of the second de9_r_1c_e, punishab_lE:._
_ _�_!S___ provided in s.

24

775.082, s. 775.083, or s. 775.084.

25

22.

I 4.7/169

I

4. 7/170

I

4.7/171
4.7/172

Name selection.--No underwriting member shall be

4.7/173

26

formed or authorized to transact insurance in this state under

4.7/174

27

a name 1,hich is the same as that __9_�_any authorized insurer or

4.7/175

28

i s so nearly similar thereto a s to cause�� tend to cause

4.7/176

29

confusion, or which would tend to mislead as to the type of

30

organization o� _ _!:_l�e insurer.

3I

using any n_a_me_t:_he __un9-.1:.1:._1_::r_iting syndicate or e_roposed

,'·

Before incorporal:_i1��'=-�°-�12
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underwriting �yndicate shall submit its name or proposed name

4.7/179

to the <10pact1�e_nt_
_ _for its aper oval.

4.7/180

23.
.j

Capitalization.--A�__LJ_rl_derwriting member shall

provide an initial paid-in capital and surplus of $1,500,000

4.7/181
t,.7/132

and thereafter mainta_ i_n_ -� _n:i_ni__ m_u_n.:, po1 i cyh ol d_e_r__ s_ll_rpl
_
us of
6

$1,000,000 in order to be e_e_r__lll_i_tted to write all kinds of

4.7/183

insurance other than life insurance and annuities or

4.7/184

alternatively life insurance, annui_ti_es and accident and
9

health insurance.

An underwriting member shall provide an

4.7/186

10

initial paid-in capital and surplus of $3,000,000 and

11

thereafter maintain a minirri_ ':'._rri__policyholder s_urplus of

4.7/187

12

$2,000,000 in order to be permitted to write all kinds of

4.7/188

13

insurance.

14

surplus which shall _ _l:J_Ee _ITI_a_in_!�i__ned in ;, sec_uri t_y_I=:u_n_�_of an

15

exchang e
_ � the paid-in capital and
_ _�plus shall be invested by

16

an underwriting_ member, in a manner _<?_o_n_sistent with ss.

4.7/191

17

625.301-625.340.

4.7/192

18

surplus in any security_fund_of an exchange shall be invested

19

in a manner limited to investments for life insurance

20

companies under the Florida insurance laws.

21

24.

Exce2_1:___f_or that portion of the paid-in capital and I 4.7/189

The portion of the paid-!:_�_capital and

Limitations on coverage written.--No unde__r_wri_ting_

4.7/190

4.7/193

4.7/194
l: 1 us

22

member shall expose itself to any loss on any one risk in an

23

amount excee_d_i_n_g_l_q_percent of its s11 r pl us to po1 icyh'::'._l_d_ers.

2.1

An underwriting member i,liall not write additional risks if

4.7/197

25

either its ratio of net premiums written_t_� _ surplus as to

4.7/198

26

policyholders exc<,eds 8.5 to 1 or __the_writing of such risks

27

would produce a ratio of net premium� written to surplus as tol 4.7/199

28

policyholders of more than 8. 5 to l.

29

�nt risk which shall have bc,cn rr,ins;11r_·,,cl in an assurnin9_

30

reinsurer authorized to do such business in this state shall

4.7/201

31

be deducted i_r:i..__�etermining the limi�-�-t�o_n __ o_f __r:_i_sk prescribed

4.7/202

.

•.

Any/riskor portior:i__o_ _!=:

13
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in this section.

This subparagraph 24. shall not ape_l)'_
_ _t:_o thel 4.7/2C3

i nsuranc e of mari n e risks , o r m ;i r i n P. r�r_•)_ 1:_e_c_ t_i_�n__a_nr1 inde mni_t_'f

4.7/10'1

risks, or workers' compens_c1_t:_i_on_or employer _'s_liability risks,

�

/1

or to certificates of title or guaranties of title or_p?liciesl

4.7/205

of title insurance.

4.7/206

For the purpose of d-=l��rmining__the

limit.:ition of risk, "_s_u_rplu!-;

,, c�

l:o [J<)lisyiloldcr��•�---"hall be

deemed to include any voluntary_reserves, __or a�y_part thereof,

4. 7/20c;

3

which are not requirP.d by or pursuan�---�.<?. la1·1, and shall be

9

determined from the last sworn statement of such underwriting

4.7/209

10

member on file with the department pursuant to law, or bz__t:_��

4.7/210

11

last report or examination filed by the department:_�-���chever

12

is more recent at the time of assumption of such risk.

13

25.

Unearned premium reserves.--Al 1 unearned p_r_'=.112.���

4.7/211
4.7/212

14

reserves for business written on the exchange shall b�

4.7/213

15

calculated on a monthly or more frequent basis or such other

4.7/214

16

basis as determined by tl1e dep,1rtmr�nt; 1)XC_(:!_pt that all

17

premiums on __any marine or transportation insurance trir risk

4.7/215

shall be deemed unearned until the trip is terminated.

4.7/216

18
19

26.

Loss reser�'::s_ _.--All underwriting members of an

1: 1 us

20

exchan9_e shall mainta_�n loss reserves.

21

subject t�_r_e_view by the department, and if loss expei:_�ence

22

shows that an undcrwri tiny member's loss reser_v_e_s__2:_�f:.

23

inade<.j_u<1te_, _t_he depart111e11t slli:lll requir,� the unde��-it:_ir1_g

24

member to maintain loss reserve� i11 such additional amount <1s

4.7/221

25

is ne�ded to make them ade9uate.

4.7/222

71,

27

27.

The reserves shall be

Di�;tribul:io11 o( l'r_o(it,�.--_/\11 UJl(krwritin<J_ 1ne111ber

4.7/219

4.7/220

1: 1 IJ�:i

28

shall not distribute any -profits
of cash to owners! 4.7/224
- - - foim
-- - -- ----in
-- - -the
'
1,
except out of that part of its available <'ind accumulated

29

surplus funds ·which arc ,krived_f_r_()_I�_realized _11_�t__()_f)eratinq

4.7/7..7. S

30

profits on its bL?siness and realized capital gains.

4.7/226

31

payments to owners shall not exceed 30 _p<:_r_ce_nt_of such sur_e_lus

Such

14
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in any 1 year unless otherwise approved by the department.

4.7/227

Nothing herein shall in any _l-J_ay limit, or be applicable to,

4.7/228

payments out of an underwri ting_ member'
_
s net operat_jn_g_ profits I 4.7/229
�t

and realized capital gains derived during the _immediately
preceding calendar year.

6

28.

4.7/230

Stock dividends.--A stock dividend may be paid by

an underwriting member out of any available surplus funds in
8

excess of the aggregat:_e _am_ount of surplus advanced to the

9

underwriting member under subparagraph 30.

10

29.

1: 1 us
4.7/233
I 4.7/234

Dividends from earned surplus.--A dividend

1: 1 us

ll

otherwise lawful may b_e_payable out of an underwriting

12

member's earned suplus even thou_g_h its total surplus is then

13

less than the aggregate _of _its past contributed surplus

14

resulting from issuance of its ca_e_ital_ stock at a price in

15

excess of the par value thereof.

4.7/236
4.7/237
4.7/238

16

30. Borrowing of mon�y_ by underwriting members.--

4.7/239

17

a.

1: 1 us

An underwriting member may borro1, _ITl_on_e_y to defra_l'

18

the ex�_nses _o_f_ _i.__t:_s _oE_.9.aniza_t_ion, provid_e it with surplus

4.7/240

19

funds, or for any__JJ_ur_E_o�e
_ o_ f its business, upon a written
_

4.7/241

20

agreement__J:_ll�t such m_one_y is _required to be repaid only out of

21

the underwriting member's surplus in excess of that stipulated I 4.7/2/J:Z

22

in such agreement.

23

exceeding 20 percent simple interest per annum.

24

shall or shall not constitute a liability of the underwriting

25

member as to its funds other than such excess of surplus, as

4.7/245

26

stipulated in the agreement.

4.7/246

27

expense shall be paid in connection with a�y such loan.

28

use of any surplus note shall be subject

29

approval.

30

b.

31

The ag_r_ee_m_en_t_ may provide for interest not I 4. 7/243
The inter cs t

No commission or promotion

.lo

The

4.7/244

4.7/248

the department's

Money so borrowed, together with the interest

thereon if so stipulated_ __i._11 the agreement, shall not form a
15
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-l

part of the underwriting member's legal liabilities except as

'1.7/2'19

to its sur_e_lus in excess of the _ams,u___ri_!__t_hereo_f _s_!_ij)_ulated in

4.7/250

the a�rcement, or be the basis of any set-off; but until

4.7/251

repai_d, financial statements filed __()_r:______J)_U_t)l_ished by an
underwritin9 member shall show as a footnote thereto the

6

omount thereof then unµaid tog_ethcr with any interest thereon
4.7/253

accrued but unpaid.
31.

3
9
10

4.7/252

Liquidation, rehabilitation, and restrictions.--

1: 1 us

The department, upon a showin9 that a member or associate

4.7/255

broker of an exchan9e:

4.7/256

11

a.

Is impaired or insolvent;

1: 1 us

12

b.

Has, by contract of reinsurance or otherwise,

4.7/257

13

transferred substantially its entire prop_ert_y or business, or

14

entered into any transaction the effect of which is to mer9e

4.7/258

15

substantially its entire_property into the property or

4.7/259

16

business of any other individual, firm, corporation or entity,

17

without having first obtained the written approval of the

18

commissioner; provided that a member may me_rg_e or consolidate

19

its operation with another operation if it meets any

4.7/261

20

applicable reciuirerneri_t_s of_th_e Florida law governing mergers

4.7/262

21

and if such action is approved by the commissioner;

2?.

C.

Is found, after an examination, to be in such

4.7/260

4.7/263

23

condition that its further transaction of business will be

2�

hazardous to its p_olicyholders, or to its creditors, or to thel 4.7/264

25

public;

26
27
28
?9
30

d.

Has become the subject of any procedure for
,.
I
i

liquidation, or bankrup_tcy;
e.

Has failed to gua_li_f_y__ o_ r _ mai_nt.n'in its g_ualification

as a member of an exchan_��r:_
f.

Has violated the constitution or -�ylaws of the

31
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4

cxcl1,:rn9_c;

1: l u:_;

may restrict sales by type of risk, policy or contract limits,

4.7/271

premium levels, policy or contract provisions; increase

4.7/272

surplus or capital requirements of underwriting members; issue
cease and desist orders; suspend or restrict a member's or

4.7/273

associate broker's right t<l_transact business; p lace an
8

underwriting member under conservatorship or rehabilitation orl 4.7/274

9

seek an order of liquidation as authorized by part I of

10
11

I 4.7/275

chapter 631.
32.

Prohibited conduct.--The followin9________9_c_ t _ s by a

1: 1 us

12

member, associate broker or affiliated p erson shall constitute I 4.7/278

13

prohibited conduct:

14

a.

Fraud.

1: 1 us

15

b.

Fraudulent or dishonest acts committed by a member

4.7/279

16

or associate broker p_r_i_o_r-_ to admission to an exchan_g_e, if the

17

facts and circumstances were not disclosed to the department

4.7/280

18

upon application to become a member or associate broker.

4.7/281

19

C .

Conduct detrimental to the we lfare of an exchange.

4.7/282

20

d.

Unethical or improper_ practices or conduct,

l:lus

21

inconsistent with j__u_st ond cquitublc principles of trade us

4.7/283

22

set forth in but not limited to ss. 626.951-626.9641, and ss.

4.7/284

23

626.973 and 626.988.

24
25
26
2/
28
29
30
31

e.

Failure to use due diligence to ascertain the

insurance needs of a client or a E_rin��pal.
f.

Misstutements made under oilth or upon an

applicotion for member:;hip on on exchan�•
g.

Failure to testify or produce /2�cuments when

1: 1 us
4.7/285
1: 1 us
4.7/286
4.7/287

requested bz the department.
h.

Willful violation of anz law of the State of

Florida.

17
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i .

I

3
4
5

Fail ure of an officer or principal to testifz under

l:lus

oath concernin_g_ a membe_r_, a_ssociate_ l:Jroker,_or other person's

4.7/289

affairs

4.7/290

i:JS

they relate to the opera tion of an exchange.

33. Penalties for participoting in prohibited

4.7/291

concl uc t. -i) .

1:1 us

The department may order the suspension of further

1: 1 us

transaction of business on the exchange of any member or

4.7/292

8

associate broker found to have engaged in prohibited cor.cluct.

4.7/293

9

In addition, any member or associate broker found to have

4.7/29'1

10

engaged in prohibited conduct may be subj__E:_C::_�to reerimand,

4.7/296

11

censure and/or a fine not exceeding $25,000 imposed _IJ_t the

12

dep artment.

13

b.

Any member which has an aff iliated person who is

14

found to have engaged in _pr_ohibit_
_ ed conduct shall be s_ubject

15

to involuntary withdrawal or in addition thereto__maz be

16

subject to suspension, reprimand, censure and/or a fine not

17

exceeding $25,000.

18

34.

Reduction of penalties.--Any suspension,

1: 1 us
4.7/298

4.7/299
4.7/301

19

reprimand, censure or fine may be remitted or reduced___by the

4.7/30 2

20

department on such terms and conditions as shall be deemed

4.7/30 3

21

foir and equitable.

4.7/309

22

35.

Other offenses.--Any member or associate broker

l: 1 us

23

that is susp ended shall be deprived, during the period of

24

suspension, of all rights and privileges of membership or of

25

an associate broker but may be e_r_oc�e_clecl _ag_ainst by the

4.7/307

26

department for any offense committed either before or after

4.7/308

27

the date of suspension.

28

36.

,·'

Reinstatement.--Any member or/'associate broker

'1.7/306

4.7/309

29

that is suspended maz be reinstated at _a_n_z time on :rnch terms

4.7/310

30

and conditions as the department may specify.

4. 7/311

31
18
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37.

Remittc1nce of fines.--Fines imE_osed under this

section sh�ll be remitted to the department and shall be paid

1: l u:.;
4.7/314

into the Insurance Commissioner's Regulat_o�_y_ Tr ust Fund.
4

38.

Failure to pay fines.--When a member or associate

4.7/31G

broker has failed to e_a__y____ a _ _0_n� for 15 days aftt-�r it becomes
6

payable, such member or associate broker shall be suspended,

4.7/317

unless the department shall have granted an extension of time
to ��y such fine.
9

39.

4.7/318

Changes in ownership or assets.--In the event of a

1: 1 us

10

major change _ in______t:_l:i_ _": ownership or a maj_()_I'."_ chan_9.e in the assets

ll

of an underwriting_ member such___LJ_r1_cler_writin.9. member shall

12

report such change in writing to the department within 30 daysl 4.7/322

13

of the effective date thereof.

14

details of the change.

15

more than 5 perc_ent
_ shall _be cons_idered a major _c_h�n_9.e.

4.7/321

The report shall set forth thel 4.7/323

Any_ c_han_�in ownership or assets of

4.7/324
4.7/325

16

4 0 • Re ta 1 i a ti on. --

l: l us

17

a.

4.7/326

When by or pursuant to the laws of any other state

18

or foreign country any taxes, licenses or other fees, in the

-1.7/328

19

ag9regate, and any fines, penal_tie_s_� _ _cleposit requirements or

tJ.7/329

20

other material obli_g_ations, prohibitions or restrictions are

21

or would be impo_s_e_cl upon an exchange or upor1 __t_l:1_e_a_ g ents or

22

representatives of such exchan9e which are in excess of such

23

taxes, licenses and other fees, in the ag_g_regate, or which arel 4.7/331

24

in excess of the fines, penalties, deposit requ irements or

25

other-obligations, prohibitions, or restrictions dire�tly

26

imposed upon similar exchanges or upon the__agents or

27

represen_ tatives of such excJ,_ange, of such ,other state or

28

countr;L__ u_nder th_e__statutes of this state /·so lon9 as such laws

4.7/334

29

or such other state or country continue in force or are so

tJ.7/335

30

applied, the same taxes, licenses and other fees, in the

31

aggregate, or fines, penalties, deposit requirements or other
19
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material obli_g_atio_n_s_,___JJ_rohibitions, or restrictions of
3

whatev8r kind shc1ll be imposeo b)::' the department upon the

4.7/]]7

exchang_es, or upon the agents or re_presentatives of such

4.7/338

exchan_g_es, of such other sta_!._e_o_r_ country d_oing business or
5
6

seeki ns to do business in Floridu.
b.

4.7/339

Any tax, license or other obligotion imposecl_b_y anyl l:lus

7!

city, county, or other political subdivision or agency of a

3

state, jurisdiction or foreign country on the exchange or the

9

agents or representatives shall be deemed to be imposed bz

4.7/341
I 4.7/342

10

such stc1te, jurisdiction or foreign country within the mea_r:i_i__01I 4.7/343

11

of sub�r_a_g_r_�ph a.

12

41.

Agents.--Agents as defined in ss. 626.041,

4.7/344

13

626.051, 626.062, and 626.914 who are broker members or

4.7/345

14

associate broker members of an exchange shall be allowed only

4.7/346

15

to place on an exchan_g_e the same kind or kinds of business

4.7/347

16

that the a_g_ent is licensed to place pursuant to Florida lc1w.

17

Direct Florida business as defined in s. 626.916 or s. 626.9171 4.7/348

18

must be written through an agent as defined in s. 626.914.

19

The activity of each broker member or associate broker with

20

regard to an exchc1nge shall be subject to all applicable

21

provisions of the insurance laws of this state, and all such

22

activities shall constitute transactions under his license as

4.7/352

23

an insurance agent for purposes of the �lorida insurance law.

4.7/353

24

42.

Export insurance requirements.--No insurance

25

cove�age shall be eli_g_ible for export unless it meets all of

?6

tile fo]lowing conditions:

77

a.

The full amount of insurance repuireu 1nu:.:;t not be

28

procurable, after a dili_g_ent effort has b/�n made to do so,

29

from among the insurers aLJ�l"l_o_i:J_zed to transact and actually

30

writing that kind and class of insurance in this state, and

31
20
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the amount of insurance ex p�ed shal 1 be onlt the excess over

4.7/358

the amount so procurable from authorized insurers.

4.7/359

b.
.j

1: 1 us

The prern_i,_u_111_ _i::_Dte ilt which the coverilge is exported

4.7/360

shall not be lower than that rate applicable, if any, in
actual and current use bz a majo_ri
_ ty of the authorizied

6

4.7/361

insurers for the same coverage on a similar risk.
c.

The policy or contr3ct from under which the

4.7/362

insurance is ex_e_orted shall not be more favorable to the
9

insured as to the coverage or rate than under similar

10

contracts on file and in actual current use in this state by

11

the majority of authorized insurers actually writin� similar

12

covera_9_E!s on similar r_isks; except that a coverage ma_)! be

13

exported under a unique form of policy designed for use with

14

respect to a particular _s_u_bject of insurance if a copy of such I 4.7/367

15

form is filed with the department by th�__ sur_plus l_ine_�_a_gent

16

desiring to use the same and is subject to the c:lepartment's

17

disapproval within 10 days of filin.9. such form exclusive of

18

Saturdays, �undays, and legal holidays if it finds that use ofl 4.7/369

19

such special form is not reasonably necessary for the

' 20
21

I 4.7/364

I
I

4.7/365
4.7/366

4.7/368

4.7/370

principal purposes of the coverage or that its use would be
contrary _to the pure_os��o_!___this_ law _with respect to the

?2

reasonable protection of authorized ins11rers from unwilrranted

73

com_2_e_t:_i_t:_i_on _ _by unauthorized insurers.

2�

4.7/363

d.

Except as to extended coverage in connection with

4.7/37!
4.7/372
4.7/373

25

fire insurance policies and except as to windstorm insurance,

26

the policy or contract under wh_i___c:_!l__the _i_n_surance is exported

4.7/374

2/

shall no·t p_rovide for ded uctible amounts, �n determinin9 the

4.7/375

28

existence or extent of the insurer's liab/Lity, other than

29

those available under similar policies or contracts in actual

4.7/376

30

and current use by one or more authorized insurers.

4.7/377

31

subparagraph�- shall not apply with respect to workers'

This

21
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440.

4 3.

Departmental de term ina ti on _of _insurance eligible

for exi:ort.--The department may_ by_rule _declare eli_gible for

1: 1 us
I 4.7/379

5

export _generally, and not·,1ithstanding the_provisions of

6

subp_aragraph 42. any class or classes of insurance coverage or I 4.7/381

I 4.7/380

risk for which it finds, after a hearin9, which it shall hold
annually or more often, of which notice thereof was given to

4.7/382

each insurer authorized to transact such class or classes in

4.7/383

10

this state, that there is no reasonable or adequate market

4.7/384

11

among authorized insurers.

4.7/385

12

effect during the existence of the conditions upon which

13

predicated, but subject to earlier termination by the

14

department.

9

15

44.

Any such rule shall continue in

Limitation on export coverage.--Subparagraph 42.

16

does not apply to wet marine and_ transportation or aviation

17

risks which are subject to s. 626.917.

18

45.

Wet marine, transportation_,_ and aviation cove_r_age

4.7/386
4.7/388
4.7/389
1: 1 us

19

eligible for expo_r_t:._--Insurance covera_g_e of wet marine and

4.7/390

20

transportation or aviation risks as defined in s.

4.7/391

21

624.607 (1) (a) 1. may_12_� exported under the _fo_p_owi_n9.

22

conditions:

23
24
25

a.

4.7/392
The insurance must be placed only by or through a

1 ice ns ed Florid a surpl uLlines _ag
_ _ent ;
b.

The underwriting member must be one made eligible

1: 1 us
4.7/393
1: 1 us

76

by the department specifically for such coverages, based upon

4.7/394

77

4.7/395

28

informa�ion furnished by the underwriting �ember and
i
indicating that the underwriting mem_lJ�r_ii,'' well able to meet

29

its financial obli9.ations; and

4.7/396

30
31

C.

The surplus lines agent shall, within 60 days after

procurement of the poli_c:y or contract, file with the
22
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department a copy of the policy, cover note, or contract.
This subear�graph 45. shall not apply as to pleasure boats,

4.7/398

nor as to private aircraft owned by private owners for

4.7/399

4

business and e_leasure purposes only (exclud_ing_ commercial),

5

exclusive of check flight or ferry flight coverage onJ.y.

4.7/400

Premium payments.--If an underwritin9 member has

4.7/401

assumed the risk as to a surplus lines coverage placed under

4.7/402

8

subparagrciphs _ 42., _43.,_ or_ 45., _and if__the _premium therefor

4. 7/403

9

has been received by the surplus lines agent who placed such

4.7/404

I,

46.

10

insurance, then in all que_s__t:i_ons thereafter aris� under the

11

covera9e as between the �nderwriting member and the insured,

4.7/405

12

the underwriting member shall be deemed to have received the

4.7/406

13

premium due to it for such coverage; and the underwriting

14

member shall be liable to the insured as to losses covered bx

15

such insurance, and for unearned premiums which may become

16

payable to the insured upon cancellation of such insurance,

4.7/408

17

whether or not in fact the surplus lines agent is indebted to

4.7/409

18

the underwritin9_rnember with respect to such insurance or for

19

any other cause.

' 20
21
22

4.7/407

4.7/410

47. Improperly issued contracts, riders, and

1: 1 us

endorsements.--

4.7/411.

a.

4.7/412

lmy insurance _p_()_l_i_c:;y, rider, or endorsement issued

4.7/413

23

by an underwriting member and otherwise valid which contains

24

any condi_tion or provision not in c_ome_liance with the

25

req�ii_em_E=_nts of this section shall not be thereby rendered

4.7/414

26

invalid, except as provided in s. 627.415, but shall be

4.7/415

27

construid and applied in accordance with such conditions and

28

provisions as would have applied had such/policy, rider, or

29

endorsement been in full compliance with this section.

30

event an underwriting member issues or delive_rs any p_oli_c:;z for

31

an amount which exceeds any limitations otherwise provided in

In the! 4.7/418

23
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BILL ANAIYSIS
HOUSE COMMITTEE ON INSURANCE
Bill No.

PCB #28

Sponsor

Insurance

Other Committees of Reference:
Iden/Sim Bills

Subject
Date
I

Florida Insurance Exchanges
Revised

May 8, 1980
SUMMARY

This bill authorizes the establishment of one or more
insurance exchanges in Florida for the purpose of
providing a facility or facilities for the underwriting··
of reinsurance of all kinds of insurance, direct insurance
of all kinds on risks located entirely outside the United
States, and direct insurance on risks located in Florida
which are certified as eligible for export if placed through
a licensed Florida surplus lines agent.
A.

Present Situation
Section 629.401, Florida Statutes, authorizes the
establishment of a Florida Insurance Exchange for
the above stated purpose. It has been suggested
that the current law may violate A III, S 11,
paragraph (a) (12) of the state constitution having
to do with a grant of privilege to a private corporation.
Amending the law to authorize the establishment of one
or more exchanges resolves this issue.

II

FISCAL IMPACT
The law states that the authorization to establish an
exchange becomes operative only after a determination
by the Insurance Commissioner and Treasurer that the
proposed exchange may operate in an economic and
beneficial manner. Private sector impact on the initial
exchange established will undoubtedly be one of the
subjects of such a determination with respect to the
establishment of more than one exchange.

I II

COMMENTS
None.

Prepared by Jack Herzog
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SUMMARY:
A.

Present Situation:
Section 629.401, Florida Statutes, authorizes the
establishment of a Florida Insurance Exchange for the
purpose of providing facilities for the underwriting of
reinsurance of all kinds of insurance, direct insurance
of all kinds on risks located entirely outside the United
States, and surplus lines insurance eligible for export
under certain provisions of the insurance code when placed
through a licensed Florida surplus lines agent. The
seven-member committee appointed to write a constitution
and bylaws for the insurance exchange is required to
submit the same to the Insurance Commissioner and Treasurer
no later than 30 days prior to the commencement of a regular
annual legislative session; the Insurance Commissioner is
required to submit recommendations to the Legislature by
the first day of the session. The Insurance Commissioner
has the authority to eliminate the application to the
exchange of sections of the insurance code.

B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
This bill provides for the establishment of one or more
insurance exchanges to be located in the state.
This bill would change the time frame and body to which
the committee appointed to write the constitution and
bylaws for the insurance exchange shall submit the same;
the report shall be made to the Insurance Commissioner
and Treasurer and the Legislature no later than 5 days
prior to the adjournment of the regular session of the
Legislature or no later than 5 days prior to the
commencement of any special or organizational legislative
session.
The proposal increases the size and composition of the
initial board of governors of any exchange from seven to
twelve members with the President of the Senate and the
Speaker of the House each receivi�g one additional
appointment and the Governor rece/ving three appointments.
!

Subsection (6) sets forth the powers, rights, and duties
of the Florida Insurance Department over any insuran�e
exchange. The proposal provides for regulation of the
exchange by the Department of Insurance and specifies
duties and obligations and investigations, and imposes
various requirements with respect to the transaction of
business by the exchange. Penalties are provided.
II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
The law states that the authorization to establish an exchange
becomes operative only after a determination by the Insurance
Page 1 of 2

Date

June 5.

1980 (Amended)

Page__2 _______

SENATE STAFF ANALYSIS AND ECONOMIC IMPkCT STATEMENT
Analyst:
Staff Di rector:
Subject:

Melvin
Martin
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Bill No. And Sponsor:

HB 1745 by Insurance
Committee

Commissioner and Treasurer that the proposed exchange may
operate in an economic and beneficial manner. Private sector
impact on the initial exchange established will undoubtedly
be one of the subjects of such a determination with respect
to the establishment of more than one exchange.
III.

COMMENTS:
It has been suggested that current law which provides for the
establishment of one Florida insurance exchange may violate
A III, S 11, paragraph (a) (12) of the state constitution which
prohibits the grant of privilege to a private corporation by
a special law or general law of local application. Amending
the statute to authorize the establishment of one or more
exchanges resolves the issue.
Current law gives the Insurance Commissioner the power to
eliminate sections of the insurance code from applicability
to the exchange. It has also been suggested that this may
be an unconstitutional delegation of legislative power. The
proposal specifies which sections of the code are to apply to
the exchange and gives the Insurance Commissioner regulatory
authority over the exchange, thus solving this possible
constitutional defect.

IV.

AMENDMENTS:
Amendment #1 by Commerce:
Adds to the provision creating 1 or more insurance exchanges, a
provision authorizing 1 or more offices for each exchange.
Amendment #2 by Commerce:
Increases from 12 to 14 (present law is 7) the number of members
of the board of governors of the Florida Insurance Exchange, 1
to be appointed by the minority leader of the Senate, and 1 to
be appointed by the minority leader of the House of
Representatives.
Amendment #3 by Commerce:
Title Amendment to Amendment #2.

200-90-4-0
1: btc

A bill to be entitled
2

An act relating to the Florida Insurance

3

Exchange; amending s. 629.401, Florida

4

1.6

5

Statutes, rel,\ting to time periods regarding

transmitting �he proposed constitution and

6

bylaws of the exchange to the Insurance

1.7

7

Commissioner and Treasurer and to the

8

Legislature; providing for conditional repeal;

9

providing an effective date.

1.5

1.8

10
11

l:enc

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

12
13
14

Section 1.

Section 629.401, Florida Statutes, is

1.9

amended to read:

15

629.401

16

( 1)

2.0/1

Florida Insurance Exchange.--

There shall be created a Florida Insurance

2.0/2

17

Exchange, subject to such rules as may be promulgated by the

18

commissioner.

The purposes of the exchange are:

2.0/3

19

(a)

20

1.

Reinsurance of all kinds of insurance.

2.4

21

2.

Direct insurance of all kinds on risks located

2.4

•• 22
23
24

To provide a facility for the underwriting of:

2.0/3

entirely outside the United States.
3.

2.5

Risks which shall be certified according to s.

626.920(1) (b) as being eligible for export according to s.
626.916(1)
(b)

(a).

To manage the facility authorized by this section,

2.6

in accordance with rules promulgated by the commissioner.
(2)

2.7

The operation of this subsection shall become

effective only after a determination by the Insurance
Commissioner_ and Treasurer that the exchange created by_ this

section may operate in an economic and beneficial manner.

A

1
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2.10
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committee shall be appointed to write the constitution and

2.10

2

bylaws of the Florida Insurance Exchange, to make such other

2.11

3

recommendations as may be necessary to assure maximum

2.12

4

coordination of the 9perations of the exchange with existing

2.13

5

insurance industry o�erations, and to assure maximum economic

2.14

6

benefits to the state from the operations of the exchange.

2.15

The committee shall consist of 13 members, 6 to be appointed

2.16

8

by the Insurance Commissioner and Treasurer, 2 each to be

2.18

9

appointed by the Speaker of the House of Representatives and

;'

10

the President of the Senate, 1 each to be appointed by the

11

minority leader of the House of Representatives and the

12

minority leader of the Senate, and 1 to be the Insurance

2.21

13

Commissioner and Treasurer or his designated representative.

2.22

14

The chairman shall be elected by a majority of the committee.

2.23

15

The committee shall transmit such proposed constitution and

2.24

16

bylaws and such other recommendations to the Insurance

2.25

17

Commissioner and Treasurer and to the Legislature no later

2.25/1

18

than� 39 days prior to the adjournment eemmeAeemeA� of a

2.25/3

19

regular annual legislative session or no later than 5 days

2.25/4

20

prior to the commencement of any special or organizational

21

legislative session 7 -aAe-�Ae-fAS�faAee-Eemm4ss4eAef-aAe

2.20

2.25/7

22
23

2.25/8

24

sess4eA.

25

bylaws by either house of the Legislature by resolution before

3.0/3

26

the end of such �Ae-fe��±af-aAA�a± legislative session, the

3.0/4

27

exchange shall have full authority to function pursuant to its

3.0/6

28

constitution and bylaws 60 days after the end of the session.

3.0/7

29

The initial board of governors of the exchange shall consist

3.0/8

30

of seven members, three appointed by the Insurance

3.0/9

31

Commissioner and Treasurer, two by the Speaker of the House of

3.0/10

Subject to the disapproval of the constitution and

2
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2

Representatives and two by the President of the Senate, to

3.0/11

serve until the first election pursuant to the constitution or

3.0/12

bylaws.
4
5
6

(3)

The conslitution and bylaws of the exchange shall

provide for, but no� be limited to:
( a)

The election of no less than 6 nor more than 13

7

governors, at least one-third of whom shall not be members of

8

the exchange and who shall be public representatives.

9

(b)

The location of the principal offices of the

3.0/13
3.13
3.13
3.16
3.17

10

exchange and the principal offices of its members to be within

11

this state for the purpose of the transaction of the type of

3.18

12

business described in subsection (1).

3.). 9

13

shall be one where officers and qualified personnel who are

14

engaged in the administration, underwriting, claims
_ ,

15

policyholders' service, marketing, accounting, recordkeeping,

16

and all supportive services shall be located.

17

(c)

A principal office

The submission by members and all applicants for

18

membership on the exchange of such financial information as

19

may be required by the commissioner.

20
21
22
23
24

(d)

The establishment by the exchange of a security

fund in such form and amount as approved by the commissioner.
( e)

3.21
3.22
3.23
3.24
3.24
3.25

The voting power of members who are underwriting

3.25

The voting power and other rights granted under

3.27

syndicates.
(f)

25

the provisions of the not-for-profit corporation law, chapter

26

617, to participate in the conduct and management of the

27

affairs of the exchange, by brokers, agents, and

28

intermediaries transacting business on the exchange, each of

29

whom shall be considered "members" only under the provisions

30

of such law.

31

3
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(g)

The rights and duties of exchange members, which

2

may include, but shall not be limited to, the manner and form

3

of conducting business, financial stability, dues, membership

5

fees, mandatory arb�ytation, and all other matters necessary

4. 3
4. 5

or appropriate to cdnduct any business permitted herein.

4.7

Any amendments to the constitution and bylaws shall be subject

4.7

6
to the approval of the commissioner.
9

( 4)

The Florida Insurance Exchange formed under the

4.8

70

provisions of this section shall not be subject to any state

4.9

11

or local taxes or (ecs mcnsurcd by income, premiums, or gross

4. l 0

12

receipts, except that for purposes of taxation under s.

73

4.p

624.509 direct premiums written, procured, or received by a

4.12

74

member or members through the exchange on risks located in

15

Florida shall be construed to be written, procured, or

16

received by the exchange, and the premium tax due on said

17

premium shall be reported and paid by the exchange.

18

(5)

The exchange shall reimburse the commissioner for

19

any expenses incurred by him relating to the regulation of the

20

exchange and its members.

21

4.14
4.16
4.16
4.17

The insurance law and rules promulgated thereunder

4.18

22

shall apply to the exchange, its members, and the insurance or

4.19

23

reinsurance written through the exchange, except as may be

4.20

24

exempted by the commissioner pursuant to rule.

4. 2 2

25

such exemption shall be unfairly discriminatory or detrimental

26

to the solvency of licensed insurers; no such exemption shall

4.23

27

have the effect of allowing the exchange to participate in a

4.24

28

practice contrary to the public welfare; no such exemption or

4.25

application of the insurance law shall inhibit the viability,

4.26

effectiveness or efficiency of the exchange; and no such

4.27

29
30
31

( 6)

However, no

exemption shall operate contrary to the purposes of the
4
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exchange set out in subsection (1).

The commissioner may

4.30

establish limitations on investments in members of the
3

exchange.

4

and intermediaries tri·ansacting business on the exchange, and

5.2

5

the investment in arly such broker, agent, or intermediary by

5. 3

6

any member, directly or indirectly, all as defined by rule,

5.4

shall in each case be limited in the aggregate to less than 20

5.5

The investment in any member by brokers, agents,
'.\
r

8

percent, or such lesser amount as determined by the

9

commissioner, of the total investment in such member, broker,

10
11

5.7

agent, or intermediary, as the case may be.
(7)

The performance of the controctuul obligutions of

12

the exchange or its members entered into pursuant to

13

subsection (1) shall not be covered by any of the Florida

14

state security or guaranty funds.

15

5.1

5.7/2
5.7/3

If chapter 629, Florida Statutes, is

5.7/4

16

repealed in accordance with the intent expressed in the

5.7/5

17

Regulatory Reform Act of 1976, as amended by chapter 7 7-457,

18

Laws of Florida, or as subsequently amended, it is the intent

5.7/6

19

of the Legislature that this act shall also be repealed on the

5.7/7

20

same date as is therein provided.

21
22

Section 2.

Section 3.

This act shall take effect immediately upon

becoming a 1 aw.

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
5
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3
4
5
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l:hbs

HOUSE SUMMARY

l:hbs

Provides that the committee appointed to write a
constitution and bylaws for the Florida Insurance
Exchange shall subm.it the same to the Insurance
Commissioner and Tieasurer and the Legislature no later
than 5 days prior �o the adjournment of the regular
session of the Legislature or no later than 5 days p.rior
to the commencement of any special or organizational
legislative session.

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

6
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HOUSE COMMITTEE ON INSURANCE
Bill No.

PCB #15
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Insurance Committee

None
Iden/Sim Bills

Subject

FLORIDA INSURANCE EXCHANGE

Date

4/14/80

I.

None

;

i

Revised

SUMMARY
A.

Present Situation
Current law requires that the constitution and by-laws
of the Florida Insurance Exchange be presented to the
Insurance Commissioner at least 30 days prior to a
regular session and that the constitution and by-laws
be presented with recommendations by the Insurance
Commissioner at the start of such session.

B.

Probable Effect of Proposed Changes
This bill amends Section 629.401, Florida Statutes,
to require the presentation of the constitution and
by-laws at least 5 days prior to adjournment of a
regular session or at least 5 days prior to commencement
of a special or organizational session.

II.

PRIVATE SECTOR/STATE/LOCAL FISCAL IMPACT
If the bill does not pass the� implementation of the Exchange
will be delayed by approximately one year. Such delay may
destroy the feasibility of the Exchange due to competition
to establish insurance exchanges in other states. The
Exchange is expected to make a substantial contribution to
the state's economy.

III.

COMMENTS
None

IV.

AMENDMENTS/TECHNICAL
None
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SUMMARY OF HB 1565 AS AMENDED
Provides that the committee appointed to write a constitution
and bylaws for the insurance exchange shall submit the same
to the Insurance Commissioner and Treasurer and the Legislature
no later than 5 days prior to the adjournment of the regular
session of the Legislature or no later than 5 days prior to the
commencement of any special or organizational legislative session.
The amendment increases the size and composition of the initial
board of governors of any exchange from seven to twelve members
with the President of the Senate and the Speaker of the House
each receiving one additional appointment and the Governor
receiving three appointments.
Provides for the establishment of one or more insurance
exchanges to be located in this state for the purpose of providing
facilities for the underwriting of reinsurance of all kinds of
insurance, direct insurance of all kinds on risks located entirely
outside the United States, and surplus lines insurance eligible
for exoort under certain orovisions
of the insurance code when
~
placed through a licensed Florida surplus lines agent.
l:

Current law provides for the establishment of a Florida insurance
exchange for the above stated purpose. It has been suggested
that the current law may violate A III, S 11, paragraph (a) (12)
of the state constitution having to do with a grant of privilege
to a private corporation. Amending the law to authorize the
establishment of one or more exchanges resolves this issue.
Current law gives the Insurance Commissioner the power to eliminate
sections of the insurance code from applicability to the exchange.
It has also been suggested that this may be an unconstitutional
delegation of legislative power. The amendment specifies
which sections of the code are to apply to the exchange and gives
the Insurance Commissioner regulatory authority over the exchange,
thus solving this possible constitutional defect.
Under the amendment the regulatory authority granted to the
Insurance Commissioner specifies duties and obligations of
members of the exchange. It provides for examinations and
investigations and imposes various requirements with respect
to the transaction of business by the exchange and provides penalties.
The law states that the authorization to establish an exchange
becomes operative only after a determination by the Insurance
Commissioner and Treasurer that the proposed exchange may operate
in an economic and beneficial manner. Private sector imoact on
the initial exchange established will undoubtedly be one~of the
subjects of such a determination with respect to the establishment
of more than one exchange.
Please refer to the attached summary of subsection (6) for details
of the regulatory authority granted to the Insurance Commissioner
under the amendment.

SUM.M..ARY
Proposed Subsection (6) of Section 629.401, Florida Statutes*
Subparagraph(6)of 629.401, Florida Statutes, sets forth the powers,
rights, and duties of the Florida Insurance Department over any insurance
exchange.

Tne primary emphasis is on solvency.

The Department is required to approve applications of underwriting
syndicates.

Approval is to be based on an examination not only of the assets

but also of the ownership and management of any underwriting syndicate.
The latter involves an investigation of the character, reputation, financial
standing, and motives of the organizers, incorporators or subscribers of
any underwriting syndicate and an investigation into the background of any
proposed officers.
Underwriting syndicates are required to file financial statements
with the Department once a year.

Annual statements must be filed as of

March 1 of each year unless an extension of time for filing is permitted
by the Department.

The financial statement shall be based on the financial

condition of the underwriting syndicate as of the December 31 preceding.
The Department also has the responsibility and right to review the
activities of agents and to withdraw their licenses if they should be guilty
of violating the insurance law.
The Department shall have the right to examine the affairs, trans
actions, accounts, records, and assets of any security fund, exchange,
member

or associate broker.

An examination may be conducted by the

accredited examiners of the Department.

Any examiner appointed by the

Department may administer oaths, examine and cross-examine witnesses,
receive oral and documentary evidence, and shall have the power to sub
poena witnesses, compel their attendance and testimony, and require by
subpoena the production of books, papers, and records.

*Prepared by Dr. Claude Lilly
FSU Colleoe of Business
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The subparagraph sets forth the minimum paid -in capital and surplus
required to start an underwriting syndicate, and it sets forth the minimum
policyholder surplus required to write business.
Limitations on the amount of coverage that can be written are included
in subparagraph 6.

No underwriting syndicate member can expose itself to

any loss on any one risk in an amount exceeding ten percent of its surplus
to policyholders.

In addition, coverage cannot be written if the ratio of

premiums written to surplus exceeds 8.5 to 1 or the writing of such coverage
would produce a premiums written to surplus ratio of more than 8.5 to 1.
Underwriting syndicates are required to maintain loss and unearned
premium reserves.

These reserves will be subject to review by the Department.

Limitations on dividend payouts are set forth.

These limitations aid

the Department in preventing an underwriting syndicate from granting excess
dividends to the detriment of insureds.
The Department has the right to liquidate, rehabilitate, or place
restrictions on the operations of a member or associate broker if the
Department ascertains that the member or associate broker is having financial
difficulty.

The Department also has the right to suspend, reprimand, censure,

or fine any member or associate broker that engages in prohibited conduct
as defined in 629.401 (6) (b) (32).
The subparagraph sets forth the requirements that have to be met in
order for a piece of business to be eligible for export.

This material

parallels that currently found in the Florida Insurance Law.
The subparagraph

establishes that all underwriting· syndicates will

be members of each exchange's security fund.
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Nuckolls
Ogden
O'Malley
Pajcic
Patchett
Patterson
Plummer
,Price
Nays-None
So the bill
Senate.

Ready
Reynolds
Richmond
Robinson
Rosen
Ryals
Sadowski
Sample
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Shackelford
Sheldon
Silver
Smith, C.R.
Smith, L. J.
Spaet
Thomas
Thompson

Tygart
Upchurch
Ward
Warner
Watt
Weinstock
Williams
Woodruff

passed and was immediately certified to the

RB 1768--A bill to be entitled An act relating to the use
of county and public roads and highways; amending s. 125.42,
Florida Statutes; authorizing a board of county commissioners
to grant a license to any person to construct, maintain, repair,
operate, and remove lines for television along or across certain
public roads; authorizing the board of county commissioners
to grant exclusive or nonexclusive licenses to perform certain
operations Qn water, sewage, gas, power, telephone, other public
utilities and television under, on, over, across, and along such
roads; providing an effective date.
-was read the second time by title.
Representative Dyer offered the following amendment:

643

So the bill passed and was immediately certified to the
Senate.
Under Rule 7.11, HB 1768 was laid on the table.
By the Committee on Insurance and -Representatives Easley,
O'Malley, Mills, Gallagher and FoxCS for HB's 184, 600, 974, 1065 and 1210-A bill to be en
titled An act relating to insurance; amending s. 627.6575(2),
Florida · Statutes, providing that coverage for newborn chil
dren shall include costs of transportation; amending s. 627.6576,
Florida Statutes, prohibiting discrimination in the issuance of
disability policies on the basis of exposure to DES; adding a
new subsection (6) to s. 627.6675, Florida Statutes, requiring
insurers who issue conversion policies to offer those policies
with prescribed renewal provisions; providing for applicability;
adding subsection (5) to s. 627:667, Florida Statutes, providing
that extension of benefits for group disability policies shall be
applicable to certificates of group insurance delivered or issued
for delivery to residents of this state; providing for conditional
repeal; providing an effective date.
-was read the first time by title. On motions by Mr. Gal
lagher, the rules were waived and the bill was read the second
time by title and the third time by title. On passage, the vote
was:

Amendment 1-On page 2, line 25, after the word "herein" Yeas-108
insert: for television
Patchett
Jones, D. L.
Flynn
The Chair
Patterson
Mr. Dyer moved the adoption of the amendment, which was Allen
Kelly
Fontana
Plummer
Foster
Kershaw
adopted.
Bankhead
Price
Fox
Kirkwood
Barrett
Gallagher
Reynolds
Kiser
On motions by Mr. Dyer, the rules were waived and SB 1156, Batchelor
Richmond
Gardner
Lehman
a similar or companion measure, was withdrawn from the Com Bell
Robinson
Lewis, J. W.
Gersten
Boles
mittee on Community Affairs and substituted for HB 1768.
Lewis, T. F.
Girardeau
Rosen
Brantley
Gordon
Ryals
Liberti
SB 1156-A bill to be entitled An act relating to the use of Burnsed
Sample
Grant
Lippman
county and public roads and highways; amending s. 125.42, Burrall
Shackelford
Gustafson
Lockward
Florida Statutes; authorizing a board of county commissioners Bush
Haben
Sheldon
Malloy
to grant a license to any person to contruct, maintain, repair, Carlton
Hall
Silver
Mann
operate, ancl remove lines for television along or across certain Carpenter
Hattaway
Smith, C.R.
Martinez
public roads; authorizing the board of county commissioners to Conway
Hawkins, L.R. McPherson
Smith,J.H.
grant exclusive or nonexclusive licenses to perform certain Cox
Hawkins, M. E. Meek
Smith, L. J.
operations on water, sewage, gas, power, telephone, other public Crady
Hazouri
Melby
Spaet
utilities and television under, on, over, across, and along such Crotty
Healey
Danson
Thomas
Mica
roads; providing an effective date.
Hector
Davis
Thompson
Mills
Hodes
Mitchell
-was read the second time by title. On motion by Mr. Dyer, Deratany
Tygart
the rules were waived and the bill was read the third time by Dunbar
Hodges
Upchurch
Morgan
Dyer
Hollingsworth Myers
title. On passage, the vote was:
Ward
Easley
Jennings
Warner
Nergard
Eckhart
Johnson, A. E. Nuckolls
Watt
Yeas-108
Evans
Johnson, B. L. Ogden
Weinstock
Ewing
Johnson,R. C. O'Malley
Williams
Patchett
Kelly
Flynn
The Chair
Flinn
Jones, C. F.
Woodruff
Pajcic
Patterson
Kershaw
Fontana
Allen
Plummer
Kirkwood
Foster
Bankhead
Price
Fox
Kiser
Barrett
Nays-I
Reynolds
Kutun
Gallagher
Batchelor
Richmond
Lehman
Gardner
Bell
Kutun
Robinson
Lewis, J.W.
Gersten
Boles
So the bill passed and was immediately certified to the Senate.
Lewis,
T.
F.
Rosen
Girardeau
Brantley
Ryals
Liberti
Gordon
Burnsed
Sadowski
Lippman
Grant
Burrall
HB 1745-A bill to be entitled An act relating to the Florida
Sample
Lockward
Gustafson
Bush
Insurance Exchange; amending s. 629.401, Florida Statutes,
Shackelford
Malloy
Hall
Carlton
authorizing the creation of one or more insurance exchanges;
Silver
Mann
Hattaway
Carpenter
modifying time periods regarding transmitting the proposed
Smith, C.R.
Hawkins, L. R. Margolis
Conway
constitution and bylaws of the exchange to the Insurance Com
Smith, J. H.
Hawkins, M. E. McPherson
Cox
missioner and Treasurer and ·to the Legislature; providing for
Smith, L. J.
Meek
Hazouri
Crady
application of certain laws; providing for regulation of the
Melby
Healey
Spaet
Crotty
exchange by the Department of Insurance; providing for exam
Thomas
Mica
Hector
Danson
inations and investigations; providing duties and obligations of
Hodes
Thompson
Mills
Davis
underwriting members; providing for hearings; providing for
Mitchell
Deratany
Hodges
Tygart
admissibility of examination reports as evidence; providing for
Upchurch
Hollingsworth Moffitt
Dunbar
confidentiality; providing for reimbursement of expenses to
Morgan
Ward
Jennings
Dyer
department; providing powers of examiners; providing for con
Johnson, A. E. Myers
Warner
Easley
tempt and perjury penalties; providing certain immunity; re
Eckhart
Johnson, B. L. Nergard
Watt
quiring certain paid-in capital and surplus; providing require
Johnson, R. C. Nuckolls
Weinstock
Evans
ments with regard to risk limitation, premium and loss reserves,
Jones, C. F.
Ewing
Williams
Ogden
profit distribution, dividends and borrowing; providing depart
Jones, D. L.
Woodruff
Flinn
O'Malley
ment powers to restrict or suspend certain member's or asso
Nays-None
ciate brokers' right to transact business; specifying prohibited

\J
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conduct; providing for involuntary withdrawal, suspension, rep
rimand, censure, and fines; providing applicability of fees and
fines of other jurisdictions; providing requirements for eligi
bility for export; providing for noncomplying policies; providing
time limitations for judgments or decrees; providing conditions
for certain tender offers, exchange offers, and purchases; pro
viding penalties; providing for conditional repeal; providing an
effective date.
-was read the second time by title.
Representative Sadowski offered the following amendment:
Amendment 1-On pages 2-29, strike everything after the
enacting clause and insert: Section 1. Section 629.401, Florida
Statutes, is amended to read:
629.401 � Insurance exchange.( I) There may ehi¼l+ be created one or more insurance ex
changes a � InoHFanee �' subject to such rules
as may be promulgated by the commissioner. For the purposes
of this section, the term "exchange" shall apply to any such
insurance exchange proposed or created under this section.

The purposes of the exchange are:
(a) To provide a facility for the underwriting of:
1. Reinsurance of all kinds of insurance.
2. Direct insurance of all kinds on risks located entirely out
side the United States.
3. Surplus lines insurance eligible for export under s. 626.-

916 or s. 626.917 and placed through a licensed Florida surplus
lines agent. � whteh ehiHl b€ certified -� te &.- �

�+fa+ M OOffig eligtt»e � � aeeeroii,g te &.- �
916(1)(a).
(b) To manage the facility authorized by this section, in ac
cordance with rules promulgated by the commissioner.
(2)

The operation of this subsection shall become effective

with respect to any exchange only after a determination by the

Insurance Commissioner and Treasurer that the exchange eFe
&teft ey tffie � may operate in an economic and beneficial
manner. A committee shall be appointed to write the constitution
and bylaws of the proposed � fllffiH'Qnee exchange, to
make such other recommendations as may be necessary to assure
maximum coordination of the operations of the exchange with
existing insurance industry operations, and to assure maxi
mum economic benefits to the state from the operations of the
exchange. The committee shall consist of 13 members, 6 to be
appointed by the Insurance Commissioner and Treasurer, 2
each to be appointed by the Speaker of the House of Repre
sentatives and the President of the Senate, 1 each to be ap
pointed by the minority leader of the House of Representatives
and the minority leader of the Senate, and 1 to be the Insurance
Commissioner and Treasurer or his designated representative.
The chairman shall be elected by a majority of the committee.
The committee shall transmit such proposed constitution and
bylaws and such other recommendations to the Insurance
Commissioner and Treasurer and to the Legislature no later
than 5 � days prior to the adjournment eow.meneement of a
regular annual legislative session or no later than 5 days prior
to the commencement of any special or organizational legislative
session; aad tfie ±irffiH'&� Commiooionffi' aad. q'reas11rer ehiHl

S&&ffii.t rue reeommen�IH! te the Legislature ru, J.a.¾;r tfla.n
Y.e Hr-st � &f w � &nfHHH lcgidative 5e5sie-R. Subject
to the disapproval of the constitution and bylaws by either
house of the Legislature by resolution before the end of such
� � &IHHi-al legislative session, the exchange shall have
full authority to function pursuant to its constitution and by
laws 60 days after the end of the session. The initial board
of governors of the exchange shall consist of twelve ee'l'eft mem
bers, three appointed by the Insurance Commissioner and Treas
urer, three t\'ffi by the Speaker of the House of Representatives,
three an<l twe by the President of the Senate, and three by
the Governor of Florida, to serve until the first election pur
suant to the constitution or bylaws.
(3) The constitution and bylaws of the exchange shall pro
vide for, but not be limited to:
(a) The election of no less than 6 nor more than 13 gov
ernors, at least one-third of whom shall not be members of the
exchange and who shall be public representatives.
(b) The location of the principal offices of the exchange
and the principal offices of its members to be within this state

May 26, 1980

for the purpose of the transaction of the type of business de
scribed in subsection (1). A principal office shall be one where
officers and qualified personnel who are engaged in the admin
istration, underwriting, claims, policyholders' service, marketing,
accounting, recordkeeping, and all supportive services �hall be
located.
(c) The submission by members and all applicants for mem
bership on the exchange of such financial information as may
be required by the commissioner.
(d) The establishment by the exchange of a security fund
in such form and amount as approved by the commissioner.
(e) The voting power of members who are underwriting
syndicates.
(f) The voting power and other rights granted under the
provisions of the not-for-profit corporation law, chapter 617, to
participate in the conduct and management of the affairs of the
exchange, by brokers, agents, and intermediaries transacting.
business on the exchange, each of whom shall be considered
"members" only under the provisions of such law.
. (g) The rights and duties of exchange members, which
may include, but shall not be limited to, the manner and form
of conducting business, financial stability, dues, membership
fees, mandatory arbitration, and all other matters necessary
or appropriate to conduct any business permitted herein.
Any amendments to the constitution and bylaws shall be sub
jed to the approval of the commissioner.
(4) Any q'.!.e � insurance exchange formed under
the provisions of this section shall not be subject to any state
or local taxes or fees measured by income, premiums, or gross
receipts, except that for purposes of taxation under s. 624.509·
direct premiums written, procured, or received by a member or
members through the exchange on risks located in Florida
shall be construed to be written, procured, or received by the
exchange, and the premium tax due on said premium shall be··
reported and paid by the exchange.
(5) The exchange shall reimburse the department �
eiefl.ep for any expenses incurred by it lHm relating to the regu
lation of the exchange and its members.
(6) (a)l. The provisions of ss. 625.012 and 625.031 shall be
applicable to the underwriting members of an exchange in the
same manner as said sections apply to domestic insurers author
ized to do business in this state.
2. The provisions of ss. 625.S02-625.S39 shall be applicable
to the underwriting members of an exchange in the same man
ner as said sections apply to domestic insurers authorized to
tra.nsact business in this state.
(b) In addition to the insurance laws specified in para
graph (a), the department shall regulate the exchange pur
suant to the following powers, rights, and duties:
1. General examination powers.-The department shall ex
amine the affairs, transactions, accounts, records, and assets
of any security fund, exchange, members, and associate brokers
as often as it deems advisable. The examination may be con
ducted by the accredited examiners of the department at the
offices of the entity or person being examined. The depart
ment shall examine in like manner each prospective member
or associate broker applying for membership in an exchange.
2. Departmental approval and applications of underwriting
members.-No underwriting member shall commence operation
without the approval of the department. Before commencing
operation, an underwriting member shall provide a . written
application containing:
a.

Name, type, and purpose of the · underwriting mem.ber.

b. Name, residence address, business background, and quali
fications of each person associated or to be associated .i n the '
formation or financing of the underwriting member.
c. Full disclosure of the terms· of all understandings and
agreements existing or proposed among persons so associa.ted
relative to the underwriting member, or the formation·· or·
financing· thereof, accompanied· by a copy. of each such <Igree
ment or understanding.
d. Full disclosure of the terms of all understandings and
agreements existing or proposed for -management or exclusive
agency contracts.
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S. Investigation of underwriting member applications.
In connection with any vroposal to establish an underwriting
membe1·, the department shall make an investigation of:
a. The character, reputation, financial standing and motives
of the organizers, incorporators and/ or subscribers organizing
the proposed underwriting member.
b. The character, financial responsibility, insurance experi
ence, and business qualifications of its proposed officers.
c. The character, the financial responsibility, business ex
perience and standing of the proposed stockholders and direc
tors, or owners.
4. Notice of management changes.-An underwriting mem
ber shall promptly give the department written notice of any
change among the directors or principal officers.
5. Alternate financial statement.-In lieu of any financial
examination, the department may accept an audited financial
statement.
6. Correction and reconstruction of records.-]/ the depart
ment finds any accounts or records to be inadequate, or inade
quately kept or posted, it may employ experts to reconstruct,
rewrite, post or balance them at the expense of the entity or
person being examined if such person or entity has failed to
maintain, complete or correct such records or accounting after
the department has given him or it notice and a reasonable op
portunity to do so.
7. Obstruction of examinations.-Any person or entity who
or which willfully obstructs the department or its examiner
in an examination shall be guilty of a misdemeanor of the
second degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.089,
or s. 775.084.
8. Filing of annual statement.-Each underwriting member
shall annually on or before March 1, or within such extension
of time therefor as the department, for good cause, may have
granted, file with the department a full and true statement
of its financial condition, transactions, and affairs as of the
December 31 preceding.
9. Record maintenance.-Each underwriting member shall
have and maintain its principal place of business in this state,
and shall keep therein complete records of its assets, trans
actions, and affairs in accordance with such methods and
systems as are customary or suitable as to the kind or kinds
'of insurance transacted.
10. Examination of agents.-!/ the department has reason
to believe that any agent, as defined in s. 626.041, s. 626.051,
s. 626.062,. or s. 626.914, has violated or is violating any
provision of the insurance law, or upon written complaint
signed by any interested person indicating that any such
violation may exist, the department shall conduct such exami
nation as it deems necessary of the accounts, records, docu
ments and transactions pertaining to or affecting the insur
ance affairs of such agent.
11. Written reports of department.-The department or
its examiner shall make a full and true written report of
any examination. The report shall contain only information
obtained from examination of the records, accounts, files, and
documents of or relative to the person or entity examined or
from testimony of individuals under oath, together with rele
vant conclusions and recommendations of the examiner based
thereon. The department shall /ilrnish a copy of the report to
the person or entity examined not less than SO days prior to
filing the report in its office. If such person or entity so
requests in writing within such SO-day period, the department
shall grant a hearing with respect to the report, and shall
not so file the report until after the hearing and after such
modifications have been made therein as the department deems
proper.
12. Admissibility of reports.-The report of an examina
tion when filed shall be admissible in evidence in any action
or proceeding brought by the department against the person
or entity examined, or against his or its officers, employees,
or agents. The department or its examiners may at any time
testify and offer other proper evidence as to information
secured or matters discovered during the course of an exami
nation, whether or not a written report of the examination has
been either made, furnished, or filed in the department.
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13. Withholding reports.-The department may withheld
from public inspection anu examination or investigation report
for so long as it deems reasonably necessary to protect the
person or entity examined from unwarranted injury or to
protect the public interest.
14. Publication of reports.-After an examination report
has been filed, as hereinabove provided, the department may
publish the results of any such examination in one or more
newspapers published in this state whenever it deems it to be
in the public interest.
15. Consideration of examination reports by entity exam
ined.-After the examination report of an underwriting member
has been filed as· hereinabove provided, an affidavit shall be
filed with the department, not more than SO days after the
report has been filed, on a form furnished by the department
and signed by the person or a representative of any entity
examined, stating that the report has been read and· that the
recommendations made in the report will be considered within a
reasonable time.
16. Examination costs.-Each person or entity examined by
the department shall pay to the department the expenses in
curred in such examination.
17. Exchange costs.-An exchange shall reimburse the de
partment for anu expenses incurred by it relating to the regu
lation of the exchange and its members, except as specified
in subpara.graph 16.
18. Powers of examiners.-As to the s1ibject to any exami
nation, investigation, or hearing being conducted by him, any
examiner appointed by the department may administer oaths,
examine and cross-examine witnesses, receive oral and docu
mentary evidence, and shall have the power to subpoena wit
nesses, compel their attendance and testimony, and require by
subpoena the production of books, papers, records, files, cor
respondence, documents or other evidence which he deems rele
vant to the inquiry. If any person refuses to comply with any
such subpoena or to testify as to any matter concerning which
he mau be lawfully interrogated, the Circuit Court of Leon
County or of the county wherein such examination, investiga
tion, or hearing is being conducted, or of the county wherein
such person resides, on the department's application may issue
an order requiring such person to comply with the subpoena
and to testify; and any failure to obey such an order of the
court may be punished by the court as a contempt thereof.
Subpoena s. shall be served, and proof of such service made,
in the same manner as if issued by a circuit court. Witness fees
and mileage, if claimed, shall be allowed the same as for testi
mony in a circuit court.
19. False testimony.-Any person willfully testifying false
ly under oath as to any matter material to any examination,
investigation or hearing, shall upon conviction thereof be guilty
of perjury and shall be punished accordingly.
20.

Self-incrimination.-

a. If any person asks to be excused from attending or
testifying or from producing any books, papers, records, con
tracts, documents, or other evidence in connection with any
examination, hearing, or investigation being conducted by the
department or its examiner, on the ground that the testimony
or evidence required of him may tend to incriminate him or sub
_iect him to a penalty or forfeiture, and shall notwithstanding
be directed to give such testimony or produce such evidence, he
must, if so directed by the department and the Department of
Legal Affairs, nonetheless comply with such direction, but he
shall not thereafter be prosecuted or subjected to any penalty
or forfeiture for or on account of any transaction, matter or
thing concerning which he may have so testified or produced
evidence, and no testimony so given or evidence produced shall
be received against him upon any criminal action, investigation
or proceeding; except that no such person so testifying shall be
exempt from prosecution or punishment for any perjury com
mitted by him in such testimony, and the testimony or evidence
so given or produced shall be admissible against him iipon any
criminal action, investigation, or proceeding concerning such
perjury; nor shall he be exempt from the refusal, suspension,
or revocation of any license, permission, or authority con
ferred, or to be conferred, pursuant to the insurance law.
b. Any such
in the office of
s11ch immunity
matter or thing

·individual may execute, acknowledge and file
the department a statement expressly waiving
or vrivilege in respect to any transaction,
specified in such statement, and thereupon the
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testimony of such individual or such evidence in relation to such
transaction, matter, or thing may be received or produced before
any judge or justice, court, tribunal, grand jury or otherwise,
and if so received or produced such individual shall not be
entitled to any immunity or privileges on account of any testi
mony he may so give or evidence so produced.
21. Penalty for failure to testify.-Any person who refuses
or fails, without lawful cause, to testify relative to the affairs
of any member, associate broker or other person when sub
poenaed and requested by the department to so testify as pro
vided in subparagraph 18. shall, in addition to the penalty
provided in subparagraph 18., be guilty of a misdemeanor of the
second degree, punishable as provided in s: 775.082, s. 775.083,
or s. 775.084.
22. Name selection.-No underwriting member shall be
formed or authorized to transact insurance in this state under
a name which is the same as thaiJ of any authorized insurer
or is so nearly similar thereto as to cause or tend to cause
confusion, or which would tend to mislead as to the type of
organization of the insurer. Before incorporating under or
using any name the underwriting syndicate or proposed under
writing syndicate shall submit its name or proposed name to the
department for its approval.
23. Capitalization.-An underwriting member shall provide
an initial paid-in capital and surplus of $1,500,000 and there
after maintain a minimum policyholder surplus of $1,000,000
in order to be permitted to write all kinds of insurance other
than life insurance and annuities or alternatively life insur
ance, annuities and accident and health insurance. An under
writing member shall provide an initial paid-in capital and
surplus of $3,000,000 and thereafter maintain a minimum pol
icyholder surplus of $2,000,000 in order to be permitted to write
all kinds of insurance. Except for that portion of the paid-in
capital and surplus which shall be maintained in a security fund
of an exchange, the paid-in capital and surplus shall be in
vested by an underwriting member, in a manner consistent
with ss. 625.301-625.340. The portion of the paid-in capital
and surplus in any security fund of an exchange shall be in
vested in a manner limited to investments for life insurance
companies under the Florida insurance laws.
24. Limitations on coverage written.-No underwriting mem
ber shall expose itself to any loss on any one risk in an amount
exceeding 10 percent of its surplus to policyholders. An under
writing member shall not write additional risks if either its ratio
of net premiums written to surplus as to policyholders exceeds
8.5 to 1 or the writing of such risks would produce a ratio of
net premiums written to surplus as to policyholders of more
than 8.5 to 1. Any risk or po-rtion of any risk which shall ha11e
been reinsured in an assuming reinsurer authorized to do such
business in this state shall be deducted in determining the limi
tation of risk prescribed in this section. This subparagraph 24.
shall not apply to the insurance of marine risks, or marine pro
tection and indemnity risks, or workers' compensation or em
ployer's liability risks, or to certificates of title or guaranties
of title or policies of title insurance. For the purpose of deter
mining the limitation of risk, "surplus as to policyholders" shall
be deemed to include any voluntary reserves, or any part there
of, which are not required by or pursuant to law, and shall be
determined from the last sworn statement of such ttnde·rwrit
ing member on file with the department pursuant to law, or
by the last report or examination filed by the department,
whichever is more recent at the time of assumption of such
risk.
25. Unearned premium reserves.-All unearned premium re
serves for business written on the exchange shall be calculated
on a monthly or more frequent basis or such other basis as
determined by the department; except that all premiums on any
marine or transportation insurance trip risk shall be deemed
unearned until the trip is terminated.
26. Loss reserves.-All underwriting members of an ex
change shall maintain loss reserves. The reserves shall be sub
ject to review by the department, and if loss experience shows
that an underwriting member's loss reserves are inadequate, the
department shall require the underwriting member to main
tain loss reserves in such additional amount as is needed to
make them adequate.
27. Distribution of profits.-An underwriting member shall
not distribute any profits in the form of cash to owners ex
cept out of that part of its available and accumulated sitrplus
funds which are derived from realized net operating profits
on its ousiness and realized capital gains. Such payments to
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owners shall not exceed SO percent of such surplus in any 1
year unless otherwise approved by the department. Nothing
herein shall in any way limit, or be applicable to, payments out
of an underwriting member's net operating profits and realized
capital gains derived during the immediately preceding calendar
year.
28. Stock dividends.-A stock dividend may be paid by an
underwriting member out of any available surplus funds in ex
cess of the aggregate amount of surplus advanced to the under
writing member under subparagraph SO.
29. Dividends from earned surplus.-A dividend otherwise
lawful may be payable out of an underwriting member's earned
surplus even though its total surplus is then less· than the
aggregate of its past contributed surplus resulting from issu
ance of its capital stock at a price in excess of the par value
thereof.
S<(),

Borrowing of money by underwriting members.,--a. An underwriting member may borrow money to defray
the expenses of its organization, provide it with surplus funds,
or far any purpose of its business, upon a written agreement
that such money is required to be repaid only out of the under
writing member's surplus in excess of that stipulated in such
agreement. The agreement may provide for interest not ex
ceeding 20 percent simple interest per annum. The interest shall
or shall not constitute a liability of the underwriting member
as to its funds other than such excess of surplus, as stipulated
in the agreement. No commission or promotion expense shall
be paid in connection with any such loan. The use of any
surplus note shall be subject to the department's approval.
b. Money so borrowed, together with the interest thereon if
so stipulated in the agreement, shall not form a part of the
underwriting member's legal liabilities except as to its surplus
in excess of the amount thereof stipulated in the agreement,
or be the basis of any set-off; but until repaid, financial state
ments filed or published by an underwriting member shall show
as a footnote thereto the amount thereof then unpaid together
with any interest thereon accrued but unpaid.
31. Liquidation, rehabilitation, and restrictions.-The depart
ment, upon a showing that a member or associate broker of an
exchange:
a. ls impaired or insolvent;
b. Has, by contract of reinsurance or otherwise, transferred
substantially its entire property or business, or entered into any
transaction the effect of which is to merge substantially its
entire property into the property or business of any other in
dividual, firm, corporation or entity, without having first ob
tained the written approval of the commissioner; provided that
a member may merge or consolidate its operation with another
operation if it meets any applicable requirements of the Florida
law governing mergers and if such action is approved. by the
commissioner;
c. Is found, after an examination, to be in suc}i, condition
that its further transaction of business will be hazardous to its
policyholders, or to its creditors, or to the public;
d. Has become the subject of any procedure for liquidation,
or bankruptcy; or
e. Has failed to qualify or maintain its qualification as a
member of an exchange;
may restrict sales by type of risk, policy or contract limits,
premium levels, policy or contract provisions; increase surplus
or capital requirements of underwriting members; issue cease
and desist orders; suspend or restrict a member's or associate
broker's right to transact business; place an underwriting
member under conservatorship or rehabilitation or seek an ,
order of liquidation as authorized by part I of chapter 691.
32. Prohibited conduct.-The following acts by a member,
associate broker or affiliated person shall constitute prohibited
conduct:
a. Fraud.
b. Fraudulent or dishonest acts committed by a member or
associate broker prior to admission to an exchange, if the
facts and circumstances were not disclosed to the department
upon application to become a member or associate broker.
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Conduct detrimental to the welfare of an exchange.

d. Unethical or improper practices or conduct, inconsistent
with just and equitable principles of trade as set forth in but
not limited to ss. 626.951-626.9641, and ss. 626.979 and 626.988.
e. Failure to use due diligence to ascertain the insurance
n eeds of a client or a principal.
f. Misstatements made under oath or upon an application
for membership on an exchange.
g. Failure to testify or produce documents when requested
by the department.
h.

Willful violation of any law of the State of Florida.

i. Failure of an officer or principal to testify under oath
concerning a member, associate broker, or other person's affairs
as they relate to the operation of an exchange.
j.

Violation of the constitution and bylaws of the exchange.

SS.

Pen?-lties for participating in prohibited conduct.a. The department may order the suspension of further
transaction of business on the exchange of any member or
associate broker found to have engaged in prohibited conduct.
In addition, any member or associate broker found to have en
gaged in prohibited conduct may be subject to reprimand,
censure and/or a fine not exceeding $25,000 imposed by the
department.
b. Any member which has an affiliated person who is found
to have engaged in prohibited conduct shall be subect to in
voluntary withdrawal or in addition thereto may be subject to
suspension, reprimand, censure and/or a fine not exceeding
$25,000.
94. Reduction of penalties.-Any suspension, reprimand,
censure or fine may be remitted or reduced by the department
on such terms and conditions as shall be deemed fair and
equitable.
95. Other offenses.-Any member or associate broker that
is suspended shall be deprived, during the period of suspension,
of all rights and privileges of membership or of an associate
broker but may be proceeded against by the department for any
offense committed either before or after the date of suspension.
96. Reinstatement.-Any member or associate broker that
is suspended may be reinstated at any time on such terms
and conditions as the department may specify.
97. Remittance of fines.-Fines imposed under this. section
shall be remitted to the department and shall be paid into the
Insurance Commissioner's Regulatory Trust Fund.
SB. Failure to pay fines.-When a member or associate
broker has failed to pay a fine for 15 days after it becomes
payable, such member or associate broker shall be suspended,
unless the department shall have granted an extension of
time to pay such fine.
99. Changes in ownership or assets.-In the event of a
major change in the ownership or a major change in the
assets of an underwriting member such underwriting member
shall report s.uch change in writing to the department within
SO days of the effective date thereof. The report shall set
forth the details of the change. Any change in ownership or
assets of more than 5 percent shall be considered a major
change.
40.

Retaliation.-

a. When by or pursuant to the laws of any other state or
foreign country any taxes, licenses or other fees, in the aggre
gate, and any fines, penalties, deposit requirements or other
material obligations, prohibitions or restrictions are or would
be imposed upon an exchange or upon the agents or repre
sentatives of such exchange which are in excess. of such taxes,
licenses and other fees, in the aggregate, or which are in excess
of the fines, penalties, deposit requirements or other obliga
tions, prohibitions, or restrictions directly impos.ed upon simi
lar exchanges or upon the agents or representatives of such
exchange, of such other state or country under the statutes
of this state, so long as s.uch laws or such other state or
country continue in force or are so applied, the same taxes,
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licenses and other fees, in the aggregate, or fines, penalties,
deposit requirements or other mater;ol obligations, prohibitions,
or restrictions. of whatever kind sha;, be imposed by the depart
ment upon the exchanges, or upon ti • agents or representatives
of such exchanges, of such other st, 1 e or country doing busi
ness or seeking to do business in Florida.
b. Any tax, license or other obligation imposed by any
city, county, or other political subdivision or agency of a
state, jurisdiction or foreign country on the exchange or the
agents or representatives shall be deemed to be imposed by
such state, jurisdiction or foreign country within the meaning
of subparagraph a.
41. Agents.-Agents as defined in ss. 626.041, 626.051,
626.062, and 626.914 who are broker members or associate
broker members of an exchange shall be allowed only to place
on an exchange the same kind or kinds of business that the
agent is licensed to JJlace pursuant to Florida law. Direct
Florida business as defined in s. 626.916 or s. 626.917 must be
written through a broker member who is a surplus lines agent
as defined in s. 626.914. The activity of each broker member
or associate broker with regard to an exchange shall be sub
ject to all applicable provisions of the insurance laws of
this state, and all s.uch activities shall constitute transactions
under his license as an insurance agent for purposes of the
Florida insurance law.
42. Export insurance requirements.-No insurance coverage
shall be eligible for export unless it meets all of the following
conditions:
a. The full amount of insurance required must not be
procurable, after a diligent effort has been made to do so,
from among the insurers authorized to transact and actually
writing that kind and class of insurance in this state, and
the amount of insurance exported shall be only the excess over
the amount so procurable from authorized insurers.
b. The premium rate at which the coverage is exported
shall not be lower than that 1·ate applicable, if any, in actual
and current use by a majority of the authorizied insurers for
the same coverage on a similar risk.
c. The policy or contract from under which the insurance
is exported shall not be more favorable to the insured as to
the coverage or rate than under s.imilar contracts on file and
in actual current use in this state by the majority of author
ized insurers actually writing similar coverages on similar
risks; except that a coverage may be exported under a unique
form of policy designed for use with respect to a particular
subject of insurance if a copy of such form is filed with the
department by the surplus lines agent desiring to use the
same and is subject to the department's disapproval within
10 days of filing such form exclusive of Saturdays, Sundays,
and legal holidays if it finds that use of such special form
is not reasonably necessary for the principal purposes of the
coverage or that its use would be contrary to the purposes
of this law with respect to the reasonable protection of author
ized insurers from unwarranted competition by unauthorized
insurers.
d. Except as to extended coverage in connection with fire
insurance policies and except as to winds.torm insurance, the
policy or contract under which the insurance is exported shall
not provide for deductible amounts, in determining the exis
tence or extent of the insurer's liability, other than those
available under similar policies or contracts in actual and
current use by one or more authorized insurers. This. sub
paragraph d. shall not apply with respect to workers' com
pensation self-insurance qualified as such under chapter 440.
49. Departmental determination of insurance eligible for
export.-The department may by rule declare eligible for export
generally, and notwithstanding the provisions of subparagraph
42. any class or classes of insurance coverage or risk for which
it finds, after a hearing, which it shall hold annually or more
often, of which notice thereof was given to each insurer au
thorized to transact such class or classes in this state, that
there is no reasonable or adequate market among authorized in
surers. Any such rule shall continue in effect during the exist
ence of the conditions upon which predicated, but subject to
earlier termination by the department.
44. Limitation on export coverage.-Subparagraph 42. does
not apply to wet marine and transportation or aviation risks
which are subject to s. 626.917.
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45. Wet marine, transportation, and aviation coverage eli
gible for export.-lnsurance coverage of wet marine and trans
portation or aviation risks as defined in s. 624.607(1)(a)1. may
be exported 1lnder the following conditions:
a. The insurance must be placed only by or through a
licensed Florida surplus lines agent;
b. The underwriting member must be one made eligible by
the department specifically for such coverages, based upon
information furnished by the underwriting member and indi
cating that the underwriting member is well able to meet its
financial obligations; and
c. The surplits lines agent shall, within 60 days after
procurement of the policy or contract, file with the department
a copy of the policy, cover note, or contract. This siLbparagraph
45. shall not apply as to pleasure boats, nor as to private air
craft owned by private owners for business and pleasure pur
poses only (excluding commercial), exclusive of check flight or
ferry flight coverage only.
46. Premi1lm payments and other requirements.-!/ an un
derwriting member has assumed the risk as to a mrplus lines
coverage placed under subparagraphs 42., 43., or 45., and if
the premium therefor has been received by the surplus lines
agent who placed such insurance, then in all questions there
after arising under the coverage as between the underwriting
member and the insured, the underwriting member shall be
deemed to ha1,e received the premium due to it for such cover
age; and the 1lnderwriting member shall be liable to the insured
as to losses covered by such insurance, and for unearned premi
ums which may become payable to the insured upon cancellation
of such insurance, whether or not in fact the surplus lines agent
is indebted to the underwriting member with respect to such
insurance or for any other cause. Any direct business as de
fined in ss. 626.916 or 626.917 placed on the exchange must
also meet the requirements of ss. 626.920, 626.922 and 626.923.
47.

Improperly issued contracts, riders, and endorsements.

a. Any insiLrance policy, rider, or endorsement issued by an
underwriting member and otherwise valid which contains any
condition or provision not in compliance with the requirements
of this section shall not be thereby rendered invalid, except as
provided in s. 627.415, but shall be construed and applied in
accordance with such conditions and provisions as would have
applied had such policy, rider, or endorsement been in full
compliance with this section. In the event an underwriting
member issues or delivers any policy for. an amount which ex
ceeds any limitations otherwise provided in this section said
underwriting member shall be liable to the insured or his
beneficiary for the full amount stated in said policy in addition
to any other penalties that may be imposed.
b. Any insurance contract delivered or issued for delivery
in this state caverning a subject or subjects of insurance resi
dent, located or to be performed in this state and which, pur
suant to the provisions of this section, the underwriting mem
ber may not lawfully insure imder such a contract, shall be
cancel/able ·at any time by the underwriting member, any pro
vision of the contract to the contrary notwithstanding, and the
underwriting member shall promptly cancel the contract in
accordance with the department's request therefor. No such
illegality or cancellation shall be deemed to relieve the under
writing syndicate of any liability incurred by it under the
contract while in force, or to prohibit the underwriting syndi
cate from retaining the pro rata earned premium thereon. This
_·provision does not relieve the underwriting syndica.te from any
penalty otherwise incurred by the underwriting syndicate.
1,8.

Satisfaction of judgments.-

a. Every judgment or decree for the recovery of money,
heretofore or hereafter entered in any court of competent
jurisdiction against any underwriting member shall be fully
satisfied within 60 days from and. after the entry thereof, or
·•in the case of a.n appeal from such judgment or decree then
within 60 days from and after the affirmance of the same by
the appellate court.
b. If the judgment or decree is not satisfied as required
under subparagraph a., and proof of such failure to satisfy is
made by filing with the department a certified transcript of
the docket of the judgment or decree together with a certifi
cate by the clerk of the court wherein the judgment or decree
remains unsatisfied, in whole or in part, after the time afore
said, the department shall forthwith prohibit the underwriting
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member from transacting business. The department shall not
permit such underwriting member to write any new business
until the judgment or decree is wholly paid and satisfied and
proof thereof filed with the department under the official
certificate of the clerk of the court wherein the judgment
was recovered, showing that the same is satisfied of record
and until the expenses and fees incurred in the case are als�
paid by the underwriting syndicate.
49. Tender and exchange offers.-No person shall make
either a tender offer or exchange offer for 10 percent or more
of the outstanding voting securities of an underwriting mem
ber or purchase 10 percent or more of the ownership of an
underwriting member unless such person has filed with the
department and sent to such underwriting member a state
ment setting forth:
a. The identity of, and background information on, each
person by whom, or on whose behalf the acquisition is to be
made, and if the acquisition is to be made by or on behalf
of a corporation, association, or trust, the identity of and
background information on each director, officer, trustee, or
other natural person performing duties similar to those of
director, officer, or trustee for the corporation, association, or
trust.
b. The source and amount of the funds or other considera
tion used, or to be used, in making the acquisition.
c. Any plans or proposals which such person may have
to liquidate such member, to sell its assets or to merge or
consolidate it.
d. The percentage of ownership which such person proposes
to acquire and the terms of the offer or exchange, as the
case may be.
e. Information as to any contracts, arrangements, or under
standings with any party with respect to any securities of
such member or controlling company, including, but not
limited to, information relating to the transfer of any securi
ties, option arrangements, puts or calls, or the giving or with
holding of proxies, naming the party with whom such contract,
arrangements, or understandings have been entered into and
giving the details thereo/.
50. Background information.-The information as to the
background and identity of each person about whom informa
tion is required to be furnished pursuant to subparagraph
49.a. shall include, but not be limited to:
a. Such person's occupations, positions of employment, and
offices held during the past 10 years.
b. The principal business and address of any business, cor
poration, or other organization in which each such office was
held, or in which such occupation or position of employment
was carried on.
c. Whether such person was, at any time during such
10-year period, convicted of any crime other than a traffic
violation.
d. Whether such person has been, during such 10-year
period, the subject of any proceeding for the revocation of any
license and, if so, the nature of such proceeding and the dis
position thereo /.
e. Whether, during such 10-year period, such person has
been the subject of any· proceeding under the Federal Bank
ruptcy Act or whether, during such 10-year period, any
corporation, partnership, firm, trust, or association in which
such person was a director, officer, trustee, _partner, or other
official has been subject to any such proceeding, either during
the time in which such person was a director, officer, trustee,
partner, or other official, or within 12 months thereafter.
f. Whether, during such 10-year period, sur.h person has
been enjoined, either temporarily or permanently, by a court
of competent jurisdiction from violating any federal or state
law regulating the business of insurance, securities or bank
ing, or from carrying out any particular practice or practices
in the course of the business of insurance, securities, or bank
ing, together with details of any such event.
51. Security fund.-All underwrit·ing members shall be mem
bers of the security fund of any exchange.
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52. Underwriting member defined.-Whenever the term
"underwriting member" is used in this subsection it shall be
construed to mean "underwriting syndicate."
53. Offsets.-Any action, requirement, or constraint im
posed by the department shall reduce or offset similar actions,
requirements or constra·ints of any exchange. � ffi-51H'attee I-aw
' &fttl :r-ittes jH-Omulgated �MeF sJ,.a+I � te tfte e-�n-ge,

its-� a-na #,e tnStl-l'i¼Ree er rein5U'ffi-n-ee WH-ttefi �ft
tfte �n-ge; e-� a-s m&y he eitemptecl � 4J::e ee-rruffi�
plli'·&H-ant te
�We¥-eF-; fHl 5Ueft ci:emption 5fta±± he ti-n
� ffi-5E'.r-i-ffli-Ilfrt&J':,' &F �n-tal te tl!-e seweney w l-H!en-ooa
i-n-sttreF&;- mi � e�n -si'rfttt tt-a-¥e tfle e#eet ef a-llirw-i-n-g
tRe ex"'ffi-!l-n-ge te '!3-IH'-ti-ei-p-a--te i-n a- �ti-ee ee� te 4J::e jl-Hhli-e
wel-fa--l'et m, sc1dt e,;en� er �1-i-eati-on ef tl!-e i-n-&ttF-a-n-ee law
el½a-1-+ i-1:HH-ffi-t -tfte viability, effeeti•reness er effieieney w 4J::e
ex-eR-a-nge-r a-na ne- 5-,1-eft e-xem-pt-ton 5AfH-+ Gpeffi-te ee� te tfte
fHH-pooes of the ei,ehange set em, i-n suboeetion fl+. � ee-m-
fnttisi-0-n.w � esta-hlts� limitationti 9n inYestments in members
w tf!-e e-JEefla-n-ge-,
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54. Restriction on member ownership.-The investment in
any member by brokers, agents, and intermediaries transacting
business on the exchange, and the investment in any such
broker, agent, or intermediary by any member, directly or indi
rectly, a-1-+ a-s aef-i-ne-cl 1,y RHC; shall in each case be limited in the
aggregate to less than 20 percent; 0i' 6-tl-Cft l-eStie¥ e-mo-unt a-ti
aetern,i-ne-cl � -tfte -ffi-i-ss-i-onCF; of the total investment in such
member, broker, agent, or intermediary, as the case may be.
55. Premium defined.-"Premium" is the consideration for
insurance, by whatever name called. Any "assessment" or any
"1nenibership," " p olicy," "survey," "inspection," "service" or
similar fee or charge in consideration for an insurance con
tract is deemed part of the premium.
56. Rules.-The department .shall promulgate rules neces
sary for or as an aid to the effectuation of any provision of
this section.

(7) . The performance of the contractual obligations of the
exchange or its members entered into pursuant to subsection
(1) shall not be covered by any of the Florida state security
or guaranty funds.
Section 2. If chapter 629, Florida Statutes, is repealed in
accordance with the intent expressed in the Regulatory Reform
Act of 1976, as amended by chapter 77-457, Laws of Florida, or
as subsequently amended, it is the intent of the Legislature
that this act shall also be repealed on the same date as is there
in provided.
Section 3.

This act shall take effect upon becoming a law.

Mr. Sadowski moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
Representative Sadowski offered the following title amend
ment:
Amendment 2-On pages 1 & 2, strike the entire title and
insert: A bill to be entitled An act relating to the Florida In
surance Exchange; amending s. 629.401, Florida Statutes, au
thorizing the creation of one or more insurance exchanges;
modifying time periods regarding transmitting the proposed
constitution and bylaws of the exchange to the Insurance Com
missioner and Treasurer and to the Legislature; increasing the
size and composition of the initial board of governors of any
exchange, giving the Governor three appointments and the
Speaker of the House of Representatives and the President of
the Senate an additional appointment each; providing for ap
plication of certain laws; providing for regulation of the ex
change by the Department of Insurance; providing for exam-·
inations and investigations; providing duties and obligations
of underwriting members; providing for hearings; providing
for admissibility of examination reports as evidence; providing
for confidentiality; providing for reimbursement of expenses
to department; providing powers of examiners; providing for
contempt and perjury penalties; providing certain immunity;
requiring certain paid-in capital and surplus; providing re
quirements with regard to risk limitation, premium and loss
reserves, profit distribution, dividends and borrowing; pro
viding department powers to restrict or suspend certain mem
ber's or associate brokers' right to transact business; speci
fying prohibited conduct; providing for involuntary withdrawal,
suspension, reprimand, censure, and fines; providing applica-
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bility of fees and fines of other jurisdictions; providing require
ments for eligibility for export; providing for noncomplying
policies; providing time limitations for judgements or decrees;
providing conditions for certain tender offers, exchange offers,
and purchases; providing penalties; providing for conditional
repeal; providing an effective date.
Mr. Sadowski moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
Representative Gallagher offered the following amendment:
Amendment 3-On page 2, line 18, after the period insert:

The first exchange created pursuant to this act shall be located
in the City of Miami.

Mr. Gallagher moved the adoption of the amendment. With
out objection, the amendment was withdrawn.
On motion by Mr. Sadowski, the rules were waived and HB
17 45, as amended, was read the third time by title. On _passage,
the vote was:
Yeas-98
The Chair
Allen
Bankhead
Barrett
Bell
Boles
Burnsed
Burrall
Bush
Carlton
Carpenter
Conway
Cox
Crotty
Danson
Davis
Deratany
Dunbar
Dyer
F:asley
Eckhart
Evans
Ewing
Flinn
Flynn

Fontana
Foster
Fox
Gallagher
Gardner
Gersten
Girardeau
Gordon
Grant
Gustafson
Haben
Hall
Hattaway
Hazouri
Healey
Hector
Hodes
Hodges
Hollingsworth
Johnson, B. L.
Johnson,R. C.
Jones, C. F.
Jones, D. L.
Kershaw
Kirkwood

Kiser
Kutun
Lehman
Lewis, J. W..
Lewis, T. F.
Liberti
Lippman
Lockward
Malloy
Margolis
Martinez
McPherson
Melby
Mica
Mills
Mitchell
.Moffitt
Morgan
Nuckolls
Ogden
O'Malley
Patterson
Plummer
Price
Ready

Richmond
Robinson
Rosen
Ryals
Sadowski
Sample
Sheldon
Silver
Smith, C.R.
Smith,J. H.
Smith, L. J.
Spaet
Thomas
Thompson
Tygart
Upchurch
Ward
Warner
Watt
Weinstock
Williams
Woodruff
Young

Nays-6
Brantley
Kelly

Myers
Nergard

Patchett

Shackelford

Votes after roll call:
Yeas-Batchelor, L. R. Hawkins
So the bill passed, as amended, and was immediately certi
fied to the Senate after engrossment.
HB 1317-A bill to be entitled An act relating to insurance;
amending s. 627.476(8), Florida Statutes, relating to the
standard nonforfeiture law for life insurance to increase the
interest rate used in certain calculations under such law; pro
viding an effective date.
-was read the second time by title.
The Committee on Insurance offered the following amend
ment:
Amendment 1-On page 2, lines 9 and 10, strike "5.5� per
cent per annum may be used for policies issued on or after
October 1, 1979;" and insert: 4.5 percent per annum may be used
for policies issued on or after October 1, 1979, and a rate of

interest not exceeding 5.5 percent per annum may be used fo-r
policies issued on or after October 1, 1980;

Mr. O'Malley moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
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BE IT .FURTHER RESOLVED that the· Committee .report- its to a deputy. commissioner; ameridini-s:· 440.19(1) and· (2)(d),
findings and recommendations to the Speaker of the House of .Florida Statutes;
providing that. an advisory opinion may be
.
Representatives prior to the 1981 legislative session.
considered by the deputy commissioner; adding another cir. cumstance under which a request for hearing may be fiied;
-was read the seco.rid time in full. On
by Mr. Ker- requiring claims to contain specific information relative to dis
. motion
-.
.
shaw, the resolution was adopted.
ability claimed and benefits sought; amending s. 440.20(6),
(8), and (9), Florida Statutes; requiring a notice· to controvert
when benefits are stopped after compensability was initially
H� 215 was taken up. On motion · by -Ms. Gordon· accepted; providing 30 days in which to pay compensation
pursuant to an award; providing that carriers and servicing
.
SB 2o0-A bill to be entitled Ari act relating to the Depart . agents,. as wen as employers, shall provide .certain notice. to the
ment' of -Corrections; repealing s. 944.485, Florida Statutes, division and shall be subject to certain penalties; amendtng s.
relating .to disclosure cif income and assets and payment of 440.25(1), (2), and (3)(a) and (d), Florida Statutes, and adding
subsistence .by prisoners;: p�oviding an effective date:
paragraphs (g) and (h) to. subsection (4) of said section;
a
add
-a companion measure; :vv'as taken up in lieu of HB 215 and deleting division rule-m king authority concerning claims;
read tbe · second time by title. On motion by Ms. Gordon, the ing the filing of a notice to controvert as an act permitting
the filing of a claim; deleting the requirement that notice sent
rules were·waived and the bill was read the third time
:. - title. . by mail must be by certified mail; limiting dismissal to inter
_-_- ..by
·
On passage, the vote was:
_ .
ested parties; removing obsolete references to the Industrial
Relations Commission; providing for an insolve· ncy petition and
Yeas.'.:___.35
for posting of a bond on appeal; amending s. 440.271, Florida
Statutes, relating to appeal of an order of a deputy c_ommis
Sadowski
Lewis, J. W.
• Girarde�� .
The Chair
sioner, providing that appeals shall be in accordance with
.
Sheldon
Liberti.
Gordon _ •
Bell
Supreme Court rules :of procedures; providing that th:e division
Spaet
Campbell
·- Mann·
Gustafson
shall be made a party to any such proceeding; amending ss.
· Margolis
Thomas
Conway
Healey
440.29(2) and (3), 440.32, 440.33, and 440.442, Florida Statutes;
Watt
Meek
Cox
Hector
authorizing the Chief Commissioner to. contract for the report
- Hodes·
Weinstock
:Jj'aviil
· Melby
ing of hearings and requiring him to provide for certain records
Deratany
Moffitt
Woodruff
Hodges
and transcripts; removing obsolete references to Industrial Rela
Dyer
Young
Johnson, A.E. O'Malley
tions Commission; amending s. 440.34, Florida Statutes; deleting
Richmond
Easley
Kutun
obsolete references to the Industrial Relations Commission; pro
viding that, in awarding an attorney's fee, the deputy •com
missionE:r may consider only those - benefits the attorney is
Nays-63
responsible for securing;. authorizing the award of attorney's
fees at the appellate level; amending s. 440.44(3), (4), (5),
Foster
Plummer
Lehman
Allen
and (6), Florida Statutes; authorizing the Chief Commissioner
Lewis, T. F.
Ready.
· Baiik:head' - ' ·· Gallagher-Gardner
to make certain expenditures, to appoint · and prescribe duties
Barrett
-Lippman
Robinson
and powers of certain employees, and to conduct hearings in
Brantley·
Grant
Lockward
Rosen
the state; requiring the Chief Commissioner to maintain an
. H.aben _
Martin
,. Burnsed .
Sample
office; providing for a seal for the Chief Commissioner;
Burrall
· HaglEir
Martinez
Shackelford
amending s. 440.47, Florida &tatutes, providing for reimburse
Hawkins, L. R. McPlietson
Silver
Bush
ment of travel expenses for the Chief Commissioner and em
Carlton Hawkins, M,
Smith, C.R.
· E. Mica
ployees of the department;· amending s. 440.51(11), Florida
. Carpenter
Mills
Hieber
Smith, J.H.
Statutes; requiring the division to furnish experience to the
Hollingsworth Mitchell
Crawford
Smith, L. J.
Department of Insurance under accide,1t year rather than policy
Jennirigs
Crotty
M:yers
Tygart
year; · amending s. 627.091 (6), Florida Statutes, clarifying the
,·Danson: ·
Johnson, B.L. Nergard
Upchurch
purposes of the committee meetings of certain recognized rating
Johnson, R.C. Nuckolls
,Dunbar
Ward
· Eckhart
organizations; amending s. 627.215(2)(a), Florida Statutes, re
Jones, D. L.
Ogden
Warner
moving, for purposes of determining whether excessive profit
Kelly
Evans
Patchett
WiUiams
has been realized, consideration of certain investment income
Rirkwood
:· Fontana ·
Patterson
generated by loss reserves; providing for conditional repeal;
Votes after roll cail:
providing for applicability; providing an effective date.
: . Yeas-:-F9x
-wa.s taken up, haying been read the second time on May 26
and remaining on second reading by waiver of the rules,
N
· ays�Flinn; Hattaway, Batchelor, Hazouri
Yeas to Nays-J.W. Lewis
Representative Sadowski offered the following amendment:
So the bill faiied to pass.
Amendment 1-On pages 4-33, strike everything after the en
acting clause and insert: .Section 1. Subsection (18) of section
";.lHB 1677-A bill to be entitled An act relating to workers' 440.02, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:
• compensation; amending s. 440.02( 18), Florida Statutes, relat
ing• to acceleration or aggravation of a preexisting disease or
440.02 Definitions.-When used in this chapter, unless the
· anomaly by an accident, providing for apportionment with ·context clearly requires otherwise, · the following
· terms shall
respect to permanent impairment; amending s. 440.10(1), Flor- have the following meanings:
.ida Statutes, reiating to liability for compensation, deleting
(18) "Accident" ·means only an unexpected or unu·sual event
. references to .subcontractor exemptions and to certificates of
exemption; amending s. 440.12(2), Florida Statutes, conform or result, happening suddenly. A mental or nervous injury. due
ing.an ,effective date; amending s. 440.13(1) and (3)(d), Florida to fright or excitement only, or disability or death due to the
::statutes; deleting £he requirement that certain reports of medi- accidental acceleration or, aggravation of a ven_ereal disease
cal treatment be filed with the Division of Workers' Compen or of a disease due to the habitual. use of alcohol or narcotic
i:1:,ition_ of. the .Department of Labor and Employment Security; . drugs, shall be deemed not to be an injury by accident arising
'.increasing froi:n 5 days to 15 days the period allowed for filing out of the employment. Where a preexisting disease or anomaly
- certain medical reports; including pharmacists in the definition is accelerated or aggravated by an accident arising out of, and
· of "health care provider" for purposes of review requirements; in the course of, employment &!Hl peoultiag Hl: death, only ac
amending s. 440.15(3)(b) and (4)(a), Florida Statutes; pro- celeration of death or· the acceleration or aggravation· of the
• viding-- for. termination• of• wage-los-s b_!!nefits when· the . injured preexisting condition · reasonably attributable to the accid!l.nt
'worker reaches- age 65 and becomes eligible for certain bene- shall be compensable, with respect to permanent impairmen,t or
fits; changing from "monthly" to "weekly" the basis of com death.
::pa;r:ison for:detenmnation of ..w'age lciss: due to temporary partial
2. Subsection (1) of section 440.10, Florida Statutes,
,.disa_biHty; amending s. 440.185(1), (2), and (4), Florida Stat is Section
amended to -read:
- u:t.es; deleting _the· requirement that an employee .give notice of
· injury directly to the division; providing rulemaking authority
440:10 Liability for compensation,--:· to the division; to ·1>rescribe a reporting system for certain types
'. of injl!ries; pr:ovi,ding fqr the_ monitoring of undisputed clajms
(1) Every employer coming within the prov1s10ns of this
by the division and . f9r:. :PrQ�pt, r�ferral. of unresolved da1ms chapter, including any- brought within_ the chapter by waiver
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be returned to policyholders in the form of a cash refund or
� tfltl-ft a credit toward the future purchase of insurance.
The excessive amount shall be refunded on a pro rata basis
in relation to the final compilation year earned premiums to
the workers' compensation policyholders of record of the in
surer group on December 31 of the final compilation year.
(8)(a) Cash refunds to policyholders may be rounded to
the nearest dollar.
(b) Data in required reports to the department may be
rounded to the nearest dollar.
(c) Rounding, if elected by the insurer, shall be applied
consistently.
(9) Refunds shall be completed in one of the following
ways:
(a) If the ·insurer group elects to make ·a cash refund, said
refund shall be completed within 60 days of a final order
indicating excessive profits have been realized.
(b) If .the insurer group elects to make refunds in the
form of a credit to renewal policies such credits shall be
applied to pol-icy renewal premium notices which are for
warded to insureds more than 60 calendar days after a final
order indicating excessive profits have been realized. If an
insurer group has made this election but an insured thereafter
cancels or otherwise allows his policy to terminate, the insurer
group shall ·make a cash refund not later than 60 days after
termination of such coverage.
(c) Upon completion of the rene1cal cred·its or refund pay
ments, the insurer group shall immediately certify to the de
partment that the refunds have been made.
(10) Any refund or renewal credit made pursuant to this
section shall be treated as a policyholder dividend applicable to
the year in which it is incurred for purposes of reporting
under this section for subsequent years.
Section 22. If chapter 627, Florida Statutes, is repealed in
accordance with the intent expressed in the .Regulatory Reform
Act of 1976, as amended by chapter 77-457, Laws of Florida,
or as subsequently amended, it is the intent of the Legislature
that sections 20 and 21 of this act shall also be repealed on
the same date as is therein provided.

Section 23. This act shall apply to all claims for injury
arising out of accidents occurring on or after July 1, 1980.
Section 24. _This act shall take effect July 1, 1980.
Mr. Sadowski moved the adoption of the amendment. Pending
consideration thereofRepresentative Hodes offered the following amendment to
the amendment:
Amendment 1 to Amendment 1-0n page 9, lines 25 & 26,
strike all and insert: Commissioner, and the state medical con
sultant of the division of worker's compensation
Dr. Hodes moved the adoption of the amendment to the
amendment, which was adopted.
Representative Sadowski offered the following amendment to
the amendment:
Amendment 2 to Amendment 1-0n page 38, line 1, insert
new sections 23, 24, and 25 and renumber subsequent sections:
Section 23. Section 629.401. Florida Statutes, is amended to
read:
629.401 � Insurance exchange.(I) There may el¼&U be created one or more insurance ex
changes e � ttl·S1H'-!Htee �Hge, subject to such rules
as may be promulgated by the commissioner. For the purposes
of this section, the term "exchange" shall apply to any such
insurance exchange proposed or created under this section.
·The purposes of the exchange are:
(a)
1.

To provide a facility for the underwriting of:
Reinsurance of all kinds of insurance.

2. Direct insurance of all kinds on risks located entirely
outside the United States.

!J.

Surplus lines insurance eligible for export under
or s. 626.917 and placed through a licensed Florida
lines agent. Rtslffi Wffi€� SfH'Hl he �-0 aeeareing te
9:30(1) (b) ae eemg ettg½b+e fe-p � -Ofli.mg te 1r.
(1) (a).
916
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11. 626.surplus
1r. �
�

( b) To manage the facility authorized by this section, in
accordance with rules promulgated by the commissioner.
(2) The operation of this subsection shall become effective
with respect to any exchange only after a determination by the
Insurance Commissioner and Treasurer that the exchange
� b:,: ¼Ml aeet-ieH may operate in an economic and bene
ficial manner. A committee shall be appointed to write the
constitution and bylaws of the proposed � InmnaHee
exchange, to make such other recommendations as may be
necessary to assure maximum coordination of the operations
of the exchange with existing insurance industry operations, and
to assure maximum economic benefits to the state from the
operations of the exchange. The committee shall consist of
13 members, 6 to be appointed by the Insurance Commissioner
and Treasurer, 2 each to be appointed by the Speaker of the
House of Representatives and the President of the Senate, 1
each to be appointed by the minority leader of the House of
Representatives and the minority leader of the Senate, and 1
to be the Insurance Commissioner and Treasurer or his desig•
nated representative. The chairman shall be elected by a ma
jority of the committee. The committee shall transmit such
proposed constitution and bylaws and such other recommenda
tions to the Insurance Commissioner and Treasurer and to the
Legislature no later than 5 &G days prior to the adjournment
-Reement of a regular annual legislative session or no
later than 5 days prior to the commencement of any special or
organizational legislative session; tutti" the ±flffiH'llBee Cammie
� ffittl !ffea.e-lH'ef' ehaJ.t eufrmi-t hle reeemmeneatiaHs w the
kgislature HO leteF theft � #fflt EHt:f &f � � nIHHHtt
�t-i-ve �- Subject to the disapproval of the constitution
and bylaws by either house of the Legislature by resolution
before the end of such R � &fHHHH legislative session,
the exchange shall have full authority to function pursuant to
its constitution and bylaws 60 days after the end of the
session. The initial board of governors of the exchange shall
consist of twelve ee¥eR members, three appointed by the In
surance Commissioner and Treasurer, three � by the Speaker
of the ·House of Representatives three e.fl4 � by the President
of the Senate, and three by the Governor of Florida, to serve
until the first election pursuant to the constitution or bylaws.
(3) The constitution and bylaws of the exchange shall pro
vide for, but not be limited to:
(a) The election of no less than 6 nor more than 13 govern
ors, at least one-third of whom shall not be members of the
exchange and who shall be public representatives.
(b) The location of the principal offices of the exchange
and the principal offices of its members to be within this
state for the purpose of the transaction of the type of business
described in subsection (1). A principal office shall be one
where officers and qualified personnel who are engaged in the
administration, underwriting, claims, policyholders' service,
marketing, accounting, recordkeeping, and all supportive serv
ices shall be located.
(c) The submission by members and all applicants for
membership on the exchange of such financial information as
may be required by the commissioner.
(d) The establishment by the exchange of a security fund
in such form and amount as approved by the commissioner.
(e) The voting power of members who are underwriting
syndicates.
(f) · The voting power and other rights granted under the
provisions of the not-for-profit corporation law, chapter 6�7,
to participate in the conduct and manag�ment of_ t�e affairs
of· the ·exchange, by ·brokers, agents, and. mtermedianes trans
·acting business •on the •exchange, each of whom shall be con
sidered "members" only under the provisions of such law.
. ·· (g) The·rights and duties ·of exchange members, which may
include · but shall not be limited to, the manner and form of
conducting business, financial stability, dues, membership fees,
mandatory arbitration, and ail other mi:tters nec�ssary or ap
propriate· to· conduct any business. permitted herem.
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Any amendments to the'coristitution and·bylaws shall be subject
'to the approval of the commissioner.
. (4) Any � � insurance e�change formed under the
provisions of this section shall not be subject to any state or
local taxes or fees measured by income, premiums, or gross
,.:receipts,· except that for purposes· of taxation under s. 624.509
direct premiums written, .procured, or received by a member
or members thr.ough the exchange on .risks located in Florida
shail be construed to be written, procured, or· received by the
exchange, and the premium tax due on said premium shall be
reported and paid by the exchange.
(5) The e:ii:change shall reimburse the department eemmte
&i� for ariy expenses incurred by it mm relating to the regu
lation of the exchange and its members.
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maintain, complete or correct such records or accounting after
the department has given him or it notice and a . reasonable
opportunity to do so.
7. Obstruction of examinations.-Any person or entity who
or which willfully obstructs the department or its examiner in
an examination shall be guilty of a misdemeanor of the second
as. provided in �- 775.082, s. 775.089, ·or s.
degree, punishable
·.
775.084.
· 8. Filing of annual sta.ternent.-Each underwriting member
shall a1inually on or before March 1, or within such extension
of time therefor as the department, for good cause, may have
granted, file with the department . a full and true statement
of its financial condition, transactions, and affairs as of the
December 91 preceding.

9. Record maintenance.-Each underwriting member shall
. ·· (6)(a)1. , The provisions of ss. 625.012 and 625.031 shall be
-applicab.le to the underwriting members of an exchange in the .have and maintain its principal place of business in .this state,
•sa71J,e rr:anner as said sections apply to domestic insurers autho and shall keep therein complete records of its assets, trans
actions, and affairs in accordance with such methods arid
•rized to do business in this state. ·
systems as are customary or suitable as to the kind or kinds
2. The provisions of ss. 625.302-625.999 shall be applicable .of insurance transacted.
to the underwriting members of an exchange in the same man
10. Examination· of agents.-// the department has reason
ner as ·said sections apply to domestic insurers authorized to
to believe that any ·agent, as defined in s. 626.041, s. 626.051,
_transact business in this state.
s. 626.062, or s. 626:914, has violated or is violating any provi
. (b) ·1n addition to the insurance laws specified in paragraph sion of the insurance law, or upon written complaint sign·ed by
(d}, the department shall regulate the exchange pursuant to any interested person indicating that any such violation may
exist, the department shall conduct such examination as it
:the follo_wing powers, rights, and duties:
deems necessary of the accounts, records, documents and trans
1" · General- examination powers.-The department shall ex actions pertaining to or affecting the insurance affairs of such
amine .the affairs, transactions; accounts, records, and assets agent.
of any security fund, exchange, members, and associate brokers
11. Written reports of department.-The department or its
as often as it deems advisable. The examination may be con
ducted by the accredited examiners of the department at the examiner shall make a full and true written report of any
offices of the entitu or person being examined. The department examination. The report shall conta.in only information ob
:shall examine in like manner each prospective member or as tained from examination of the records, accounts, files, and
documents of or relati-ve to the person or entity examined or
:sociate broker applying for. membership in an exchange.
from testimony of individuals under oath, together with rele
a
2. . Departmental· approv l ·and applications of underwriting vant conclusions and recommendations of the examiner based
mernbers. -No underwriting member shall commence operation thereon. The department shall furnish a copy of the report to
without the approval of the department. Before commencing the person or entity examined not less than 90 days prior to
operation, an underwriting member shall provide a written filinp the report in its office. If such person or entity so re
application containing;
quests in writing within such SO-day period, the department
shall grant a hearing with respect to the report, and shall
a. Name, type, and purpose of the underwriting member. not so file the report until after the hearing and after such
b. Name, residence address, business background, and quali modiffrations have been made therein as the department deems
fications of each person associated or to be associated in the proper.
formation ·or:· financing of the underwriting member.
12. Admissibility of reports.-The report of an examination
filed shall be admissible in evidence in any action or
c. Full disclosure of the terms of all understandings and when
proceeding brought by the department a,qainst the person or
associated
so
persons
among
proposed
or
existing
greements
a
.
examined, or against his or its officers, employees, or
relative to the · underwriting member, or the formation or entity
The department or its examiners may at any time
agents.
financing thereof, accompanied by a copy of each such agree- testify and
offer other proper evidence as to information se
·
·
ment or understanding.
cured or matters discovered during the course of an, exam
d. Full· disclosure of the terms of all understandings and ination, whether or not a written report of the examination
agreements existing or proposed for man(Lgement or exclusive has been either made, furnished, or filed in the department.
agen cy contracts.
19. Withholding reports.-The department may withhold
9. · Investigation of underwriting member applications.-In. from public -inspection any examination or investigation report
connection with any proposal to establish an underwriting mem for so long as it deems reasonably necessary to protect the
person or entity examined from unwarranted injury or to pro
ber, the department shall make an investigation of:
tect the public interest.
a. The character, reputation, financial standing and motives
14. Publication of reports.-After an examination report
·of the organizers, incorporators ·and/ or subscribers organizing
has been filed, as hereinabove provided, the department -may
the proposed underwriting member;
publish the results of any such examination in one or more
b. The character, financial responsibility, insurance experi newspapers published in this state whenever it deems it to be
in the public interest.
·ence, and business qualifications of its proposed officers.
c: The character, the financial responsibility, business ex
perience and standing of the proposed stockholders and direc·
·
·tors, or owners.
,4. Notice of management changes.-An underwriting mem
"ber shall promptly give the department written notice of any
change among the directors or principal officers.
5. Alternate financial statement.-In lieu of any financial
examination, the department may accept an audited financi.al
statement.·
. · 6. Correction and reconstruction of records.-!/ ·the depart
finds . any accounts or records to be inadequate, or in
ment
l

acequately kept or posted, it may employ experts to reconstruct,
·rewrite, post or. balance them at the expense of the entity or
person being·-examined if such person or entity- has failed to

15. Consideration of examination reports by entity examined.
-After the examination report of an underwriting member has
been filed as hereinabove provided, an affidavit shall be filed
with the department, not more· than 90 days after the report
has been filed, on a form furnished b_y the department and
si,qned by the person or a representative of any entity examined,
stating that the report has been read and that the recommenda
tions made in the report will be considered within a reasonable
time.
16. Examination costs.-Each person or entity examin. e d
by the department shall pay to the department the expenses
incurred in such examination.
17. Exchange costs·.-An exchange shall reimburse the de
partment for any expenses incurred by 1:t relating to the requ
lation of the exchange and its members, except as specified in
·
subparagraph 16.
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·.18... Powers of examiners.-,-As to .the subject to any. exam
ination, investigation, or hearing being conducted by h·im, any
examiner appointed by the department may administer oaths,
examine and cross-examine witnesses, receive oral and docuc
11,u;ntary evidence,< and shall have the power to subpoena wit
nesses, compel their attendance and testimony, and require by
subpoena the production of books, papers, records, files, cor
,respondence, documents or other evidence which he dee11is rele
vant to the inquiry. If any person refuses to comply with any
such subpoena or to testify as to any matter concerning which
he may be lawfully· interrogated, the Circuit Court of Leon
County or of the county wherein such examination, investiga
tion; or hearing is being conducted, or of the county wherein.
such person resides, on the department's application may issue
an order requiring such person to comply with the subpoena
and · to· testify;· and any fai1ure to obey such an order of the
court may be punished · by the court as a contempt thereof.
Subpoenas shall be. served, and proof of such service made, in
the same mariner as if issued by a circuit court. Witness fees
and ·mileage, if ·claimed, shall be allowed the same as for testi
mony in a circuit court.
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than life. insurance and annuities or alternatively .. life ,insur
ance, annuities and accident and health insurance. An under
writing member . shall provide an initial paid-in capital and
surplus. of $3,000,000 and thereafter maintain. a minimum·
policyholder surplus of $2,000,000 tn order to be permitted
to write all kinds of insurance. Excep{ for that portion of the
paid-in capital and surplus which shall be maintained· in a·
security fund of an exchange, the paid-in capital and surplus
shall be invested by an underwriting member, in a manner
consistent with ss: 625.301-625.940. The portion of the paid-in
capital and surplus. in any security fund of an exchange shall
be invested in a manner limited to investments for life in
surance companies under the Florida insurance laws.

24. Limitations on coverage · written.�No underwriting
member shall .expose itself to any. loss on any one risk· in an·
amount exceeding 10 percent of its surplus to policyholders_
An underwriting member shall not write additional risks if
either its ratio of net premiums written· to surplus as to· policy
holders exceeds 8.5 to 1 or the . writing of such risks would
produce a ratio of net premiums 'written to surplus .as to.
policyholders of more than 8.5 to 1. Any· risk or portion of.
19. False testimony.-Any person willfully testifying false any risk which shall hav.e been reinsured in an assuming rein
ly under oath as to any matter material to any · examination, surer authorized ·to do such business i1i this state shall be·
investigation or hearing; shall .upon conviction thereof be guilty deducted in. determining the limitation .of., risk prescribed in
of perjury and shall be punished accordingly.
this section. This subparagraph 24. shall riot apply to .the in�·
surance of marine risks, or marine .protection and indemnity.
. 20. Self-incrimination.risks, or workers' compensation or employer's liability risks,
a. If any person asks to be excused from attending or testi or to certificates of title or guaranties of title or . policies r,f
fying or from producing any . books, papers, records, contracts, title insurance. For the purpose of determining the limitation·
documents, or other evidenc.e in connection with any examina of r.isk, "surplus as to policyholders'' shall be deemed to include
tion, hearing, or inviistigat.ion being conducted by the depart any volunta,ry reserves, or: ·any part thereof, which are not
ment or its examiner, on the ground that the testimony or evi- · required by or pursuant to law, and shall· be determined. from··
dence required of him may tend to incriminate him or subject the last sworn statement of such underwriting member on
him to a penalty or forfeiture, and_ shall notwithstanding be file with the department pursuant to law, · or by the last
directed to give such testimony or produce . such evidence, he report or examination filed by the department, whichever
must, if so directed by the department and the Department is more recent at the time of assumption of such . risk.
of· Legal Affairs, nonetheless comply with such direction, but
25. Unearned premium reserves.-All unearned premium"
he shall not thereafter be prosecuted or subjected to any
penalty or forfeiture for or on ·account of any transaction, reserves. for business wr(tten pn the. exchange shall b.e cal- .
matter or thing concerning which he may have so testified or cu.laud. on a monthly. or more frequent basis or such other
produced evidence, and no testimony so given or evidence pro basis as determined by . the. department; except that all pres
duced shall be received against him upori any criminal action, miums on any .:marine ,or transportation insurance trip risk
· ·
investigation or proceeding; except that no such person so testi shall be deemed unearned . until the trip is terminated.
.
fying shall be exempt from prosecution or punishment for any
26. Loss· reser'ves.-All · underwriting members of an ex-•
perjury committed by him in s-µph testimony, and the testimony
or evidence so given Qr produced shall be admissible against change shall maintain loss reserves. The reserves shall be
him upon any criminal action, investigation, or proceeding · con subject to review by the department, and if loss experience
CBrninr, such perjury; nor shall· he be exempt from the re-· shows that an underwriting member's loss reserves are inade
fusal, suspension, or revocation of any license, permissfon, or quate, th·e department··shaff require the underwriting 711em_ber ·
authority con/erred, or to be conjerred, pursuant to the insur- to maintain loss reserves in such additional amount as is·1i:eed •
ed to make them adequate.
ance law.
0

b. Any such individual may execute, acknowledge and file
in the office of ·the department a s.tatement expressly waiving
such immunity or privilege in respect to any transaction, matter
or thing specified in such statement, and thereupon the testi
mony of such individual or· such evidence in relation to such
transaction, matter, or thing may be received or produced be
fore any judge or justice, court, trib.unal, grand jury or other
wise;. and if ·. so · received or produced such individual shall
not be entitled to any immunity or privileges on account of
any testimony he may s.o give or evidence so produced.
21. Penalty for failure to testify.�Any person who refuses
or fails, without lawful cause, to testify relative to the affairs
of any member, associate broker. or other person .when sub
poenaed and requested by the department to so testify as
provided in subparagraph 18. shall, in addition to the penalty
provided in subparagraph 18., be guilty of a misdemeanor of
the second degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s.
775.083, or s. 775.084.
22. Name selection.-No underwriting member shall . be
farmed or authorized to transact insurance in this state under
a name which is the same as that of any · authorized ins.urer
or is so nearly similar thereto as to cause or tend to cause
confusion, or which would tend to mislead as to the type of
organization of the insurer. Before incorporating under or
using any name the underwriting syndicate or proposed under
writing syndicate shall s:U:bmit its name or proposed name to
the department for its approval.
23. Capitalization.-An. underwriting member shall provide
an initial paid-in capital and surplus of $1,500,000 and there
after maintain a minimum policyholder surplus of $1,000,000
in order to be permitted to write all kinds of insurance other

27. Distribution ofprofits.-An underwriting member shall
not distribute any profits in the form of cash to owners· ex
cept ..out of that part of its available and accumulated sur
plus funds which are derived from realized net operating .prof
its on its business and realized capital gains. Such payments
to owners shall not exceed 30 percent of such surplus in any
1 year unle_ ss. otherwise approved by the department. Noth
ing herein shall in· any way limit, or be applicable to, payments.
out of .an underwri.firr,g ·member's . net oper.ating pre/its.· a71<d.'.
realized capital gains derived during the immediately preceding·
calendar year.
28. Stock dividends.-A stock dividend may be paid by an ·
underwriting member out of any available surplus funds in ex
cess of the aggregate amount of surplus advanced t.o t_he un
derwriting member under subparagraph 30.
29. Divid�nds from earned surplus.-:A dividend otherwise
lawful may be payable out of an underwriting member's earned
surplus even though its total surplus is then less. than the
aggregate of its past contributed surplus resulting ·from issu
ance of tis capital stock at a price in excess of the par value
thereof. ·
·
90. Borrowing of money by underwriting members.a. An. underwriting member may borrow money to defray
the expenses of its organization, provide it with; surplus funds,
or for any purpose of its business, upon a written agreement
that such money is required to be repaid only out _of the u,:i
derwriting member's surplus in excess of that stipulated in
such agreement. The agreement may provide for int_erest not ex
ceeding 20 percent simple interest per annum. The �11;terest shall·
or shall not constitute a liability of the underwriting member .
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as to its funds other than such excess of surplus, as stipulated
in the agreement. No commission or promotion expense shall be
paid in connection with any such loan. The use of any surplus
note shall be subject to the department's approval.
b. Money so borrowed, together with the interest thereon if
so stipulated in the agreement, shall not form a part of the
un,derwriting member's legal liabilities except as to its sur
plus in excess of the amount thereof stipulated in the agree
ment, or be the basis of any set-off; but until repaid, financial
statements filed or published by an underwriting member slw.ll
show as a footnote thereto the amount thereof then unpaid
together with any interest thereon accrued but unpaid.
31. Liquidation, rehabilitation, and restrictions.-The depart
ment, upon a showing that a member or associate broker of
an exchange:
a.

Is impaired or insolvent;

b. Has, by contract of reinsurance or otherwise, transferred
substantially its entire property or business, or entered into
any transaction the effect of which is to merge substantially
its entire property into the property or business of any other
individual, firm, corporation or entity,. without having first
obtained the written approval of the commissioner; provided
that a member may merge or consolidate its operation with an
other operation if it meets any applicable requirements of the
Florida law governing mergers and if such action is approved
by the commissioner;
c. Is found, after an examination, to be in such condition
that its further transaction of business will be hazardous to
its policyholders, or to its creditors, or to the public;
d. Has become the subject of any procedure for liquidation,
or bankruptcy; or
e. Has failed to qualify or maintain its· qualification as a
member of an exchange;
may restrict sales by type of risk, policy or contract limits,
premium levels, policy or contract provisions; increase sur
plus or capital requirements of underwriting members; issue
cease and desist orders; suspend or restrict a member's or as
sociate broker's right to transact business; place an under
writing member under conservatorship or rehabilitation or seek
an order of liquidation as authorized by part I of chapter 631.
Prohibited conduct.-The following acts by a member,
associate broker or affiliated person shall constitute prohibited
conduct:
32.

a. Fraud.
b. Fraudulent or dishonest acts committed by a member or
associate broker prior to admission to an exchange, if the facts
and circumstances were not disclosed to the department upon
application to become a member or associate broker.
c.

Conduct detrimental to the welfare of an exchange.

d. Unethical or improper practices or conduct, inconsistent
with just and equitable principles of trade as set forth in but
not limited to ss. 626.951-626.9641, and ss. 626.973 and 626.988.
e. Failure to use due diligence to ascertain the insurance
needs of a client or a principal.
f. Misstatements made under oath or upon an application
for membership on an exchange.
g. Failure to testify or produce documents when requested
by the department.
h.

Willful violation of any law of the State of Florida.

i. Failure of an officer or principal to testify under oath
concerning a member, associate broker, or other person's af
fairs as they relate to the operation of an exchange.
j.

Violation of the constitution and bylaws of the exchange.

SS. Penalties for participating in prohibited conduct.a. The department may order the suspension of further
transaction of business on the exchange of any member or as
sociate broker found to have engaged in prohibited conduct.
In addition, any member or associate broker found to have
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engaged in prohibited conduct may be subject to reprimand,
censure and/ or a fine not exceeding $25,000 imposed by the
department.
b. Any member which has an affiliated person
found to have engaged in prohibited conduct shall be
to involuntary withdrawal or in addition thereto may
ject to suspension, reprimand, censure and/or a fine
ceeding $25,000.

who is
subject
be sub
not ex

34. Reduction of penalties.-Any suspension, reprimand, cen
sure or fine may be remitted or reduced by the department on
such terms and conditions as shall be deemed fair and equit
able.
35. Other offenses.-Any member or associate broker that
is suspended shall be deprived, during the period of suspension,
of all rights and privileges of membership or of an associate
broker but may be proceeded against by the department for
any offense committed either before or after the date of sus
pension.
36. Reinstatement.-Any member or associate broker that
is suspended may be reinstated at any time on such terms and
conditions as the department may specify.
37. Remittance of fines.-Fines imposed under this section
shall b3 remitted to the department and shall be paid into the
Insurance Commissioner's Regulatory Trust Fund.
38. Failure to pay fines.-When a member or associate brok
er has failed to pay a fine for 15 days after it becomes payable,
such member or associate broker shall be suspended, imless
the department shall have granted an extension of time to pay
such fine.
39. Changes in ownership or assets.-In the event of a major.
change in the ownership or a major change in the assets of an
underwriting member such underwriting member shall report
such change in writing to the department within SO days of
the effective date thereof. The report shall set forth the details
of the change. Any change in ownership or assets of more than
5 percent shall be considered a major change.
40.

Retaliation.-

a. When by or pursuant to the laws of any other state or
foreign country any taxes, licenses or other fees, in the aggre
gate, and any fines, penalties, deposit requirements or other
material obligations, prohibitions or restrictions are or would
be imposed upon an exchange or upon the agents or representa
tives of such exchange which are in excess of such taxes, li
censes and other fees, in the aggregate, or which are in excess
of the fines, penalties, deposit requirements or other obligations,
prohibitions, or restrictions directly imposed upon similar ex
changes or upon the agents or representatives of such exchange,
of such other state or country under the statutes of this state,
so long as such laws or such other state or country continue
in force or are so applied, the same taxes, licenses and other
fees, in the aggregate, or fines, penalties, deposit requirements
or other material obligations, prohibitions, or restrictions of
whatever kind shall be imposed by the department upon the
exchanges, or upon the agents or representatives of such ex
changes, of such other state or country doing business or seeking
to do business in Florida.
b. Any tax, license or other obligation imposed by any city,
county, or othe, political subdivision or agency of a state, juris
diction or foreign country on the exchange or the agents or
representatives shall be deemed to be imposed by such state,
jurisdiction or foreign country within the meaning of subpara
graph a.
41. Agents.-Agents as defined in ss. 626.041, 626.051, 626.062, and 626.914 who are broker members or associate broker

members of an exchange shall be allowed only to place on an
exchange the same kind or kinds of business that the agent is
licensed to place pursuant to Florida law. Direct Florida busi
ness as defined in s. 626.916 or s. 626.917 must be written
through a broker member who is a surplus lines agent as de
fined in s. 626.914. The activity of each broker member or
associate broker with regard to an exchange shall be subject
to all applicable provisions of the insurance laws of this state,
and all such activities shall constitute transactions under his
license as an insurance agent for purposes of the Florida in
surance law.
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42. Export insurance requirements.-No insurance coverage
shall be eligible for export unless it meets all of the following
conditions:
a. The full amount of insurance required must not be pro
curable, after a diligent effort has been made to do so, from
among the insurers authorized to transact and actually writing
that kind and class of insurance in this state, and the amount
of insurance exported shall be only the excess over the amount
so procurable from authorized insurers.
b. The premium rate at which the coverage is exported
shall not be lower than that rate applicable, if any, in actual
and current tlse by a majority of the authorized instlrers for
the same coverage on a similar risk.
c. The policy or contract from under which the insurance
is exported shall not be more favorable to the insured as to
the coverage or rate than under similar contracts on file and
in actual current use in this state by the majority of authorized
insurers actually writing similar coverages on similar risks;
except that a coverage may be exported under a unique form
of policy designed for use with respect to a particular subject
of insurance if a copy of such form is filed with the depart
ment by the surplus lines agent desiring to use the same and
is subject to the department's disapproval within 10 days of
filing such form exclusive of Saturdays, Sundays, and legal
holidays if it finds that use of such special form is not reason
ably necessary for the principal purposes of the coverage or
that its use would be contrary to the purposes of this law with
respect to the reasonable protection of authorized insurers from
unwarranted competition by unauthorized insurers.
d. Except as to extended coverage in connection with fire
insurance policies and except as to windstorm insurance, the
policy or contract under which the insurance is exported shall
not provide for deductible amounts, in determining the existence
or extent of the insurer's liability, other than those available
under similar policies or contracts in actual and current use
by one or more authorized insurers. This subparagraph d.
shall not apply with respect to workers' compen.sation self
insurance qualified as such under chapter 440.
4S. Departmental determination of insurance eligible for
export.-The department may by rule declare eligible for
export generally, and notwithstanding the provisions of sub
paragraph 42. any class or classes of insurance coverage or
risk for which it finds, after a hearing, which it shall hold
annually or more often, of which notice thereof was given to
each insurer authorized to transact such class or classes in
this state, that there is no reasonable or adequate market among
authorized insurers. Any such rule shall continue in effect
during the existence of the conditions upon which predicated,
but subject to earlier termination by the department.
44. Limitation on export coverage.-Subparagraph 42. does
not apply to wet marine and transportation or aviation risks
which are subject to s. 626.917.
45. Wet marine, transportation, and aviation coverage eligi
ble for export.-Insurance coverage of wet marine and trans
portation or aviation risks as defined in s. 624.607(1)(a)l.
may be exported under the following conditions:
a. The insurance must be placed only by or through a
licensed Florida surplus lines agent;
b. The underwriti�g ·member must be one made eligible by
the department specifically for such coverages, based upon
information furnished by the underwriting member and indi
cating that the underwriting member is well able to meet its
financial obligations; and
c. The surplus lines agent shall, within 60 days after pro
curement of the policy or contract, file with the department a
copy of the policy, cover note, or contract. This subparagraph
45. shall not apply as to pleasure boats, nor as to private air
craft owned by private owners for business and pleasure pur
poses only (excluding commercial), exclusive of check flight or
ferry flight coverage only.
46. Premium payments and other requirements.-!/ an un
derwriting member has assumed the risk as to a surplus lines
coverage placed under subparagraphs 42., 4S., or 45., and if
the premium therefor has been received by the surplus lines
agent who placed such insurance, then in all questions there
after arising under the coverage as- between the underwriting
member and the insured, the underwriting member shall be
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deemed to have received the premium due - to it for such cover
age; and the underwriting member shall be liable to the insured
as to losses covered by such insurance, and for unearned prem
iums which may become payable to the insured upon cancella
tion of such insurance, whether or not in fact the surplus lines
agent is indebted to the underwriting member with respect to
such insurance or for any other cause. Any direct business as
defined in ss. 626.916 or 626.917 placed on the exchange must
also meet the requirements of ss. 626.920, 626.922 and 626.923.
47. Improperly issued contracts, riders, and endorsements.
a. Any insurance policy, rider, or endorsement issued by an
underwriting member and otherwise valid which contains any
condition or provision not in compliance with the requirements
of this section shall not be thereby rendered invalid, except as
provided in s. 627.415, but shall be construed and applied in
accordance with such conditions and provisions as would have
applied had such policy, rider, or endorsement been in full
compliance with this section. In the event an underwriting mem
ber issues or delivers any policy for an amount which exceeds
any limitations. otherwise provided in this section said under
writing member shall be liable to the insured or his beneficiary
for the full amount stated in said policy in addition to any
other penalties that may be imposed.
b. Any insurance contract delivered or issued for delivery in
this state caverning a subject or subjects of insurance resident,
located or to be per/armed in this state and which, pursuant
to the provisions of this section, the underwriting member may
not lawfully insure under such a contract, shall be cancellable
at any time by the underwriting member, any provision of the
contract to the contrary notwithstanding, and the underwriting
member shall promptly cancel the contract in accordance with
the department's request therefor. No such illegality or cancella
tion shall be deemed to relieve the underwriting syndicate of
any liability incurred by it under the contract while in - force,
or to prohibit the underwriting syndicate from retaining the
pro rata earned premium thereon. This provision does not re
lieve the underwriting syndicate from any penalty otherwise
incurred by the underwriting syndicate.
48.

Satisfaction of iudgments.-

a. Every judgment or decree for the recovery of money,
heretofore or hereafter entered in any court of competent juris
diction against any underwriting member shall be fully satis
fied within 60 days from and after the entry thereof, or in the
case of an appeal from such judgment or decree then within
60 days from and after the affirmance of the same by the
appellate court.
b. If the judgment or decree is not satisfied as required
under subparagraph a., and proof of such failure to satisfy
is made by filing with the department a certified transcript
of the docket of the judgment or decree together with a certifi
cate by the clerk of the court wherein the judgment or decree
remains unsatisfied, in whole or in part, after the time afore
said, the department shall forthwith prohibit the underwriting
member from transacting business. The department shall not
p· ermit such underwriting member to write_ any new business
until the judgment or decree is wholly paid and satisfied and
proof thereof filed with, the department under the official
certificate of the clerk of the court wherein the judgment was
recovered, showing that the same is satisfied of record, and
until the expenses and fees incurred in the case are also paid
by the underwriting syndicate.
49. Tender and exchange offers.-No person shall make
either a tender offer or exchange offer for 10 percent or more
of the outstanding voting securities of an underwriting member
or purchase 10 percent or more of the ownership of an under
writing member unless such person has filed with the depart
ment and sent to such underwriting member a statement
setting forth:
a. The identity of, and background information on, each
person by whom, or on· whose behalf the acquisition is to be
made, and if the acquisition is to be made by or on behalf of
a corporation, association, or trust, the identity of and back
ground information on each director, officer, trustee, or other
natural person performing duties similar to those of director,
officer, or trustee for the corporation, association, or trust.
b. The source and amount of the funds or other considera
tion used, or to be 1£Sed, in making the acquisition.
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.: c. . Any plans or proposals which such person may have to
liquidate such member, to sell its assets or to merge
or con·
solidate it.

·
,a.a· 4e�itted sy the efflHffitBBHH½e-P;- of the total investment in
such member, broker, agent, or intermediary, as the· case may'
be.

d. The percentage of ownership which such person .proposes
to acquire and the
·· terms of the offer or exchange, as the case
may· be.

55. Premium defined.-"Premium" is the consideration for
insurance, by whatever name called. Any "assessment" dr any
"membership," "policy," "survey," "inspection," "service"' or;
similar fee or charge in consideration for an insurance contract·
·
·
is deemed part of the premium.

l e. Information as to any contracts, arrangements, or under
s· andings with any party with respect to any securities of
such member or controlling company, including, but not limited
to, information relating to the transfer of any securities,
Option ah·angements, puts or calls, or the giving or with
holding of proxies, _naming the party with whom such contract,
arrangements or understandings have been entered into and
givi?tg the details thereof.

50. ·Background information.-The information as to the
background and identity of each person about whom informa
tion is required to be furnished pursuant to subparagraph 49.a.
shall include, but not be limited to:
a. Such ·person's oct�pations, positions of employment; and
offices held.during the past 10 years..
b. The principal business and address of any business,
corporation, or .other organization. in which each such of/ice
was 'held, or in which
. . such occupation .or position ·of employment
wcis carried on.

.c . .. Whether such person was, at ·any time during s.uch 10ye(Zr period, convicted of any crime other than a traffie violation.
··
. d. : Whether· such person has been, during · such 10-year
period, the subject of any proceeding for the revocation of
any license and, if so, the nature of such proceeding and the
disposition thereof.
- e. . ' Whether, during such 10-year period, such person has
been. the subject <!I any proceeding under the Federal Bank
ruptcy Act or whether, during such 10-year period, any corpo
ration, partnership, firm, trust, , or association in . which such
person was a director, officer; trustee, partner, or other official
h(Ls _be.en.
. _subject to any such proceeding,. either during the
time _in. which such person was a director, officer, trustee, part1ier, or other. official, or within 1£ months thereafter.
· f. Wheth,er, during such 10-year period, such person has been
enjoined,: either . temporarily or permanently, by a court of
c'cmipetent juris'diction from violating any federal _or state law
regulating the business of insurance, securities or banking, or
from .carrying out- a11,y ,part.icular. practice..or practices in the
c,ourse ·of .. the -business· ·ot insurance, securities, or banking,
together with. details of any such event.
. 51_. ·. Security fund.-All underwriting members. shall be mem
bers of the ,security fund of any exchange.
_
· 52. . -. Underwriting member defined.-Whenever the term "un
derwriting member" is used in _this subsection· it shall be con
strued to mean. "underwriting _syndicate."
. 59, 0/[$ets.-Any acti�n, requirement, or constraint im
posed ·b y_t.he department shall reduce or offset similar.actions,
requirements or constra,ints of any ex.change.� HHHH'ft:aee ¼aW

tHHi � �4 thePeundeP �I+ � te tho eicehange,
¼ts memeet'SJ tHHi the insuPanee &F Pe'insuPaaee � through
the eiEehange, � a-e -ma� l,e ffiffim�tee &:r the eommissioneP
�nt te � However, Re sueh eJEeffifltion � ee _\!BffliPly
Elise1·imiHat0Py &!' ·detPiH'!ental te .tfte eel-¥eRey .O:J; lieensed i-ll
� f¼O ffi¼eh e-xempti-en slta-1-l h-a¥e the effeet O:J; allewing the
aeh-a-nge te p&F-tieip&te Ht ft flFaetiee eentrapyr te the puhlie
welfarei Re· sueh eiEemfltion &r &flfllieatien 94= the tnStH>anee ffiW
6ft&U i-nhlb-i-t the m�, effeetinness 61' effieieneyr &f: -the
eJtehange; &!Hi ne sueh exelHfltien &aal-l � eonbaFyr te tfte
p� &f: the euehange set &Ut m �tHffi fl+,.� e6ffi-
ffiHl!HOne-F � establish limitatieHs ea investment.a m mem
hei'!J &f: tho rneh::.nge.

-54: Restriction on member own
· ership.-The investment in
any member by brokers, agents, and intermediaries transacting
business on the exchange, and the investment· .in any such
broker, agent, or intermediary by any member, directly or in
directly,_ a-1-l as de#ne4 � f'tHe; shall in each case be limited
in the aggregate to less than 20 percent, 6f � leseeF �

- 56. Rules.-The department shall promulgate rules necessary
for or as cin aid to the effectuation of any provision of this
section.
(7) The performance of the contractual obligations of the
exchange or its members entered into pursuant to -subsection
(1) shall not be covered by any of the Florida state security ,or.
guaranty funds.
Section 24. If chapter 629, Florida Statutes, is repealed in:
accordance with the intent expressed in the Regulatory Reform
Act of 1976, as amended by chapter 77-457, Laws of Florida,
or as subsequently amended, it is the intent of the Legislature
that section 23 of this act shall also be repealed on the- same
date as is therein provided.
Section 2.5. Section. 23 of this act shall take effect upon
becoming a law.
Mr. Sadowski moved the adoption of the amendment to the.
amendment, which was adopted.
Representative Sadowski offered the following amendm.ent to.
the amendment:
.Amendment 3 to Amendment 1-On page 38, lines 1-4,
strike all of said lines and insert: Section 26.
WHEREAS, it is in the interest of the public for citiz'ehs of
the State of Florida to have in effect private passenger · motor
· ·
vehicle insurance, and
WHEREAS, it is in the interest of the public for such cover-.
age to be available at reasonable rates, and
WHIDREAS, the business of insurance is vested with the·
public interest, and
WHEREAS, the establishment of motor vehicle ins.urance·
rates is speculative in nature and lacks preciseness since it
involves the prediction of future events, and
WHEREAS, motor vehicl� insurance rates are est�blished
with due consideration of prospective loss experience and pros
pective administrative, selling, and loss adjustment expenses,
and
. WHEREAS, efficient management of an insurer, as well ·as
.underwriting and other expertise of an insurer, should be re·
flected in more competitive rates, rather than in a ·greater·
percentage of profit per policy, and
·.· WHEREAS, a premium or rate is excessive if ..it pro�uces a
profit from Florida business that is unreasonably high in re
lation. to the risk involved in the class of business or if ex
penses are unreasonably high in relation to services rendered,
�d
WHEREAS, motor vehicle insurers within rate filings include
a specified percentage for expected underwriting profit and
ccmtingency, and
WHEREAS, motor vehicle insurers may earn underwriting
profi. ts. in excess of that selected and specified in the rate filing
b·ecause the actual loss and expense experience may be less
than the projected loss and expense experience, . or may incur
underwriting losses because the actual.. loss aJ!d expense ex
perience may be greater than the projected loss and expense
experience, and
WH
_ EREAS, bec_ause it is impossible to prospectively 'ascer .
tain with. certainty the loss and expense experience which willbe incurred, a rate which does not appear excessive when filed
may in tact be excessive when examiried retrospectively
through consideration of actual loss and expense. experience ·
and resulting actual. underwriting profit, NOW; THEREFORE;
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Date
I.

INSURANCE: WORKERS' COMPENSATION THE INSIIBANCE EXCHANGE
AND AUTO EXCESS PROFITS
Revised
6/16/80
SUMMARY
This bill addresses three areas related to insurance workers' compensation, the Florida Insurance Exchange,
and excess profits. The workers' compensation portion
of the bill will be discussed in this analysis. For
the Insurance Exchange portion, please refer to the
analysis on HB 1745. For the excess profits portion,
please refer to the analysis on HB 1850.
In 1979, the Legislature substantially revised the
workers' compensation law, which mandates a series of
benefits to workers sustaining job-related injuries.
This bill amends several sections of the law to correct
errors made during the 1979 session and to deal with
problems which have arisen since the effective date
of the 1979 reform.

II.

SECTION-BY-SECTION ANALYS�S
Section 1. Returns the a·•·)ort:i.o:1ment section to its
status prior to the 1979 ��for□. The law presently
provides that an employer may be reimbursed from the
Special Disability Trust Fund if an employee's injury
is more severe than it would otherwise have been
because of a pre-existing condition and if the injury
results in death. The section used to provide that an
employer could be reimbursed if the employee survived
the accident and the injury were worse than it would
have been had there not been a pre-existing condition.
In rearranging the language in 1979, there was apparently
no intent to make a substantive change in the law.
Section 2. Deletes references in the subcontractor section
to exemptions for employing fewer than three workers and
The amendment returns the
to certificates of exemption.
situation to the way it was prior to August 1, 1979j
The general contractor is therefore liable for coverage
for all employees of all the subcontractors engaged on
a job unless the subcontractor has already secured
coverage.
Section 3. Amends section 440.12(2) by changing an
effective date from July 1, 1979, to August 1, 1979.
This change should have been made in SB 669 during the
1979 session but was not.
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Section 4. Deletes the reauirement from section 440.13(1)
that medical reports be filed by the doctor directly with
the division. Instead the doctor would continue to send
the reports to the employer (if self-insured) or to the
carrier, and then the self-insured employer or the carrier
would file the report directly with the division, as they
are doing now. Fu,rther, this bill extends from 5 to 15
the number of days which the self-insured employer or the
carrier has to f�Qe the report with the division.
Provides that the fee schedules required by section 440.13
(3)(a) be determined annually by a three-member panel con
sisting of the Secretary of Labor and Employment Security,
the Insurance Commissioner, and the state medical con
sultant of the division. The Insurance Commissioner is
included in the fee-setting process since the amounts paid
for medical treatment have a significant impact on the rates
charged to employers.
Adds pharmacists to the list of health care providers under
section 440.13. This makes them subject to the utilization
review mechanism and to the fee schedule.
Section 5. Clarifies that each of t�e events mentioned
in subparagraphs a.-d. of section 440.15(3)(b)3. which
might trigger the termination of wage-loss benefits is
an alternative to the others, and that the phrase "which
ever comes first," on page 16, line 15 means whichever
of the four comes first.
Further clarifi8s that any worker receiving wage-loss
benefits who reaches age 65 will not lose his benefits
unless he retires and is eligible to receive retirement
benefits under the federal Social Security System.
Changes the basis for computation of temporary partial
benefits from monthly to weekly. This will simplify
computations for the division and eliminate possible
distortion as between an employee who works the same
number of hours each week for the entire month and an
employee who works most of some weeks and not at all
during others.
Section 6. Amends subsection (1) of section 440.185
to delete the requirement that, within 30 days of injury,
the employee riotify the division. Instead, the employee
will have to notify only the employer--which is what is
actually happening anyhow.
Amends subsection (2) of section 440.185 to authorize
the division to provide for a different reporting
system for cases involving minor injuries requiring
professional attention but not resulting in loss of
more than seven days of work. Therefore, those injuries
which involve only medical costs can be reported in a
way which will cut down on the amount of mail the
division receives.
Amends subsection (4) of section 440.185 to require
the division to monitor undisputed claims to see that
proper benefits are being furnished and to make the
initial effort to resolve a dispute, without recourse
to the deputy commissioner; but, on failure to resolve
the dispute, to forward the file to the appropriate
deputy commissioner after a hearing has been requested.
The subsection presently requires the division to mail
an informational brochure to the injured worker upon
receipt of the notice of injury and to contact the
injured worker within 3 days if it appears that the
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injury may result in a permanent impairment.
ment is unaffected by the amendment.

This require

Section 7. Amends subsection (1) of section 440.19
to require the adv�sory opinion to be completed within
20 days after a c}aim is set for final hearing rather
than 10 days aftet receipt of the notice of injury.
Further, the lang'uage "shall be deemed a part of the
proceeding" is replaced with "may be considered
by the deputy commissioner in reaching any decision."
Finally, the filing of a notice to controvert is
added as another event which may trigger a request for
a hearing.
Amends subsection (2) (d) of section 440.19 to enumerate
those items which must be contained in a specific claim.
The items are those contained in a rule promulgated by
the division but the statute is much shorter. The bill
also removes the division and the deputy commissioner
as those who may make a motion to dismiss and leaves
"any interested party." Further, the bill requires
that any motion to dismiss "state with particularity
why the claim is not in compliance" with the statute.
The division therefore does not need rulemaking authority.
Section 8. Amends subsection (6) of section 440,20
to provide that a notice to controvert be sent to the
division when benefits are stopped after compensability
was initially accepted. This notice must state the
reasons for the delayed controversion and must be
furnished to the employee. The claimant will therefore
be informed that a positive action had been taken and
would not wonder why the checks have stopped. This
change will also expedite the claim filing and hearing
processing since the notice to controvert can trigger
both.
Amends subsection (8) of section 440.20 to increase
from 20 to 30 the number of days the employer/carrier
has in which to pay compensation awarded by a deputy
commissioner before a penalty will be assessed. Since
the employer/carrier has 30 days to appeal an award,
it is unfair to assess a penalty for failure to pay
that award before the time to appeal has expired.
Amends subsection (9) of section 440.20 to add the
words "carrier" and "servicing agent" to those on whom
interest may be assessed to preclude an employer's
being assessed if the delay were not his fault.
Section 9. Amends subsection (1) of section 440.25
to delete the division's authority to make rules
regarding the filing of a claim since the change to
section 440.19(2) (d) [see Section 7 of this analysis]
makes the statute self-sufficient. The bill also adds
the filing of a notice to controvert as a trigger act
permitting the filing of a claim, in accordance with
the other changes in the bill.
Amends subsection (2) of section 440.25 to delete the
requirement that notification of the filing of a claim
and the filing of a request for hearing be made by
certified mail. The parties involved have not experienced
any difficulty with regular mail and therefore the admin
istrative hassle and the expense ($1.40 each) would not
seem to be justified.
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Amends subsection (3) (a) of section 440.25 to require
that a request for hearing refer to the claim previously
filed and state the reasons for requesting a hearing.
Since the claim will have to be filed in accordance with
the specificity rei:;Juirements added to section 440.19 (2) (d)
[see Section 7 of/this analysis], the statute will be
self-sufficient and no rule-making authority is necessary.
As in section 440.. 19(2) (d), the bill also limits motions
to dismiss for lack of specificity to "any interested
part" since it is pointless to have the division move
to dismiss if the interested party is ready to proceed.
Amends subsection (3) (d) of section 440.25 to delete
a reference to the Industrial Relations Commission and
make necessary conforming changes.
Adds two new paragraphs to subsection (4) of section
440.25 to provide statutory authority for an insolvency
petition and for the posting of an appeal bond. Such
authority was contained in other paragraphs of section
440.25(4) but those were repealed effective September
30, 1979, to be superseded by rules adopted by the
Florida Supreme Court. The required rules were adopted
but the Supreme Court has no authority to provide for an
insolvency petition or for an appeal bond and did not
attempt to do so. These provisions must be enacted by
the Legislature.
Section 10. Amends section 440.271 to provide that
appeals to be filed in accordance with rules prescribed
by the Florida Supreme Court and that the division shall
be a party to such appeals. This change reinstates
language from another section made inapplicable by the
abolition of the IRC.
Section 11. Amends subsection (2) of section 440.29
to provide the chief commissioner with the statutory
authority to contract for the reporting of hearings
and to provide for the preparation of a record of hearings
and other proceedings before the deputy commissioners.
Amends subsection (3) of section 440.29 to delete a
reference to the Industrial Relations Commission.
Section 12. Amends section 440.32 to delete a reference
to the Industrial Relations Commission.
Section 13. Amends section 440.33 to delete references
to the Industrial Relations Commission.
Section 14. Amends section 440.34 to add a new subsection
(2) to restore a subsection which may have been inadvertantly
omitted during the 1979 revisions to require the deputy
commissioner to consider only the benefits secured by the
attorney's efforts in determining the attorney's fee.
Amends section 440.34 to add another new subsection (5)
to provide specific authority to award an attorney's fee
at the appellate level.
Amends subsections (1), (3), and (6) of section 440.34
(as renumbered after adding the two new subsections
discussed above) to delete references to the Industrial
Relations Commission.
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Section 15. Amends subsections (3), (4), (5), and (6)
of section 440.44 to provide the chief commissioner
with the st�tutory �uthority to mnkr certnin expenditures;
to prescribe duties of employees; to maintain an office;
to conduct hearings in the state; and to have a seal.
Section 16. Arnemls section 440.442 to eliminate unneces
sary paperwork. �ince the section requires the deputy
commissioners to 'abide by the Code of Judicial Conduct,
they are, in an abundance of caution, filing their
federal tax returns with the Judicial Qualifications
Commission as required by subparagraph C of Canon 6.
This is an exercise in futility because the JQC has no
authority over the deputy commissioners since they are
not judges. The JQC would never have occasion to discipline
the deputy commissioners and therefore has no use for these
pieces of paper. Further, since the deputy commissioners
have to file disclosure forms containing substantially
the same information with the Secretary of State, no
harm is done by exempting them from this requirement.
Amends the section to delete references to the Industrial
Relations Commission.

Section 17. Amends subsection (3) of section 440.45 to
give the Chief Commissioner authority to hire personnel
and to make it clear that employees of the division should
cooperate with him.
Section 18. Amends section 440.47 to provide the chief
commissioner with statutory authority to receive reimbursement
for travel expenses.
Section 19. Amends subsection (11) of section 440.51
to permit the division to furnish the Florida experience
to the Department of Insurance on an accident year basis
rather than a policy year basis.
Section 20. Amends subsection (6) of section 627.091
to clarify that a committee of a rating organization
need meet in Florida only when the committee will be
discussing matters related to Florida rates.
Section 21. Amends section 627.215 to conform the
workers' compensation excess profits law to the auto
excess profits law. Refer to the analysis on HB 1850.
Section 22. Includes sections 20 and 21 of the bill in
the sunset of the Insurance Code in 1982.
Sections 23 - 27. Contain the provisions relating to
the insurance exchange and to the auto excess profits.
Section 28

is the severability clause.

Section 29. Provides that the workers' compensation
portion of the act shall apply to all claims for injury
arising out of accidents occurring on or after July 1,
1980.
Sec�ion 30. Provides an effective date of July 1, 1980,
for the workers' compensation portion of the act.
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III.

FISCAL IMPAC T
State Impact--No adverse fiscal impact.
Rather, to the
extent that paper-handling by the division is reduced,
money should be s �ed.
j
Private Sector Impact--General contractors will again
be specifically liable for compensation to employees of
subcontractors who do not secure compensation, regardless
of the number of employees. This is, however, the
present situation since the shift in liability to the
subcontractors by means of the certificates of exemption
did not prove workable.

IV.

COMMENTS
The last sentence of section 440.13(3) (a) was deleted by
amendment on the House floor on May 30, but the stricken
language is not shown in the bill.
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SUMMARY:
A.

Present Situation:
This bill addresses three areas related to insurance workers' compensation, excess profits, and the F lorida
Insurance Exchange. Each of these areas is discussed
separately below:
Workers' Compensation - Last session, the Legislature
substantially revised the workers' compensation law, which
provides a system of benefits to workers experiencing
work-related injuries. This bill amends several sections
of the law to make technical corrections and to deal with
problems that have arisen since the law became effective.
The changes include the following:
1. Returns the "apportionment" section to its prior
status, which deals with aggravation of pre
existing injuries.
2. Returns the subcontractor section to its prior
status, eliminating the exemption for
subcontractors with fewer than three employees.
3. Changes the date from July 1, 1979, to August 1,
1979, for payment of compensation up to 1ooi of
the statewide average weekly wage to conform to
the effective date of the law.
4. Deletes the requirement that medical reports be
filed by the doctor with the division, and extend
from 5 to 15 days the time within which a carrier
and employer must file medical reports with the
division. Also makes pharmacists subject to
utilization review and the fee schedule.
5. Clarifies that a 65 year old employee stops
receiving wage loss benefits only if he is
Also,
eligible for Social Security benefits.
changes the basis for computation of temporary
partial benefits from monthly to weekly.
6. Authorizes the division to determine the method
for reporting injuries which result in loss of
work for seven days or less.
7. Changes the time periodp for the issuance of an
advisory opinion by the division. Also specifies
in greater detail what/information a claim must
contain in order to bd specific, and removes the
division's authority to dismiss a claim that is
not specific.
8. Requires notice to the division if an employer /
carrier terminates payment of benefits. Increases
from 20 to 30 days the time within which
compensation must be paid after an award before a
penalty is assessed.
9. Deletes certified mail requirement for notice
that a claim has been filed. Authorizes the
filing of an insolvency petition upon appeal, and
for the posting of an appeal bond.
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Provides the Chief Commissioner with certain
procedural and expenditure powers.
Requires the deputy commissioner, in awarding an
attorney's fee, to consider only those benefits
to the claimant that the attorney is responsible
for securing.
Amends the definition of excessive profits for
workers' compensation insurance to delete the
inclusion of investment income generated by loss
reserves from the calculation, and to conform to the
new lan';!Ua<;)"e,
Removes the authority of the division to adopt
medical fee schedules and places the authority with
the Secretary of Labor, toe Insurance Commissioner,
and the division's medical" consultant.

Excess Profits - The automobile insurance excess profits law
was enacted in 1977. The purpose of tHa law i�_to protect
Florida motorists from excessive motor vehicle insurance
rates.
It requires all insurance companies which write
private passenger automobile insurance in Florida to file an
annual report, containing specified data, with the Department
of Insurance. The department then reviews the data to
determine whether an insurer has collected an excessive
profit, as defined in the law. If it has, the department
"may" order the insurer to rebate the excess to its policy
holders. The department may excuse an insurer from
submitting the required data if the insurer's volume of
automobile business is so small that it would not justify the
expense of the reporting requirement.
The Circuit Court of the Second Judicial Circuit, in Leon
County, Florida ruled that the law is unconstitutional on
two grounds:
1. As an unlawful and improper delegation of legislative
authority since the use of the word "may" empowers the
department to use unbridled discretion to determine
which insurers must rebate excess profits, without
providing any standards or limitations on such
discretion.
2. As a violation of equal protection since the
exemption of certain insurers based on volume of
business creates an unreasonable classification which
bears no rational relationship to the purpose of the
statute.
The unlawful delegation problem is addressed in this bill by
changing "may" to "shall", thereby requiring the Insurance
Department to order the return of;excess profits, by all
insurers who must meet the report:J.ng requirements. The equa
protection problem is addressed oy requiring all companies
writing private passenger automobile insurance, regardless
of the volume of business, to comply with the reporting
requirement. Under this bill, the only exception to uniform,
mandatory application of the excess profits requirements is
that a company will not be required to return excessive
profits if such refund would render the company insolvent.
The current law does not specify which policyholders are to
receive rebates. The court noted that this leaves too much
discretion in the hands of the department. In its orders
and rules, the department has provided that refunds be made
to the policyholders in the last year of the review period.
This bill codifies the department's position.
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Current law requires that all refunds be made by a cash payment
This bill permits insurers to apply refunds as a credit on
renewal premiums. The bill states the legislative intent to
apply the act retrospectively to the years 1977 , 1978, and 1979.
Insurance Exchange - Section 629 .401, Florida Statutes, created
last session, authorizes the establishment of a Florida
Insurance Exchange for the purpose of providing facilities for
the underwriting of reinsurance of all kinds of insurance,
direct insurance of all kinds on ris ks located entirely outside
the United States, and surplus lines insurance eligible for
export under certain provisions of the insurance code when
placed through a licensed Florida surplus lines agent. The
seven-member committee appointed to write a constitution and
bylaws for the insurance exchange is required to submit the
same to the Insurance Commissioner and Treasurer no later than
30 days prior to the commencement of a regular annual
legislative session; the Insurance Commissioner is required to
submit recommendations to the Legislature by the first day of
the session. The Insurance Commissioner has the authority to
eliminate the application to the exchange of sections of the
insurance code.
This bill attempts to solve some legal and practical problems
that have arisen. It has been suggested that current law which
provides for the establishment of one Florida insurance
exchange may violate the state constitution which prohibits the
grant of privilege to a private corporation by a special law
or general law of local application. This bill provides for
the establishment of one or more insurance exchanges to be
located in the state
This bill would change the time frame and body to which the
committee appointed to write the constitution and bylaws for
the insurance exchange shall submit the same; the report shall
be made to the Insurance Commissioner and Treasurer and the
Legislature no later than 5 days prior to the adjournment of
the regular session of the Legislature or no later than 5 days
prior to the commencement of any special or organizational
legislative session.
The bill increases the size and composition of the initial
boi:l.rf} of governors of any exchange from seven .to fo.urteen.
members with the President of the Senate and the Speaker of
the House each receiving one additional appointment, the
Governor receiving three appointments, and the Minority
Leaders of the Senate and the House receiving one appointment
each.
!
'

Current law gives the Insurance Co�issioner the power to
eliminate sections of the insuranc� code from applicability to
the exchange. It has been suggested that this may be an
unconstitutional delegation of legislative power. The bill
specifies which sections of the code are to apply to the
exchange and gives the Insurance Commissioner regulatory
authority over the exchange.
II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
Wor kers' Compensation - General contractors would again be
liable for compensation to employees of subcontractors who do
not secure compensation, regardless of the number of employees.
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Attorney's fees would be based only on that portion of the
benefits to the claimant that the attorney is responsible for
securing. It is not clear if an attorney's fee would be
allowed prior to an order resolving a disputed claim. Insolvent
claimants would be provided a procedure to petition for relief
from the costs of an appeal.
E xcess Profits - All automobile insurance companies would
become subJect to the excess profits law regardless of volume
of business. Therefore, low volume insurance companies will
incur the expense of the reporting requirements.
Policyholders will be protected from the unconstitutionality
of the present law by the retroactive application of the new
law.
B.

Government:
Workers' Compensation - The reporting requirements to the
division would be substantially decreased under this bill,
thereby reducing the man-hours necessary to process the reports
and eliminating the necessity of hiring additional personnel
for this task. The deletion of the certified mail requirement
for division notice to an employer/carrier that a claim has
been filed will eliminate the expense ($1.40 each) presently
incurred.
The Chief Commissioner would be authorized to receive
reimbursement for travel expenses.

III.

COMMENTS:
Although all three areas of the bill relate to insurance, they may
be sufficiently diverse to violate the "one subject" rule of the
state constitution.
The retroactive application of the new excess profits law may be
unconstitutional if it is interpreted as adversely affecting vested
rights.
Technical error -- The last sentence of section 440.13(3) (a) is
deleted (p. 11), dealing with maximum hospital payments, but the
stricken language is not shown in the bill.
P assed by the Legislature on June 6, 1980.

SUMM..ARY
Proposed Subsection (6) of Section 629.401, Florida Statutes*
Subparagraph(6)of 629.401, Florida Statutes, sets forth the powers,
rights, and duties of the Florida Insurance Department over any insurance
exchange.

The primary emphasis is on solvency.

The Department is required to approve applications of underwriting
syndicates.

Approval is to be based on an examination not only of the assets

but also of the ownership and management of any underwriting syndicate.
The latter involves an investigation of the character, reputation, financial
standing, and motives of the organizers, incorporators or subscribers of
any underwriting syndicate and an investigation into the background of any
proposed officers.
UnderNriting syndicates are required to file financial statements
with the Department once a year.

Annual statements must be filed as of

March 1 of each year unless an extension of time for filing is permitted
by the Department.

The financial statement shall be based on the financial

condition of the underwriting syndicate as of the December 31 preceding.
The Department also has the responsibility and right to review the
activities of agents and to withdraw their licenses if they should be guilty
of violating the insurance law.
Tne Department shall have the right to examine the affairs, trans
actions, accounts, records, and assets of any security fund, exchange,
member

or associate broker.

An examination may be conducted by the

accredited examiners of the Department.

Any examiner appointwt by the

Department may administer oaths, examine and cross-examine witnesses,
receive oral and documentary evidence, and shall have the power to subpoena witnesses, comnel their attendance and testimony, and require by
subpoena the production of books, papers, and records.
*Prepared by Dr. Claude Lilly
FSU College of Business
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The subparagraph sets forth the minimum paid-in capital and surplus
required to start an underwriting syndicate, and it sets forth the minimum
policyholder surplus required to write business.
Limitations on the amount of coverage that can be written are included
in subparagraph 6.

No underwriting syndicate member can expose itself to

any loss on any one risk in an amount exceeding ten percent of its surplus
to policyholders.

In addition, coverage cannot be written if the ratio of

premiums written to surplus exceeds 8.5 to 1 or the writing of such coverage
would produce a premiwns written to surplus ratio of more than 8. 5 to 1.
Underwriting syndicates are required to maintain loss and unearned
premium reserves.

These reserves will be subject to review by the Department.

Limitations on dividend payouts are set forth.

These limitations aid

the Department in preventing an underwriting syndicate from granting excess
dividends to the detriment of insureds.
The Department has the right to liquidate, rehabilitate, or place
restrictions on the operations of a member or associate broker if the
Department ascertains that the member or associate broker is having financial
difficulty.

The Department also has the right to suspend, reprimand, censure,

or fine any member or associate broker that engages in prohibited conduct
as defined in 629.401 (6)(b)(32).
The subparagraph sets forth the requirements that have to be met in
order for a piece of business to be eligible for export.

This material

parallels that currently found in the Florida Insurance Law.
The subparagraph

establishes that all underwriting syndicates will

be members of each exchange's security fund.
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Amendment 1-On pages 1 and 2, strike everything after
the enacting clause and insert: Section 1. Subsection (16) of
section 212.02, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:
212.02 Definitions.-The following terms and phrases when
used in this chapter, shall have the meaning ascribed to them
in this section, except where the context clearly indicates a
different meaning:
(16) The term "admissions" means and includes the net
'sum of money after deduction of any federal taxes for ad
mitting a person or vehicle or persons to any place of amuse
ment, sport, or recreation or for the privilege of entering
or staying in any place of amusement, sport, or recreation,
including but not limited to theaters, outdoor theaters, shows,
exhibitions, games, races, or any place where charge is made
by way of sale of tickets, gate charges, seat charges, box
charges, season pass charges, cover charges, greens fees, par
ticipation fees, entrance fees, or other fees or receipts of
anything of value measured on an admission or entrance or
length of stay or seat box accommodations in any place where
there is any exhibition, amusement, sport, or recreation, and
all dues paid to private clubs providing recreational facilities,
including but not limited to golf, tennis, swimming, yachting
and boating facilities. The term "admissions" shall not mean
or include any charge made for entering or staying upon any
boat or vessel for the privilege of fishing. The term "admis
sions" shall not mean or include charges for admission by
any organization described in s. 170(c) of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1954, as amended, to live performances of ballet, dance,
or choral performances, concerts, (instrumental and vocal),
plays (with and without music), operas, and readings, ocean
scienc_e centers, museums of science, historical museums, and
botamcal and zoological gardens, and exhibitions of paintings,
sculpture, photography, and graphic and craft arts.
Section 2. This act shall take effect July 1, 1980.
Amendment 2-On page 1, lines 2-8 in title, strike all
of said Jines and insert: An act relating to the tax on sales use
and other transactions; amending s. 212.02(16), Florida 'stat�
utes; exempting from the term "admissions" for purposes of
the tax thereon charges made for entering upon a vessel for the
privilege of fishing; providing an effective date.
Amendment 4-On page 2, line 14, insert: Section 2. Para
graph (i) of subsection (7) of section 212.08, Florida Statutes
is amended to read:
212.08 Sales, rental, storage, use tax; specified exemptions.
T_he _sale_ at retail, the rental, the use, the consumption, the
d1stnbut10n, and the storage to be used or consumed in this
state of the following tangible personal property are hereby
specifically exempt from the tax imposed by this chapter.
(7) Miscellaneous Exemptions.Household fuels.-Also exempt from payment of the tax
(i)
.
imposed by this chapter are sales of utilities to residential house
holds or owners of residential models in this state by utility
companies who pay the gross receipts tax imposed under s.
203.01, and sales of fuel to residential households or owners of
residential models, including oil, kerosene, liquefied petroleum
gas, coal, wood and other fuel products used in the household
or residential model for the purposes of heating, cooking light
ing, and refrigeration, regardless of whether such s�les of
utilities and fuels are separately metered and billed direct to
the residents or are metered and billed to the landlord. If any
part of the utility or fuel is used for a nonexempt purpose the
entire sale shall be taxable. The landlord shall provide a sepa
rate meter for nonexempt utility or fuel consumption.
(Renumber Subsequent Section.)
Amendment 5-On page 1, line 7 in title, after ; insert: pro
viding an exemption from tax on sales of household fuels;
On motions by Senator Tobiassen, the Senate concurred in
the house Amendments.
SB 257 passed as amended and the action of the Senate was
certified to the House. The vote on passage was:
Yeas-27
Anderson
Frank
Beard
Gorman
Childers, W. D. Grizzle
Fechtel
Henderson
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Hill
Holloway
Jenne

Maxwell

McClain
McKnight
Myers
Neal

Peterson
Scarborough
Scott

Skinner
Steinberg
Stuart

Thomas
Tobiassen
Vogt

Ware
Winn

Nays-None
Vote after roll call:
Yea-Hair
The bill was ordered engrossed and then enrolled.
The Honornble Philip D. Lewis, President
I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Repre�
sentatives has adopted HCR 1879 and requests the concurrence
of the Senate.
Allen Morris, Clerk
By Representative EvansHCR 1879-A concurrent resolution re-commending and en
couraging the use of "kill switches" on motor boats.
-was read the first time in full. On motion by Senator
Maxwell, the rules were waived and the bill was placed on
the calendar.
On motions by Senator Maxwell, HCR 1879 was taken up out
of order by unanimous consent, by two-thirds vote read the·
second time by title and adopted. The vote on adoption was:
Yeas-31
Grizzle
Anderson
Henderson
Beard
Hill
Carlucci
Holloway
Childers, D.
Childers, W. D. Jenne
Johnston
Fechtel
Maxwell
Frank
McClain
Gorman

McKnight
Myers
Neal
Peterson
Scarborough
Scott
Skinner
Steinberg

Stuart
Thomas
Tobiassen
Trask
Vogt
Ware
Winn

Nays-None
Vote after roll call:
Yea-Hair
SPECIAL ORDER, continued
HB 1745-A bill to be entitled An act relating to the Flor
ida Insurance Exchange; amending s. 629.401, Florida Statutes,
authorizing the creation of one or more insurance exchanges;
modifying time periods regarding transmitting the proposed
constitution and bylaws of the exchange to the Insurance Com
missioner and Treasurer and to the Legislature; increasing· the
size and composition of the initial board of governors of any
exchange, giving the Governor three appointments and the
Speaker of the House of Representatives and the President
of the Senate an additional appointment each; providing .for
application of certain laws; providing for regulation of. the
exchange by the Department of Insurance; providing for exam
inations and investigations; providing duties and obligations of
underwriting members; providing for hearings; providing for
admissibility of examination reports as evidence; providing for
confidentiality; providing for reimbursement of expenses to
department; providing powers of examiners; providiilg for con
tempt and perjury penalties; providing certain immunity; re
quiring certain paid-in capital and surplus; providing require
ments with regard to risk limitation, premium and loss reserves,
profit distribution, dividends and borrowing; providing depart
ment powers to restrict or suspend certain member's or associ
ate brokers' right to transact business; specifying prohibited
conduct; providing for involuntary withdrawal, suspension, rep
rimand, censure. and fines; providing applicability of fees and
fines of .other jurisdict.ions; providing requirements for . eli
gibility for export; providing for noncomplying policies; pro
viding time limitations for judgments or decrees; providing
conditions for certain tender offers, exchange offers, and· pure:
chases; providing penalties; providing for conditional repeal;
providing an effective date.
-W;J.S read the second time by title.
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The Committee on Commerce offered the following amend
ment which was moved by Senator Johnston and adopted:
Amendment 1-On page 2, line 20, after "exchan,qes" insert:
, with one or more offices each,
The Committee on Commerce offered the following amend
ments which were moved by Senator Ware and adopted:
,

A�endment 2-On page 4, lines 8-11, strike all of said lines
and rnsert: of f?ui:teen 6e¥eft members, three appointed by the
Insurance Comm1ss1oner and Treasurer, three � by the Speak
er of the House of Representatives, three e:oo twe by the Presi
dent of the Senate, one by the minority leader of the House

of Representatives, one by the minority leader of the Senate,
and three by the Governor of Florida, to serve until

Amendment 3-On page 1 in title, line 14, after the semi
colon insert: providing for one appointment each by the minor
ity leaders of the Senate and House of Representatives;
On motion by Senator Johnston, by two-thirds vote HB 1745
as amended was read the third time by title, passed and certi
fied to the House. The vote on passage was:
Yeas-29
Anderson
Barron
· Beard
; Carlucci
Chamberlin
· Childers, D.
Childers, W. D.
· D:mn

Fechtel
Frank
Gorman
Grizzle
Henderson
Hill
Johnston
Maxwell

McClain
McKnight
Myers
Neal
. Scarborough
Scott
Skinner
Steinberg

Thomas
Tobiassen
Trask
Vogt
Ware

Nays-None
Votes after roll call:
Yea-Hair, Peterson
On motions by Senator Myers, the rules were waived and by
two-thirds vote HB 424 was withdrawn from the Committee
on Economic, Community and Consumer Affairs, Ways and
Means Subcommittee E and the Committee on Ways and Means
and by two-thirds vote placed at the end of the special order
calendar.
SB 194-A bill to be entitled An act relating to insurance;
amending s. 626.321(1)(a), Florida Statutes; expanding motor
vehicle physical damage insurance license to include mechani
cal breakdown insurance; requiring applicants for such license
to pass a written examination; amending s. 634.041(10) and
(13), Florida Statutes; requiring an automobile warranty as
sociation to establish a 100 percent unearned premium reserve
and to amortize it on a pro rata basis over the duration of the
warranty contract; requiring the investment of assets in ac
cordance with ss. 625.301-625.340, Florida Statutes; repealing
s. 6_34.041(14), Florida Statutes, relating to the adoption of
. alternative reserve methods; prpviding for · conditional · repeal·'
providing an effective date.
-was read the second time by title.
Senator Anderson moved the following amendments which
were adopted:
Amendment 1-On page 2, between Jines 7 and 8 insert:
Section 2. Subsection (14) of section 634.041, Florida Stat
utes, as created by chapter 78-231, Laws of Florida, is hereby
repealed and subsections (10) and (13) of said section are
amended to read:
634.041 Qualifications for license.-To qualify for and hold
a_ license to issue warranty contracts in this state, an associa
tion . shall be otherwise in compliance with this act, with related
sections of the Insurance Code, and with its charter powers
· and shall comply with the following:
(10) An association shall establish a 100 percent unearned
. premium _reserve and amortize the unearned premium on a pro

rata _basis over the duration of the warranty contract. An
association that establishes the 100 percent unearned premium

reserve may also capitalize the acquisition cost up to 50
percent of the unearned premium as a prepaid asset and
amortize the acquisition cost on a pro rata basis over the
duration of the warranty contract. � t-hese asseeiatiens VHHefl

de n&t e-l,ta-in eentFaetual liability iaouranee, GD unearaed
p1·emium resef'-'re eq-tteJ ¼ 4-ll � &f tfi-e � premium
ehaPgea 5hiH± � set � - e&e!. w1nFant;· eeati•aet �
� - 6ft!Ht � maintained -\ffittt � e1cpiFati0n &f tfi-e
$� � eentFaets � MF & � H¼ eJEee5ll &f ±
:fe&F sh-at¼ � tfi-e unearnea premium � annually
aeeording � the reoor-ve tahl€ furnishea � the aepartmeat.
(13) An association required to maintain the unearned
premium reserve shall also maintain at all times unencumbered
assets in an amount equal to the required reserve. Such assets
shall be held in the form of cash or invested in securities for
investments under ss. 625.301-625.940 &. �Section 3. If chapter 634, Florida Statutes, is repealed in
accordance with the intent expressed in the Regulatory Reform
Act of 1976, as amended by chapter 77-457, Laws of Florida,
or as subsequently amended, it is the intent of the Legislature
that section 2 shall also be repealed on the same date as is
therein provided.
(Renumber subsequent section.)

Amendment 2-On page 1, in title line 7 after the semicolon
";" i_n�ert: amending s: 634.041(10) 'and (13), Florida Statutes;
reqmnng an automobile warranty association to establish a
100 percent unearned premium reserve and to amortize it on
a pr?. rata basi_s over the duration of the warranty contract;
requirmg the mvestment of assets in accordance with ss.
?25.301-625.340, Florida Statutes; repealing s. 634.041(14), Flor
ida Statutes, relating to the adoption of alternative reserve
methods; providing for conditional repeal;
On motion by Senator Anderson, by two-thirds vote SB
194 as amended was read the third time by title passed ordered
engrossed and then certified to the House. The vote' on pas
sage was:
Yeas-30
Anderson
Grizzle
Beard
Hair
Childers, D.
Henderson
Childers, W. D. Hill
Dunn
Jenne
Fechtel
Johnston
Frank
Maxwell
Gorman
McClain

McKnight
Myers
Neal
Peterson
Scott
Skinner
Steinberg
Stuart

Thomas
Tobiassen
Trask
Vogt
Ware
Winn

Nays-None
. SB 932-A bill to be entitled An act relating to drivers'
IJ_ce_nses; amendmg s. 322.251(1), (2), Florida Statutes; pro
v1dmg that orders of cancellation, suspension or revocation is
sued under certain provisions of law comply �ith certain notice
procedures; deleti�g the requirement that the affidavit proving
that notice was given be sworn to upon notice issuance· pro'
viding an effective date.
-was read the se�ond time by title. On motion by Senator
Holloway, by two-thirds vote SB 932 was read the third time
by title, passed and certified to the House. The vote on passage
was:
Yeas-26
Beard
Grizzle
Carlucci
Hair
Childers, W. D. Henderson
Dunn
Hill
Fechtel
Holloway
Frank
Jenne
Gorman
Johnston

MacKay
Maxwell
Myers
Neal
Peterson
Scarborough
Scott

Skinner
Trask
Vogt
Williamson
Winn

Nays-None
. SB 1246-A bill to_ be
�1cle records; amendu�g
1zrng the use of certarn
proceedings; eliminating

entitled An act relating to motor ve
s. 322.201, Florida Statutes; authorcomputer copies as evidence in court
certification by the Department of
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SUMMARY
This bill would make three changes in section 440.34,
Florida Statutes, affecting attorney's fees in the workers'
compensation system. The first change restores a subsec
tion which may have been inadvertently omitted during the
1979 revisions. This subsection requires the deputy com
missioner to consider only the benefits secured by the
attorney's efforts in determining the attorney's fee. The
second change provides specific authority to award an
attorney's fee at the appellate level. The third change
deletes unnecessary references to the Industrial Relations
Commission.
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A.

Present Situation
In regard to the first change, a number of attorneys
around the state are presently entering into retainer
agreements with their clients. Details of these agree
ments vary considerably. One such agreement - which
based the attorney's fee on all compensation benefits
being received rather than on the amount secured through
the attorney's efforts � was challenged by the employer/
insurance carrier.
In East Coast Tire Company v. Denmark,
the First District Court of Appeal noted that the pro
vision in section 440.34 requiring the deputy commissioner
to consider only that portion of the award that the
attorney was responsible for securing was no longer in
the law and concluded that it had been deliberately re
pealed. The court went on to reverse and remand the case
for further proceedings to determine an appropriate
attorney's fee since the factors in section 440.34(1)
were not considered by the deputy commissioner when he
approved the retainer agreement. Therefore, though the
deputy commissioner must consider the benefits resulting
to the claimant, that is only one of eight factors which
must inform the deputy commissioner's determination.
In regard to the second change, the provision specifical
ly authorizing attorney's fees at the appeallate level
was not included in the 1979 revision to section 440.34.
It might be argued that the language in present 440.34(1)
stating "No fee .
shall be paid for services rendered
. unless approved as reasonable by the
. court
having jurisdiction over such proceedings" envisions a
fee at the apnellate level.
However, the specific
authorization existed as a separate subsection prior to
1979 and its elimination in 1979 might be construed to
suggest a legislative intent to restrict fees to the
deputy commissioner level.

Page 2 of 2
In regard to the third change, the Legislature trans
ferred appellate jurisdiction from the Industrial Rela
tions Commission to the First District Court of Appeal,
effective October 1, 1979. This change deletes unneces
sary references to the IRC.
B.

Probable Effect
Reinstating the provision requiring awards of attorney's
fees to be based on benefits secured would establish
legislative intent to that effect and would further
circumscribe the deputy commissioner's discretion in
awarding fees and approving retainer agreements.
Reinstating the provision regarding fees at the
appellate level would clarify the authority of the
First District Court of Appeal to determine fees.
Deleting references to the IRC is a clean-up measure.
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Attorney's Fees
A bill to be entitled

2

An act relating to workers' compensation; amending

4

to the Industrial Relations Commission; providing

3

s. 440.34, Florida Statutes; deleting references

5
6

that in awarding an attorney's fee, the deputy
commissioner may consider only those benefits

@ @ (P

the attorney is responsible for securing; authoriz-

9

10
11

12

13

14

15
16

17

ing the award of attorney's fees at the appellate
level; providing an effective date.

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1.

..

Sel1ea ��- Carton

Subsections (1) , ( 2) , and (4) of section

and (5) are added, and subsections ( 2) , (3) , and (4) are
renumbered, to read:

Attorney's fees; costs; penalty for viola-

18

tions.--

20

be paid for services rendered for a claimant in connection

22

approved as reasonable by the deputy commissioner, eem.missien,

�

as provided by this sub�ection, any attorney's fee approved

19

21

23

25
26

(1)

No fee, gratuity, or other consideration shall

with any proceedings arising under this chapter, unless
or court having jurisdiction over such proceedings.

Except

by a deputy commissioner shall be equal to 2 5 percent of the

first $5,000 of the amount of the benefits secured, 20 percent

ll

of the next $5,000 of the amount of the benefits secured,

�

secured, and 15 percent of the remaining amount of the

31

consider the following factors in each case and may increase

28

30

20 percent of the next $5,000 of the amount of benefits
benefits secured.

However, the deputy commissioner shall
1

U
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440.34, Florida Statutes, are amended, new subsections (2)
440.34
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I 1-

or decrease the attorney's fee if, in his judgment, the
circumstances of the particular case warrant such action:

2

(a)

The time and labor required, the novelty and

4

difficulty of the questions involved, and the skill

5

requisite to perform the legal service properly.

6

(b)

The likelihood, if apparent to the claimant,

that the acceptance of the particular employment will
8

preclude employment of the lawyer by others or cause antago

9

nisms with other clients.
(c)

10
11

similar legal services.
(d)

12
13

(e)

( f)

The nature and length of the professional

relationship with the claimant.

18

19

The time limitation imposed by the claimant or the

circumstances.

16

17

The amount involved in the controversy and the

benefits resulting to the claimant.

14

15

The fee customarily charged in the locality for

(g)

The experience, reputation, and ability of the

lawyer or lawyers performing services.

20

(h )

The contingency or certainty of a fee.

21

(2)

In awarding a reasonable attorney's fee,

22

the deputy commissioner shall consider only that portion

·23

of the award to the claimant that the attorney is responsible

24

for securing.

25

If the claimant should prevail in any proceedings

26

before a deputy commissioner, eemmiesien, or court, there

V

shall be taxed against the employer the reasonable costs of

n

such proceedings, not to include the claimant's attorney's

29

fees.

30

own attorney's fees, except that a claimant shall be entitled

31

to recover a reasonable attorney's fee from a carrier or

A claimant shall be responsible for the payment of his

2

employer:
2

(a)

Against whom he successfully asserts a claim for

3

medical berefits only, if the claimant has not filed or is

4

not entitled to file at such time a claim for disability,

5

permanent impairmant, wage-loss, or death benefits, arising

6

out of the same accident; or
(b)

In cases where the deputy commissioner issues an

a

order finding that a carrier has acted in bad faith with

9

regard to handling an injured worker's claim and the injured

10

worker has suffered economic loss.

11

paragraph, "bad faith" means conduct by the carrier in the

12

handling of a claim which amounts to fraud, malice, oppression

13

or willful, wanton or reckless disregard of the rights of the

14

claimant.

15

the deputy commissioner through a separate fact-finding

16

proceeding; or

17

18
19

(c)

For the purposes of this

Any determination of bad faith shall be made by

In a proceeding where a carrier or employer denies

that an injury occurred for which compensation benefits are
payable, and the claimant prevails on the issue of compen-

20

sability.

In the situations set forth in paragraph (bl, the

21

payment of such attorney's fees shall not be recouped, direct-

22

ly or indirectly, by any carrier in the rate base, premium,

23

or any rate filing.

24

(4) -f3t

In such cases where the claimant is responsible

25

for the payment of his own attorney's fees, such fees shall

26

be a lien upon compensation payable to the claimant, not

27

withstanding the p rovisions of s. 440.22.

28
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�

claim, award or compensation order before any court, the

�

court may allow or increase the attorney's fees, in its

31

discretion, which shall be paid as the court may direct.

3

(6) 147
2

(a)

Any person:
Who receives any fees or other consideration or

3

any gratuity on account of services so rendered, unless

4

such consideration or gratuity is approved by the deputy

5

commissioner, the-eemmissien, or the court, or

6

(b)

Who makes it a business to solicit employment

7

for a lawyer or for himself in respect of any claim or award

8

for compensation, is guilty of a misdemeanor of the second

9

degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083,

10

or s. 775.084.

11

Section 2.

This act shall take effect July 1, 1980.
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Ch. 440

WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION LAW

corroborated by other evidence, be sufficient to es
tablish the injury.
(2) Hearings before the judge of industrial claims
shall be open to the public and shall be reported, and
the division is authorized to contract for the report
ing of such hearings. The division shall by regulation
provide for the preparation of a record of the hear
ings and other proceedings before judges of industri
al claims and shall be permitted to charge for tran
scripts of testimony and copies of any instrument the
same fees as are allowed by law to reporters and
clerks of courts of this state for like services.
(3) The practice and procedure before the com
mission and the judges of industrial claims shall be
governed by rules adopted by the Supreme Court.
Hi.story.-s. 29, ch. 17481, 1935; CGL 1936 Supp. 5966(29); s. 10, ch. 20672,
1941; s. 8, ch. 29778, 1955; ss. 17, 35. ch. 69-106; s. 16, ch. 74-197; s. 14, ch. 75-209.
cf.-s. 28.24 Fees of clerk of circuit court.
s. 29.03 Compensation for services of official court reporters.
s. 696.05 Photographic recording authorized; clerk circuit court.

440.30 Depositions.-Depositions of witnesses
or parties, residing within or without the state, may
be taken and may be used in connection with pro
ceedings under the Florida Workmen's Compensa
tion Law, either upon order of the judge of industrial
claims or at the instance of any party or prospective
party to such proceedings, and either prior to the
institution of a claim, if the claimant is represented
by an attorney, or after the filing of the claim in the
same manner, for the same purposes, including the
purposes of discovery, and subject to the same rules;
all as now or hereafter prescribed by law or by rules
of court governing the taking and use of such deposi
tions in civil actions at law in the Circuit Courts of
this state. Such depositions may be taken before any
notary public, court reporter or deputy, and the fees
of the officer taking the same and the fees of the
witnesses attending the same, including expert wit
ness fees as provided by law or court rule, shall be
the same as in depositions taken for such Circuit
Courts. Such fees may be taxed as costs and recov
ered by the claimant, if successful in such workmen's
compensation proceedings. If the claim has not been
controverted or if 21 days have not passed without
payment, then the carrier or employer taking the
deposition shall pay the claimant's attorney a rea
sonable attorney's fee for attending said deposition.
History.-s. 30, ch. 17481, 1935; CGL 1936 Supp. 5966(30); s. 13, ch. 18413,
1937; s. I, ch. 28228, 1953; ss. 17, 35, ch. 69-106; s. 17, ch. 74-197; s. 15, ch. 75-209.

440.31 Witness fees.-Each witness who ap
pears in obedience to a subpoena shall be entitled to
the same fees as witnesses in a civil action in the
circuit court; provided, however, that any expert wit
ness, as defined in Rule l.390(a) of the Rules of Civil
Procedure, who shall have testified in any proceed
ing under this chapter shall be allowed a witness fee
including the cost of any exhibits used by such wit
ness in such reasonable amount as the judge of in
dustrial claims may determine, not in excess of the
rate prevailing in the locality for witness fees for
such expert witnesses in workmen's compensation
proceedings, notwithstanding the limitation provid
ed in s. 90.231.
Hi.story.-s. 31, ch. 17481, 1935; CGL 1936 Supp. 5966(31); s. 9, ch. 29778,
1955; s. 2, ch. 67-554.
cf.-s. 92.142 Compensation of witnesses in various courts.

Ch. 440

440.32 Cost in proceedings brought without
reasonable grounds.-If the judge of industrial
claims, commission, or any court having jurisdiction
of proceedings in respect of any claim or compensa
tion order determines that the proceedings in re
spect of such claim or order have been instituted or
continued without reasonable ground, the cost of
such proceedings shall be assessed against the party
who has so instituted or continued such proceedings.
Hi.story.-s. 32, ch. 17481, 1935; CGL 1936 Supp. 5966(32); s. 1, ch. 63-283;
ss. 17, 35, ch. 69-106; s. 16, ch. 75-209.

440.33 Powers of judges of industrial claims
and commission.(1) The judge of industrial claims or commission
may preserve and enforce order during any such
proceeding; issue subpoenas for, administer oaths or
affirmations to, and compel the attendance and tes
timony of witnesses, or the production of books, pa
pers, documents, and other evidence, or the taking of
depositions before any designated individual compe
tent to administer oaths; examine witnesses, and do
all things conformable to law which may be neces
sary to enable it effectively to discharge the duties of
its office.
(2) If any person in proceedings before the judge
of industrial claims or commission disobeys or resists
any lawful order or process, or misbehaves during a
hearing or so near the place thereof as to obstruct
the same, or neglects to produce, after having been
ordered to do so, any pertinent book, paper, or docu
ment, or refuses to appear after having been subpoe
naed, or upon appearing refuses to take oath or affir
mation as a witness, or after having taken the oath
refuses to be examined according to law, the judge of
industrial claims or commission, as the case may be,
shall certify the facts to the court having jurisdiction
in the place in which it is sitting which shall there
upon in a summary manner hear the evidence as to
the acts complained of, and, if the evidence so war
rants, punish such person in the same manner and
to the same extent as for a contempt committed be
fore the court, or commit such person upon the same
conditions as if the doing of the forbidden act had
occurred with reference to the process of or in the
presence of the court.
Hi.story.-s. 33, ch. 17481, 1935; CGL 1936 Supp. 5966(33); ss. 17, 35, ch.
69-106; s. 17, ch. 75-209.

440.34 Attorney's fees; costs; penalty for vio
lations.(1) If the employer or carrier shall file notice of
controversy as provided in s. 440.20, shall decline to
pay a claim on or before the 21st day after they have
notice of same, or shall otherwise resist unsuccess
fully the payment of compensation, and the claim
ant shall have employed an attorney at law in the
successful prosecution of the claim, there shall, in
addition to the award for compensation, be awarded
a reasonable attorney's fee of 25 percent of the first
$5,000 of the amount of the benefits secured, 20 per
cent of the next $5,000 of the amount of the benefits
secured, and 15 percent of the remaining amount of
the benefits secured, to be approved by the judge of
industrial claims, which fee may be paid direct to the
attorney for the claimant in a lump sum. However,
the judge of industrial claims shall consider the fol-
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lowing factors in each case and may increase or de
crease the attorney's fee if in his judgment the cir
cumstances of the particular case warrant such ac
tion:
(a) The time and labor required, the novelty and
difficulty ofthe questions involved, and the skill req
uisite to perform the legal service properly.
(b) The likelihood, if apparent to the claimant,
that the acceptance of the particular employment
will preclude employment of the lawyer by others or
cause antagonisms with other clients.
(c) The fee customarily charged in the locality for
similar legal services.
(d) The amount involved in the controversy and
the benefits resulting to the claimant.
(e) The time limitation imposed by the claimant
or the circumstances.
(f) The nature and length of the professional re
lationship with the claimant.
(g) The experience, reputation, and ability of the
lawyer or lawyers performing the services.
(h) The contingency or certainty of a fee.
(2) In awarding a reasonable attorney's fee, the
judge of industrial claims shall consider only that
portion of the award to the claimant that the attor
ney is responsible for securing.
(3) If any proceedings are had for review of any
claim, award, or compensation order before any
court, the court may allow or increase the attorney's
fees, in its discretion, which fees shall be in addition
to the compensation paid the claimant and shall be
paid as the court may direct.
(4) There shall be further assessed against such
employer or carrier, as costs in said claim, such fees
and mileages for witnesses attending the hearing at
the instance of claimant as would be allowed such
witnesses in cases at law.
(5) Any person:
(a) Who receives any fees or other consideration
or any gratuity on account of services so rendered,
unless such consideration or gratuity is approved by
the judge of industrial claims, the commission, or
such court; or
(b) Who makes it a business to solicit employ
ment for a lawyer or for himself or herselfin respect
of any claim or award for compensation,
shall be guilty of a misdemeanor of the second de
gree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083,
or s. 775.084.
History.-s. 34, ch. 17481. 1935: CCL 1936 Supp. 5966(34), 8135(11): s. 11,
ch. 20672. I 941: ss. I 7, 35, ch. 69-106: s. 365, ch. 7 I·136; s. 119, ch. 71-355: s. 18,
ch. 7:'>-209: s. 9, ch. 77-290.

440.35 Record of injury or death.-Every em
ployer shall keep a record in respect of any injury to
an employee. Such record shall contain such infor
mation of disability or death in respect ofsuch injury
as the division may by regulation require, and shall
be available to inspection by the division or by any
state authority at such time and under such condi
tions as the division may by regulation prescribe.
History.-s. 35. ch. 17481, 1935: CCL 1936 Supp. 5966(35); ss. 17. 35, ch.
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69-106.

440.37 Misrepresentation; penalty.-Any per
son who willfully makes any false or misleading
statement or representation for the purpose of ob
taining or denying any benefit or payment under
this chapter shall be guilty of a misdemeanor of the
first degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s.
775.083, or s. 775.084.

History.-s. 37, ch. 17481, 1935; CCL 1936 Supp. 8135(12); s. 366, ch. 71-136:
s. 10, ch. 77-290.

440.38 Security for compensation.Every employer shall secure the payment of
compensation under this chapter:
(a) By insuring and keeping insured the payment
of such compensation with any stock company or
mutual company or association or exchange, author
ized to do business in the state, or
(b) By furnishing satisfactory proof to the divi
sion of his financial ability to pay such compensation
and receiving an authorization from the division to
pay such compensation directly. The division may,
as a condition to such authorization, require such
employer to deposit in a depository designated by the
division either an indemnity bond or securities, at
the option of the employer, of a kind and in an
amount determined by the division, and subject to
such conditions as the division may prescribe, which
shall include authorization to the division in case of
default to sell any such securities sufficient to pay
compensation awards or to bring suit upon such
bonds, to procure prompt payment of compensation
under this chapter. Any employer securing compen
sation in accordance with the provisions ofthis para
graph shall be known as a self-insurer, and shall be
classed as a carrier of his own insurance.
(2) The license of any stock company or mutual
company or association or exchange authorized to do
insurance business in the state may, upon recom
mendation of the division be suspended, or revoked
by the Department of Insurance for good cause
shown after a hearing at which the carrier shall be
entitled to be heard in person or by counsel and to
present evidence. No suspension or revocation shall
affect the liability of any carrier already incurred.
(3) The division may suspend or revoke any au
thorization to a self-insurer for a good cause shown
after a hearing at which the self-insurer shall be
entitled to be heard in person or by counsel and to
present evidence. No suspension or revocation shall
affect the liability of any self-insurer already in
curred.
(4)(a) No carrier of insurance, including the par
ties to any mutual, reciprocal, or other association,
shall write any compensation insurance under this
chapter without a permit from the Department of
Insurance. Such permit shall be given upon applica
tion therefor to any insurance or mutual or recipro
cal insurance association upon the said department
being satisfied of the solvency of such corporation or
association and its ability to perform all its under
takings. The said department may revoke any per
mit so issued for violation of any provision of this
chapter.
(b) Any insurer, rating bureau, agent or other
representative or employee of any insurer or rating
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same. s11ch as the clamage caused thereby. whether such losses "·ere
covered by insurance, and to what amount. Such records shall
be made daily from the reports furnished him by his deputies,
or others.
Section 9. Every person, firm, partnership, association and
corporation writing an insurance on fire risks in the State of
Florida shall report to the Insurance Commissioner all fire los,es
on all property insured by them showing the owner and occupant
of the premises burned, location, date and cause of fire, amount
of insurance, value of property, and the loss paid; said report
shall be made on the 10th day of each and eYery month.
Chiefs of fire departments (and mayors of municipalities having
no organized fire departments) shall be ex-officio Deputy Fire
Marshals and shall make similar reports on forms to be furnished
by the Insurance Commissioner.
Section 10. The Governor may designate a committee upon
the recommendation of the Insurance Commissioner to be com
posed of one chief of a municipal fire department from each
Congressional District of the State, to serYe without compensa
tion other than actual expenses, whose terms as members of such
committee shall expire with that of the GoYernor, and whose
duty it shall be to meet at such times and places as may be
designated by the Insurance Commissioner.

lG!H

,--,..______

Chapter 20671

Fire Losses
'
To Be
Reported.

Section 11. All laws or parts of laws m conflict herewith
are hereby repealed.
Section 12.

This Act shall take effect upon its becoming a law.

Approved by the Governor June 4, 1941.
Filed in Office Secretary of State June 4, 1941.
CHAPTER 20672-(No. 464).
HOUSE BILL NO. 659
AN ACT to Amend and Clarify the Florida Workmen's Com
pensation Act, and to Amend Sections 14, 15, 28, 29, and 34
of Chapter 17481 Acts of 1935; and Sections 2, 13, 16, 20, 25,
and 27 of Chapter 17481, Acts of 1935, as Amended by Chapter
18413, Acts of 1937, Being:
'' An Act to Provide for and Adopt a Comprehensive vVork
men 's Compemation Law for the State of Florida; to Provide

,--,..______

Chapter 20672

Amending
and Clarify.
ing Florida
Workmans
Compensation
Act.
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SECTION 10. That Section �9, Chapter 17-!SL Acts of 1935,
be, and it is hereby amended to read as follo\\·s:
Section 29. (a) In making an investigation or mqmry or
conducting a hearing the Commis�ion shall not be bound by
technical or formal rules of procedure, except as provided hy
this Act; but may make such investigation or inquiry, or con
duct such hearing in such manner as to best ascertain the rights
of the parties. Declaration of a deceased employee concerning
the injury in respect of which the investigation or inquiry is
being made or the hearing conducted be receiYed in evidence
and shall, if corroborated by other evidence, be sufficient to
establish the injury.

171:3
,-----'------.
Chapter 20 672

Procedure in
Conducting
Hearings.

(b) Hearings before the Commission shall be ope11 to the
public and shall be stenographically reported, and the Commis
sion is authorized to contract for the reporting of such hearings.
The Commission shall by regulation provide for the prepara
tion of a record of the hearings and other proceedings before it,
and shall be permitted to charge for transcripts of testimony and
copies of any instrument the rnme fees as are allowed by lnw
to reporters and clerks of courts of this State for like services.
SECTIO.\' 11. That Section 3-!, Chapter 17481, Acts of 1935,
as amended by Chapter 18413, Acts of 1937, be and the same is
hereby amended to read as follows:
or
(a) If the employer or carrier shall file notice of controversy Notice
Controversy.
as provided in Section 20 of this Act, or shall decline to pay a
claim on or before the 21st day after they have notice of same,
or shall otherwise resist unsuccessfully the payment of com
pensation, and the injured person shall have employed an at
torney at law in the successful prosecution of his claim, there
shall, in addition to the award for compensation be awarded rea
sonable attorneys fee, to be approved by the Commission which
may be paid direct to the attorney for the claimant in a lump
sum. If any proceedings are had for review of any claim, award �·
or compensation order before any Court, the Court may allow
or increase the attorney's fees, in its discretion, which fees shall
be in addition to the compem:ation paid the claimant, and shall
be paid as the Court may direct.

(b) There shall be further assessed against such employer
or carrier, as costs in said claim, such fees and mileages for wit-

17H
,.-----'
Chapter 20672

Payment of
Fees for Serv
ices Subject
to Commie•
sion Approval.

Annual
Reports
Required.
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nes:ses attending the hearing at the instance of claimant, as would
be allowed such witnesses in cases at law.
( c) Any person ( 1) who receives any fees, other consideration,
or any gratuity on account of services so _rendered, unless rnch
consideration or gratuity is approved by the Commission or such
Court, or (2) who makes it a business to rnlicit employment for
a lawyer or for himself in respect of any claim or award for
compensation, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon con
victon thereof, shall, for each offense, be punished by a fine
of not more than $500.00, or by imprisonment not to exceed one
year, or by both such fine and impri:~onment.
SECTION 12. That Section 48, Chapter 17481, Acts of 1935,
be, and it is hereby amended to read as follows:
Section 48. Annually on or before the fifteenth day of March
the Commission under the oath of at least two of its members
shall make to the Governor a report of the administration of
this Act for the preceding fiscal year, including a detailed state
ment of the receipts of and expenditures from the fund estab
lished in Section 50, a statement of the causes of the accidents
leading to the injuries for which the awards were made together
with such recommendations as the Commission deems advisable.
SECTION 13. All laws or parts of law in conflict herewith are
hereby repealed.
SECTION 14. This Act shall take effect Jnl�· 1, 104-1.
Approved by the Governor J1111e 4, 1941.
Filed in Office Secretary of State Jnne 4, 1941.
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Authorizing
County Com
missioners of
Each County
to Pay Ex
penses of
County De
fense Council,
to Include
Expenses in
County
Budget, Make
Transfers to
M cet Require
men ts Sub
ject to Ap
proval of
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CHAPTER -20673-( No. 465).
SENATE BILL NO. 645
AN ACT to Authorize the Board of Count.,· Commissioners of
Each County of the State of Ploricla to Expend Such Sums
of Money as May Be Required to Pay the N ecessarr Expenses
Of the County Defense Council. the Creation of ·which is .Au
thorized Under Chapter 20213, Laws of Florida, Acts of 19-U,
To Include Sums for Such Expenses in the Count>- Budget,
and to Transfer Such Sums From .Any Fund or Funds to Such
Other Fund or Funds As May Be Xecessary to Meet Saic1 Re
quirements; to ProYicle That �o Such Transfer �hall Be
J\fade ,Vithout the ApproYal of the Comptroller of the �tatc
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Chap. 17481

1935

fill any vacan ies that may at any time
�
occur therein. Each
•
member shall give bond to the Governor
for the faithful perform.
a�ce of his or her duties in the sum of Five
Thousand Dollars
with a surety company qualified to do business
in the State of
Florida, as surety, which bond shall be approved
and kept by the
Board of County Commissioners for such County
in which such
County welfare board may be created. The premiums
on said
bonds shall be paid as a part of the expenses of said count
y wel.
fare board.''

Section 2. All laws and parts of laws in conflict herewi
th are
hreby repealed.

Section 3. This Act shall become effective immediately upon
its becoming a law.
Became a law without the Governor's approval.
Filed in Office Secretary of State June 10, 1935.

CHAPTER 17481-(No. 710).
HOUSE BILL NO. 29

An Act to Provide for and Adopt a Comprehensive Workmen's
Compensation Law for the State of Florida; to Provide Corn·
pensation Thereunder for Disability or Death Resulting from an
Injury Arising out of and in the course of Employment; Limit•
ing, Regulating and Prohibiting Resort to Certain Common Law
Causes of Action and/or Defenses in cases Falling Within the
PurYiew of this Act; Imposing Certain Duties and E:s:aotions
Upon Employers and/or Employees Falling within the Scope of
this Law; Defining the Employments Subject Hereto and Dfr
limiting the Application of this Act as Applied to Other Em
ployments and Setting up an A.gene�· of the State for the
Administration Hereof.
Be it Enacted by the Legislatnre of the Stale of Florida:
SHORT TITLE.

Section L This Act may be cited as '' Florida Yvorkmen 's Com·
pensation Act.''

LAWS OF FLORIDA
WITNESS FEES.
tion 31. Each witness who appeares m obedience to a subshall be entitled to the same fees as witnesses in a civil acn the County Court, or County Judge's Court.

1-:1:Sl
,---A--.

Ch;ip. l,c!Sl

1U35

Fees.

COSTS IN PROCEEDINGS BROUGHT WITHOUT
REASONABLE GROUNDS.
Section 3�. If the Court having jurisdiction of proceedings in Costs.
pect of any claim or compensation order determines that the pro
�>1i"IIJ!,'1!11.:·· dings in respect of such claim or order have been instituted or
ntinued without reasonable ground, the cost of such proceedings
all be assessed against the party who has so instituted or con
. ued such proceedings.

POWERS OF COM:l\IISSION.
33. (a) The Commission shall have power to preserYc
d e nforce order during any such proceeding; to issue subpoenas
, to administer oaths to, and to compel the attendance and testi
,. ony of witnesses, or the production of books, papers, documents,
d other evidence, or the taking of depositions before any desig
ted individual competent to administer oaths; to examine wit'esses, and to do all things conformable to law which may be nec
ry to enable it effectively to discharge the duties of its office.
:(b) If any person in proceedings before the Commission dis
fys or resists any lawful order or process, or misbehaves during a
learing or so near the place thereof as to obstruct the same, or neg
�ts to produce, after having been ordered to do so, any pertinent
look, paper, or document, or refuses to appear after having been
l!lbpoenaed, or upon appearing refuses to take oath as a witness, or
,te r haYing taken the oath refuses to be examined according to
YI,
• the Commission shall certify the facts to the Court having
�risdiction in the place in which it is sitting which shall thereupon
a summary manner hear the evidence as to the acts complained
, and, if the evidence so warrants, punish such person in the same
. nner and to the same extent as for a contempt committed before
e Court, or commit such person upon the same conditions as if
_e doing of the forbidden act had occurred with reference to the
rocess of or in the presence of the Court.

'·

Powf•rs of
Co111mission.

FEES FOR SERVIC�S.

34. ( a) No claims for legal. services or for any other Fees ror
rvices rendered in respect of a claim or award for compensation, tit:ices.

1482
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to or on account of any person, shall be valid unless approved by the .
Commission, or if the proceedings for review of the order of the
Commission, in respect of such claim or award are had before any
Court, unless approved by such Court. Any claims so approved
shall in the manner and to the extent fixed by the Commission or
such Court, be a lien upon such compensation.
(b) Any person (1) who receives any fee, other consideration, or
any gratuity on account of senices so rendered, unless such con
sideration or gratuity is approved by the Commission or such Court,
or (2) who makes it a business to solicit employment for a lawyer
or for himself in respect of any claim or award for compensation, ·
shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof,
shall, for each offense, be punished by a fine of not more than
$500, or by imprisonment not to exceed one year, or by both such
fine and imprisonment.
RECORD OF INJURY OR DEA.TH.

necord ot
lnjur,r.

Section 35. Every employer shall keep a record in respect of any
injury to an employee. Such record shall contain such inform&•
tion of disability or death in respect of such injury as the Com
mission may by regulation require, and shall be available to inspec
tion by the Commission or by any State authority at such time and
under such conditions as the Commission may by regulation pre
scribe.
REPORTS.

Reports to
Commission.

Section 36. (a) Within ten days after the date of receipt ot
notice or of knowledge of injury or death the employer shall send
to the Commission a report setting forth (1) the name, address, and
business of the employer; (2) the name, address, and occupation of
the employee; (3) the cause and nature of the injury or death;
(4) the year, month, day and hour when, and the particular lo
_
cality where, the injury or death occurred, and (5) such other m•
formation as the Commission may require.
(b) Additional reports in respect of such injury and of tho
condition of such employee shall be sent by the employer to the
Commission at such times and in such manner as the Commission
may prescribe.
(c) Any report proYidcd for in subdiYision (a) or (l.J) shall n�t
be evidence of any fact stated in such report in an,r procccdi.n� 1.0
respect of such injury or death on account of which the report is
made.

